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Preface 

The work in each chapter in this thesis was developed by the PhD candidate Junfeng 

Liu at the Functional Nanomaterials group in Catalonia Institute for Energy Research 

(IREC) in the period 2015-2019 under the supervision of Prof. Andreu Cabot and Dr. 

Michaela Meyns. This thesis is focused on the development of metal phosphide 

nanomaterials by means of colloidal synthesis, and their further explored their 

applications in fuel cells and batteries. 

The thesis includes 6 chapters. In the first chapter, a general introduction of the 

background, motivations and objectives of this thesis is presented. With these objectives, 

a series of experimental work has been done, which were shown in chapter 2 to 6. In 

chapter 2, a low-cost and air-stable phosphorus precursor triphenyl phosphite (TPP) was 

applied to produce metal phosphide nanoparticles such as Ni2P, Co2P, Fe2P, Cu3P and MoP. 

Further research showed this precursor can not only be used for the synthesis of common 

metal phosphides, but also to produce ternary metal phosphides such as Ni2-xCoxP 

nanocrystals and even less-studied metal phosphide CrP, which are shown in chapter 3 

and 4, respectively. However, by using TPP as phosphorus precursor, attempts it is failed 

to produce some other metal phosphides such as those of Sn and Pd. In the following 

chapter 5 and 6, another phosphorus source hexamethylphosphorous triamide was used as 

the precursor and new strategies were developed for the synthesis of SnP and PdP2 

nanocrystals.  

Furthermore, after ligand removal or ligand exchange, the produced metal 

phosphide nanoparticles were prepared as electrode materials for energy storage and 

conversion such as Ni2-xCoxP for hydrogen evolution reaction, CrP for oxygen reduction 

reaction, PdP2 for ethanol oxidation reaction and SnP for sodium ion batteries. 
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Summary of results  

Metal phosphides are an important class of functional materials that exhibit a wide 

range of properties such as catalysis, magnetism, superconductivity and lithium 

intercalation. Despite significant advances in synthetic methodologies, the phase control 

of metal phosphides with desired composition is still a huge challenge owing to their 

complicated stoichiometries and structures. Additionally, phosphorus sources tend to be 

very reactive, necessitating the use of rigorous air sensitive techniques. To overcome 

these challenges, great attention has been paid to develop novel synthetic strategies for 

metal phosphides with controlled composition, shape and size in nanoscale. In this thesis, 

several procedures were proposed to produce metal phosphide nanocrystals and their 

further application in electrochemical energy storage and conversion. 

The first chapter of this thesis presents a general introduction of the synthetic 

strategies and applications of metal phosphides. In chapter 2, I detail a simple, scalable 

and cost-effective procedure to produce metal phosphide nanocrystals (NCs) using 

inexpensive, low-toxicity and air-stable triphenyl phosphite (TPP) as phosphorus source. 

The use of chlorides as metal precursors allowed the synthesis of a variety of phosphide 

NCs including phosphides of Ni, Co and Cu. The use of carbonyl metal precursors further 

allowed the synthesis of Fe2P and MoP NCs. Tuning the experimental parameters allowed 

producing NCs with different composition, morphology and particle size. This stable and 

low-toxic precursor not only significantly simplified the synthetic procedure but also 

rendered unnecessary the use of the glovebox as well as many other usual precautions. 

The results presented in chapter 2 were published in Chemistry of Materials in 2018. 

Motivated by the expectation of expanding the use of TPP to the synthesis of ternary 

metal phosphides, I further studied the possibility of producing of Ni2-xCoxP (0≤x≤2) 

NCs using TPP and metal chlorides as precursors and hexadecylamine (HDA) as ligand. 

The synthesis involved the nucleation of amorphous Ni-P and its posterior crystallization 

and simultaneous incorporation of Co. The composition, size and morphology of the 

Ni2-xCoxP NCs could be controlled simply by varying the ratio of Ni and Co precursors 

and the amount of TPP and HDA. Ternary Ni2-xCoxP-based electrocatalysts exhibited 

enhanced electrocatalytic activity toward the hydrogen evolution reaction compared to 

binary phosphides. In particular, NiCoP electrocatalysts displayed very low overpotential 



 

xii 

of 97 mV at J = 10 mA cm
-2

 and an excellent long-term stability. Density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations of the Gibbs free energy for hydrogen adsorption at the surface 

of Ni2-xCoxP NCs showed NiCoP to have the most appropriate composition to optimize 

this parameter within the whole Ni2-xCoxP series. The results presented in chapter 3 were 

published in Journal of Materials of Chemistry A in 2018. 

Besides the binary and ternary metal phosphides presented in chapter 2 and 3, the 

possibility for the synthesis of less-studied metal phosphide CrP using TPP was also 

attempted. In chapter 4, CrP NCs were produced via a facile one-step colloidal synthetic 

strategy. Compared with the reported CVD method, this method allows producing CrP 

with nanometric particle size and with a very high throughput and material yield. CrP 

NCs were mixed with carbon to prepare electrocatalysts, which exhibited remarkable 

activity and stability toward oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in an alkaline electrolyte 

and an absolute tolerance to methanol. DFT calculations demonstrated CrP to provide a 

very strong chemisorption of O2 which facilitates its reduction and explains the excellent 

ORR performance experimentally. The results have been submitted recently. 

Even through a variety of phosphides could be synthesized using TPP as phosphorus 

source, some other metal phosphides such as phosphides of Sn and Pd can not be 

produced in the same condition. In chapter 5 and 6, new procedure and phosphorus source 

were proposed for the synthesis of SnP and PdP2 NCs, respectively. In chapter 5, SnP 

NCs were produced from the reaction of hexamethylphosphorous triamide (HMPT) and a 

tin phosphonate prepared from tin oxalate and a long chain phosphonic acid. SnP NCs 

obtained from this reaction displayed a spherical geometry and a trigonal crystallographic 

phase with a superstructure attributed to ordered diphosphorus pairs. Such NCs were 

mixed with carbon black and used as anode materials in sodium-ion batteries, which 

displayed a high reversible capacity of 600 mA h g
-1

 at a current density of 100 mA g
-1

 and 

cycling stability for over 200 cycles. The excellent cycling performance was associated 

with both the small size of the crystal domains and the particular composition and phase 

of SnP which prevent mechanical disintegration and major phase separation during 

sodiation and desodiation cycles. The results were published in Journal of Materials of 

Chemistry A in 2018. 

In chapter 6, a new procedure to produce single-phase PdP2 NCs was presented. The 

approach involves the reaction of palladium acetylacetonate and HMPT to nucleate 

defective Pd5P2 nanoparticles that subsequently, with further phosphorus incorporation, 
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crystallize into PdP2. The produced PdP2 NCs showed high mass activity and long-term 

stability toward the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) in alkaline media. The enhanced 

properties were attributed to the effect of P on the electronic structure of Pd and the 

Pd-rich surface of the PdP2 NCs. The activity and stability of the PdP2-based catalyst 

were further improved by supporting PdP2 NCs onto reduced graphene oxide (rGO), 

taking advantage of an enhanced electrical conductivity and a high dispersion of the PdP2 

NCs. The activity of PdP2 toward EOR was over a threefold higher than that of Pd NCs 

prepared under similar conditions. Even better performance was obtained from PdP2 NCs 

supported on rGO, which showed current densities up to 51.4 mA cm
-2

 and mass activities 

of 1.60 A mg
-1

Pd, that is 4.8 and 15 times higher than Pd NCs. Besides, PdP2 NCs and 

PdP2/rGO catalysts showed improved stability during EOR than Pd NCs and Pd/rGO, 

indicating a higher tolerance to the carbonaceous species formed. The results were 

published in Applied Catalysis B: Environmental in 2019. 

Finally, the conclusion and perspectives for future work are presented in the end of 

this thesis.
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Resumen de Resultados 

Los fosfuros metálicos son una importante clase de materiales funcionales que 

exhiben un amplio rango de propiedades tales como catálisis, magnetismo, 

superconductividad e intercalación de litio. A pesar de los avances en las metodologías 

de síntesis, el control de la fase de los fosfuros metálicos con determinada composición 

todavía es un gran reto debido a sus complicadas estequiometrias y estructuras. Además, 

las fuentes de fósforo suelen ser bastante reactivas, necesitando la utilización de 

técnicas rigurosas sensibles al aire. Para superar estos retos, se ha puesto mucha 

atención en el desarrollo de nuevas estrategias para la síntesis de fosfuros metálicos, 

controlando su composición, forma y tamaño a escala nanométrica. En esta tesis, se han 

propuesto varios procedimientos para la producción de nanopartículas de fosfuros 

metálicos y su posterior aplicación en el almacenamiento y conversión de energía. 

El primer capítulo de esta tesis presenta una introducción general de las estrategias 

de síntesis y la aplicación de los fosfuros metálicos. En el segundo capítulo, se 

desarrolla un procedimiento simple, escalable y rentable para la producción de 

nanopartículas de fosfuros metálicos utilizando fosfito de trifenilo (TPP) como fuente 

de fósforo, que es barato y presenta una baja toxicidad. La utilización de cloruros como 

precursores metálicos permitió la síntesis de una variedad de nanopartículas de fosfuros, 

incluso de Ni, Co y Cu. Posteriormente, la utilización de carbonilos como precursores 

metálicos permitió la síntesis de nanopartículas de Fe2P y MoP. El ajuste de los 

parámetros experimentales permitió la producción de nanopartículas con diferentes 

composiciones, morfologías y tamaños de partícula. Este precursor, estable y de baja 

toxicidad, no solo simplifica significativamente la ruta sintética pero también hizo 

innecesario la utilización de la caja de guantes, así como muchas otras precauciones 

habituales. Los resultados del segundo capítulo fueron publicados en Chemistry of 

Materials en 2018. 

Motivado por la expectativa de expansión del uso del TPP para la síntesis de 

fosfuros metálicos ternarios, se estudió la posibilidad de la producción de nanocristales 

(NCs) de Ni2-xCoxP (0≤x≤2) utilizando TPP y cloruros metálicos como precursores y 

hexadecilamina (HDA) como ligando. La síntesis implicó la nucleación del Ni-P amorfo 

y su posterior cristalización e incorporación simultanea de Co. La composición, tamaño y 
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morfología del Ni2-xCoxP pudo ser controlada simplemente variando la relación de los 

precursores de Ni y Co y la cantidad de TPP y HDA. Los electrocatalizadores basados en 

Ni2-xCoxP exhibieron una mejor actividad electrocatalítica hacia la reacción de evolución 

de hidrógeno comparado a los fosfuros binarios. En especial, los electrocatalizadores de 

NiCoP demostraron el sobrepotencial más bajo de 97 mV a J = 10 mA cm
-2

 y una 

excelente estabilidad a largo plazo. Además, los cálculos de la energía libre de Gibbs 

realizados por la teoría del funcional de la densidad (DFT) para la adsorción del 

hidrógeno en la superficie de Ni2-xCoxP demostraron que NiCoP tienen la composición 

más apropiada para la optimización de este parámetro entre toda la familia de compuestos 

de Ni2-xCoxP. Los resultados presentados en el tercer capítulo fueron publicados en el 

Journal of Materials Chemistry A en 2018. 

Además de los fosfuros metálicos binarios y ternarios presentados en el segundo y 

tercer capítulo, también se planteó la viabilidad de la síntesis del fosfuro metálico CrP, 

que es poco estudiado, utilizando TPP. En el cuarto capítulo, los NCs de CrP fueron 

obtenidos mediante una fácil estrategia de síntesis coloidal en etapa única. Comparado 

con el método CVD presentado, este método permite producir CrP con un tamaño 

nanométrico de partículas con un rendimiento de material muy alto. Los NCs de CrP 

fueron mezclados con carbono para preparar electrocatalizadores, que mostraron una 

actividad y estabilidad notables hacia la reacción de reducción de oxígeno (ORR) en un 

electrolito alcalino y una tolerancia absoluta al metanol. Los cálculos de DFT 

demostraron que CrP proporciona una quimiosorción muy fuerte de O2 que facilita su 

reducción y explica el excelente rendimiento de la ORR de manera experimental. Los 

resultados han sido entregados para su revisión recientemente. 

Aunque una variedad de fosfuros pueda ser producida utilizando TPP como fuente de 

fósforo, otros fosfuros metálicos como los fosfuros de Sn y Pd no pueden ser producidos 

en las mismas condiciones. En el quinto y sexto capítulo, se plantean nuevos 

procedimientos y fuentes de fósforo para la síntesis de NCs de SnP y PdP2, 

respectivamente. En el quinto capítulo, los NCs de SnP fueron producidos por la reacción 

de triamida de hexametilfósforo (HMPT) y fosfato de estaño, preparado por un oxalato de 

estaño y una longa cadena de ácido fosfónico. Los NCs de SnP obtenidos por esa reacción 

han mostrado una geometría esférica y una fase cristalográfica trigonal con una 

superestructura atribuida a los pares difósforos ordenados. Tales NCs fueron mezclados 

con carbón negro y utilizados como ánodos en baterías de ion sodio, que demostraron una 
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alta capacidad reversible de 600 mA h g
-1

 a una densidad de corriente de 100 mA g
-1

 y una 

estabilidad de ciclos durante más de 200 ciclos. El excelente rendimiento de los ciclos se 

asocia con el pequeño tamaño de los dominios cristalinos y la peculiar composición y fase 

del SnP que previne la desintegración mecánica y mayor separación de fases durante los 

ciclos de sodiación/desodiación. Los resultados de este capítulo fueron publicados en el 

Journal of Materials Chemistry A en 2018. 

En el sexto capítulo, se presenta un nuevo procedimiento para la producción de NCs 

de PdP2 de fase única. El abordaje implica la reacción de acetilacetonato de paladio y 

HMPT para nuclear nanopartículas defectuosas de Pd5P2 que después, con incorporación 

posterior de fósforo, cristaliza en PdP2. Los NCs de PdP2 producidos mostraron actividad 

de alta masa y estabilidad a largo plazo para la reacción de oxidación de etanol (EOR) en 

medio alcalino. La mejora en las propiedades fue atribuida al efecto de P en la estructura 

electrónica de Pd y la superficie rica en Pd de los NCs de PdP2. La actividad y estabilidad 

de los catalizadores basados en PdP2 fueron posteriormente mejorados cuando se 

introdujeron los NCs de PdP2 dentro de óxido de grafeno reducido (rGO), aprovechando 

una mejor conductividad eléctrica y una alta dispersión de los NCs de PdP2. La actividad 

de PdP2 para EOR fue tres veces más altas que aquellos NCs de Pd preparados bajo las 

mismas condiciones. Un rendimiento aún mejor fue observado para PdP2 introducido en 

rGO que mostraron densidades de corriente de hasta 51.4 mA.cm
-2

 y actividades de masa 

de 1.60 A mg
-1

 Pd, esto es 4,8 y 15 veces más alto que los NCs de Pd. Además, los 

catalizadores de NCs de PdP2 y PdP2/rGO presentaron una mejora de la estabilidad 

durante la EOR cuando comparados con los NCs de Pd y Pd/rGO, indicando una mayor 

tolerancia para las especies de carbono formadas. Los resultados fueron publicados en 

Applied Catalysis B: Environmental en 2019.   

Finalmente, las conclusiones y las perspectivas de trabajo futuro son presentadas en 

el final de la tesis. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

 

1.1 Renewable energy 

Fossil fuels played a pivotal role in worldwide industry and technological 

development in the past two centuries and remain the primary global energy carriers 

nowadays. Although fossil fuels such as coal and natural gas currently supply us with 

85 % of our energy
1
 and could also meet the world’s energy demand for the foreseeable 

future, the strong dependence on fossil fuels has made our economy susceptible to price 

spikes, and the rapidly rising demand on fossil fuels is also intensifying air pollution 

and global warming. Thus, developing clean and sustainable energy platforms to fossil 

fuels is urgent to meet these global challenges. 

Among the various alternatives to conventional energy (Figure 1.1), solar and wind 

have emerged as promising sources as they are readily exploitable and truly limitless. 

However, these renewable resources are intermittent and heavily depend on the time of 

day and weather, which present serious disadvantages in energy generation and load 

balance to ensure power network stability and reliability. Great efforts have been made 
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in developing new sustainable energy technologies that are not influenced by the 

unpredictable daily and seasonal variations.  

Electrochemical energy storage and conversion technologies have been recognized 

as one of the most promising approaches, which can convert energy to a storable form 

in various mediums and then be converted back when needed. Lithium batteries are 

widely used as compact, portable and powerful energy storage devices in our daily life. 

Moreover, fuel cells such as microbial fuel cells, proton exchange membrane fuel cells 

and direct methanol/ethanol fuel cells are booming to meet our huge energy demands. 

Electrocatalytic processes such as electrocatalytic water splitting including hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER), and the oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) and methanol/ethanol oxidation reaction from the 

electrocatalytic cathode and anode, are all important to maximize energy density 

economically and efficiently as applied in these promising fuel cells.
2
 

 

Figure 1.1. Renewable energy sources in the future. Solar panels (a) and wind turbines (b), 

electricity distribution (c) and storage devices (d), improved energy management in buildings (e) 

and widespread diffusion of electric vehicles (f). Better catalysts and photoelectrochemical 

devices allow a more efficient generation of hydrogen and oxygen (g), and CO2 conversion to 

fuels and chemicals (h). Carbon-capture materials (i) will decrease the amount of CO2 released 

in the atmosphere.
1
 

For these fuel cells and batteries, electrode materials occupy the most important 

position in developing and industrialization of these technologies. Traditional materials 

such as Pt and LiFePO4 have applied for practical application, however, the expensive 

and rare Pt and Li resources impelled us exploring alternative materials with low-cost, 
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earth-abundant elements and excellent properties, which will certainly decrease the 

price and raise the market occupancy of these new technologies in the near future. 

1.2 Metal phosphide synthesis 

According to the modern nomenclature, a phosphide is a compound of phosphorus 

with one or several less electronegative element(s). However, by extension and by habit, 

metal-phosphorus compounds where the metal is more electronegative than P, such as 

Au2P3 are also called “metal phosphide”.
3
 

More than two centuries ago in Paris, Bertrand Pelletier (1761-1797) discovered 

that adding white phosphorus onto a piece of silver heated near their melting point and 

yielded a new solid, which was proved to be Ag2P. This strategy was successfully 

applied to prepare a series of 20 bulk metal phosphides such as phosphides of nickel, 

cobalt, cadmium, zinc and copper (Figure 1.2).
4
 

 

Figure 1.2. Cover and first page of B. Pelletier’s report on metal phosphide “Combination of 

phosphorus with metal substance”.
3 
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However, there are very few reports of metal phosphides both in the syntheses and 

applications until nineteenth century. Actually, the synthesis of metal phosphides is 

quite a challenge and strict reaction conditions are required such as high temperature 

and high pressure. White phosphorus, red phosphorus and alkali phosphide were the 

most commonly used phosphorus sources. Very few procedures were conducted in a 

solvent and there is a lack of strategies for the production of metal phosphide materials 

in the nanoscale. 

When a material is scaled down to the nanometer, new properties can sometimes 

appear. With the development of synthesis strategy, metal phosphides have been 

produced in nanoscale in last decades and flourished as one of the most promising 

functional materials. Metal phosphide nanoparticles exhibited a wide range of properties 

of fundamental and commercial interest and have been applied for example in catalysis, 

lithium/sodium batteries, optical devices and magnetism applications.
2,3

 

 

Figure 1.3. Plots of free energy change as a function of particle size and schematic 

representations of crystallization for classical (a) and non-classical (b) nucleation models.
5 
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Similar with other nanoparticles synthesis, the production of metal phosphide 

nanoparticles by reaction of metal and phosphorus sources involves the nucleation and 

growth of colloidal particles. Figure 1.3 shows conversion kinetics models of the 

production of nanoparticles. The classical nucleation theory (Figure 1.3a) assumes that 

small clusters that formed during the course of crystallization have the same structure 

with the final crystalline phase.
5
 However, extensive results reveal the occurrence of 

metastable phases, multistep nucleation, and intermediate-mediated self-assembly, all of 

which impact the product outcomes of these reactions (Figure 1.3b). For example, it is 

demonstrated that nanocluster intermediates build up during InP synthesis creating a 

low energy bottleneck in the reaction coordinate diagram, and their subsequent 

reactivity impacts the later course of the crystallization process.
5  

For metal phosphides, the phosphorus source plays key role in the synthesis 

kinetics. Figure 1.4 shows commonly used phosphorus sources for the metal phosphide 

synthesis, which can be generally categorized to inorganic (elemental phosphorus, PCl3, 

Na3P, etc.) and organophosphorus sources (TOP, TMSP, HMPT etc.). The following 

section details the synthesis strategies based on the phosphorus sources. 

 
Figure 1.4. Overview of the main phosphorus sources for the synthesis of metal phosphide 

nanoparticles. The size of each slice accounts for the relative use of each method in the past 

decade.
3
 

1.2.1 Inorganic phosphorus sources 

As the initially applied phosphorus source, elemental P (red or white) was reported 

for the production of metal phosphides nanoparticles in the early stage. Elemental P was 
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usually used to produce metal phosphides by ball milling and hydrothermal methods. 

Taking tin phosphide as an example, mechanically milling of the mixture of tin and red 

phosphorus powder under Ar atmosphere can produce SnP3 with a domain size of 15 

nm.
6
 The reaction of tin, red phosphorus and ethylenediamine in autoclave via 

hydrothermal method, Sn4P3 phase can be obtained.
7
 White phosphorus was also 

applied for hydrothermal production of polydispersed metal phosphides,
8
 but as a highly 

reactive source, it did not react directly with the metal source in most cases, it was 

transformed into intermediate species such as phosphate or PH3 and further reacted with 

metal to produce metal phosphides.
9,10

 

In some cases, phosphides of alkaline and alkaline earth elements are also used for 

production of other metal phosphides.
11-13 

The reaction of Ca3P2 with HCl on a 

secondary reaction flask connected to the main reactor for generating of PH3 gas, which 

further reacts with indium precursor to produce well-dispersed InP nanoparticles.
13

 

Besides, metal phosphides such as ZrP and TiP can also be synthesized by co-reduction 

of metal salts and phosphorus source PCl3.
14,15

 

Inorganic phosphate such as NaH2PO2, NH4H2PO2 and (NH4)2HPO4 are widely 

applied for the synthesis of metal phosphide nanoparticles. Taking NaH2PO2 as an 

example, it can dissolve in water and be used as phosphorus source in the hydrothermal 

route.
16,17

 While most of the synthesis pathway from NaH2PO2 was through their in situ 

decomposition, where the disproportionation of hypophosphite resulted in the 

generation of strong reducing gas PH3 at temperatures above 250 °C, which further 

react directly with a pre-synthesized variety of metal, metal oxides, metal hydroxides or 

other metal-based nanoparticles to form metal phosphides. By this method, a series of 

metal phosphides such as phosphides of of Ni, Co, Fe, Ru and NiCo has been 

produced.
2
 This gas-solid reaction strategy is surfactant-free and can retain the 

dimension and morphology of the precursor nanoparticles. However, the produced PH3 

is highly corrosive, extremely toxic and lethal at a few ppm, thus, this phosphidation 

synthesis route should be carried out with rigorous gas absorption devices. 
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1.2.2 Organic phosphorus sources 

Serval organic phosphorus sources have been proposed as safer P donors than 

inorganic sources for the metal phosphides synthesis. Among them, tri-n-octylphophine 

(TOP) has been widely used as a versatile phosphorus source for production of different 

metal phosphides. A variety of transition metal phosphide nanoparticles including Ni2P, 

PtP2, Rh2P, Au2P3, Pd5P2 and PdP2 can be obtained by a solution-mediated reaction of 

TOP with preformed metal nanoparticles.
18

 One-pot synthesis or hot-injection of TOP 

into metal precursor solution in the presence of solvents and organic ligands are the 

most common procedures for the production of monodispersed metal phosphides. By 

tuning reaction conditions, such as using high-boiling point solvents, different metal 

precursors, and varied reaction temperatures, different shape of metal phosphide 

nanoparticles such as nanorods,
19,20

 hollow nanoparticles,
21,22

 nanoplates,
23

 nanowires,
24

 

and nanoneedles
25

 can be obtained (Figure 1.5). Moreover, ternary metal phosphides 

including Ni2-xCoxP, CoxFe2-xP, Co2-xRhxP, CoMnP, can also be produced by the 

reaction of TOP with mixtures of metal precursors or metal alloy nanoparticles.
20,26-29 

 

Figure 1.5. different shape of metal phosphides nanoparticles synthesized by TOP as 

phosphorus source (a) Cd6P7 spherical nanoparticles,
30

 (b) CoP hollow nanoparticles,
21

 (c) Cu3P 

nanoplates
23

 and (d) Co1.5Fe0.5P nanorods.
20 

50 nm

100 nm

a b

d

100 nm

c
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Though TOP is recognized as a safer source for metal phosphides synthesis than 

PH3, the temperature required for breaking the P-C bond is quite high (in most cases 

more than 300 °C).
3
 Thus, other more reactive precursor such as 

tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphine (TMSP) are employed in the production of metal 

phosphides in recent years, especially for those metal phosphides that were difficult to 

be produced by TOP. TMSP was applied as an alternative to PH3 for deposition of TiP 

films by the CVD method.
31

 But most cases the reaction was performed in solution by 

reacting with different metal precursors: trimethylgallium for GaP,
32

 ZnMe2 for Zn3P2,
33

 

cadmium acetate
34

 or CdO
35

 for Cd3P2, In(acetate)3,
36

 InCl3
37 

or In(myristate)3 for InP,
38

 

as well as ternary InxGa1-xP nanoparticles from trimethylindium and trimethylgallium.
39

  

Even through TOP and TMSP largely dominate the published literature as 

phosphorus sources, several alkyl- or arylphosphines also employed as alternative 

sources. Hexamethyltriaminophosphine (HMPT) was suggested as a versatile precursor 

for the synthesis of monodisperse Cd3P2, Ni2P, Co2P and CoP nanoparticles at 250 °C.
40

 

Tributylphosphine was reacted with Ni(acac)2 for the synthesis of NixPy nanoparticles
41

 

and triphenylphosphine was reacted with tungsten carbonyl for WP nanoparticles.
42

 

Even more complicated tri(pyrazolyl)phosphanes was synthesized as phosphorus source 

for the production of InP quantum dots.
43

 

The precise reaction mechanism of formation of metal phosphide nanoparticles is 

not yet clear. Figure 1.6a shows the effect of synthesis conditions on the formation of 

nickel phosphide nanoparticles, as general trend, a larger excess of phosphorus, higher 

reaction temperature and longer reaction times promote the formation of more P-rich 

phases. The phosphorus source TOP not only serves as reactant with metal precursor in 

solution, but also acts as stabilizing ligand on the colloids or metallic intermediates, 

ensuring the formation favors a slow growth of the nanoparticles and/or ripening and 

self-repairing mechanism.
3
 Figure 1.6b shows the influence of the amount of TOP in the 

Cu3P nanoparticles synthesis. Cu nanoparticles were produced first when a relatively 

small excess of TOP employed, and then phosphatized by TOP to Janus-like Cu3P 

nanoparticles. When larger excess TOP was employed in the synthesis, small Cu3P 
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nuclei were produced first and then grew over time to platelet-shaped Cu3P 

nanoparticles. Besides, the metal and phosphorus ratio also depends on the ligand and 

solvents in the reaction, as well as on the procedure (with or without injection), likely 

because this affects the rate of decomposition of TOP in the reaction mixture, and also 

the morphology of the nanoparticles.
3
 In the Zn3P2 nanoparticles synthesis (Figure 1.6c), 

when TOP was injected into ZnMe2 solution, metallic Zn was produced and further 

converted into Zn3P2 nanoparticles (diameter 4.4 and 6.3 nm) at high temperature. With 

an increasing amount of TOP, smaller size of nanoparticles was obtained. When TMSP 

was employed in the synthesis, it served as more reactive source of phosphorus, leading 

to the formation of dimetallic zinc complex with bridging phosphide groups, and further 

decomposition to Zn3P2 nanoparticles with a diameter of 14.7 nm.  

In most cases, synthetic routes are empirical, although they are very efficient in the 

production of monodisperse metal phosphide nanoparticles. More studies are needed to 

understand in-depth the complex mechanism of the synthesis process. 

 

Figure 1.6. (a) Illustration of the the roles played by various synthetic levers in controlling the 

phase in nickel phosphide nanoparticles.
44

 (b) Formation of Cu3P nanoparticles in different 

TOP/Cu ratios, larger excess of TOP resulted in direct grow of the platelet-shaped Cu3P over 

time, and less TOP resulted in Cu nanoparticles and progressive phosphorylation to Cu3P 

Janus-like particles.
45

 (c) Size controlled synthesis of Zn3P2 nanoparticles by different 

phosphorus sources and the proposed formation mechanism.
33 

a

b

c
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1.2.3 Other synthesis strategies 

Besides the reaction between metal and phosphorus sources, metal phosphides can 

also be produced by the direct decomposition of metal-phosphorus compounds. Co2P 

nanoparticles supported on mesoporous silicon were obtained by the decomposition of 

grafted Co4-bisphosphine clusters on the silicon surface.
46

 The direct thermal 

decomposition of prepared [Cl2GaP(SiMe2)2]2 at 300 °C can produce GaP.
47

 Besides, 

cation exchange reactions are another interesting approach for metal phosphide 

synthesis. Cu3P nanoparticles were prepared as a platform for the cation exchange by 

In
3+

, which started from the peripheral corners of Cu3P nanoparticles and gradually 

evolved toward the center, and finally InP nanoparticles were obtained.
48 

1.3 Applications 

Metal phosphides have shown various applications in the field of electrocatalysis, 

including HER, OER, ORR, ethanol/methanol oxidation reaction, and Li/Na-ion 

batteries, supercapacitors, electronic and optic devices. Among them, metal phosphides 

for electrocatalysis have drawn great attention due to their excellent properties. 

1.3.1 Hydrogen evolution reaction 

The metal phosphides have been reported to possess excellent performance in HER 

by many studies. The hydrogen evolution mechanisms for metal phosphides in acidic 

medium involve the following three steps (equation 1.1 to 1.3).
49 

Volmer: H
+ 

+ e
-
      MPs-H                    (1.1) 

Heyrovsky: H
+
 + e

-
 + MPs-H      H2 + MPs       (1.2) 

Tafel: MPs-H + MPs-H      H2 + 2MPs           (1.3) 

Where the MPs-H represents adsorbed hydrogen atom on the metal phosphide 

catalyst. The mechanism of HER suggests that a molecular H2 can be formed via two 

pathways: Volmer-Heyrovsky or Volmer-Tafel. The applied cathode catalyst of metal 
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phosphides can first reduce protons at low overpotential, resulting in the adsorption of 

H atom on the surface of catalysts, which is called Volmer reaction. In the following 

reactions, if a free H
+
 reacts with an adsorbed hydrogen atom to form H2, it is called 

Heyrovsky reaction. If two adjacent adsorbed hydrogen atoms combine to give H2, it is 

called Tafel reaction. In experiments, a Tafel slope can be derived from the linear 

scanning voltammetry. The Tafel slopes of 30, 40 and 120 mV dec
-1

 are designated to 

the Tafel, Heyrovsky and Volmer reactions respectively. Actually, these two pathways 

are synergetic, leading to an intermediate Tafel slope.  

P atoms in metal phosphides have been demonstrated crucial roles for the HER 

pathway. P atoms can draw electrons from metal atoms due to their high 

electronegativity. The negatively charged P can act as base to trap positively charged 

protons during HER. For this reason, metal phosphides with increasing atomic 

percentage of P may effectively improve the corresponding HER performance.
50

 As 

shown in Figure 1.7a, for the morphologically equivalent cobalt phosphide Co2P and 

CoP hollow nanoparticles, the nanoparticles with higher P content (CoP) displayed 

significantly lower overpotential and higher catalytic activity than Co2P nanoparticles. 

The Gibbs free energy of hydrogen adsorption (ΔGH) was executed to judge the 

activity of HER electrocatalysts and a good catalyst should have a neither too weak nor 

too strong free energy of hydrogen adsorption. Weak adsorption results in difficulty in 

the combination between the proton and electrocatalyst. While strong adsorption leads 

to difficulties in adsorption from the catalytic surface, thus poisoning the catalyst.
50

 So 

catalysts with near-zero values of ΔGH have the ability to attach and detach hydrogen 

efficiently on the surface of catalytic sites, resulting in a high HER activity. As shown 

in Figure 1.7b, the composition of Fe0.33Co0.33Ni0.33P has the optimal ΔGH in 

FexCoyNi1-x-yP catalysts thus showed highest HER activity.
51

 Figure 1.7c shows the 

electron density of the Ni2P surface including the proton-acceptor (P sites) and 

hydride-acceptor centers (Ni sites).
52

 The P atoms on the surface of a metal phosphide 

not only provide a small negative charge to trap protons as the base, but also enhance 

activity for the dissociation of H2, thus preventing the system from deactivation caused 
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by high coverage of strongly bonding hydrogen atoms as pure nickel does.
50

 Figure 1.7d 

shows the effect of P for the hydrogen absorption on the MoP surface. ΔGH of the P 

terminated surface on (001)-MoP is slightly negative at first. With H coverage 

increasing from 1/4 monolayer (ML) to full coverage, ΔGH gradually become positive, 

indicating that P atoms could bond hydrogen at low coverage whilst desorbing H at high 

coverage, thus enabling P to behave like a “hydrogen deliverer”.
53

 These features make 

metal phosphides meet the criteria of good HER electrocatalysts.
 

In addition, when a metal is alloyed with P, its dissolution is thermodynamically 

less favored and its corrosion resistance is enhanced in acidic media.
54

 So metal 

phosphides with higher P content exhibit not only higher HER activity but also better 

stability. 

 

Figure 1.7. (a) Polarization data of Co2P/Ti and CoP/Ti electrodes in 0.5 M H2SO4, 

along with a Pt mesh control. Inserts are the TEM images of Co2P and CoP 

nanoparticles.
55

 (b) Free energy diagram of HER for FexCoyNi1-x-yP.
51

 (c) Calculated 

total electron density of a Ni2P (001) surface mapped by electrostatic potential: the blue 

and red correspond to negatively and positively charged region, respectively.
52

 (d) TOP 

view of H adsorbed P terminated (001)-MoP surface and associated calculated Gibbs 

free energy of H adsorption.
50

 

Co2P

CoP

VS.

P

Mo

H

H coverage

ΔGH (eV)

1/4 ML

-0.36

2/4 ML

-0.06

3/4 ML

0.34

4/4 ML

0.54

a

c d

b
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1.3.2 Oxygen reduction reaction 

The direct electrochemical conversion of oxygen into water by oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) is one of the most promising cathodic energy storage ways in 

low-temperature fuel cells. Metal phosphides have been demonstrated as a new class of 

ORR catalysts. The dissociative process of O2 on metal phosphides at a fuel cell cathode 

may occur through the following possible pathways. 

In acidic electrolyte 

O2 + 4H
+
 + 4e

-
     2H2O                (1.4) 

O2 + 2H
+
 + 2e

-
     H2O2                (1.5) 

Or in basic electrolyte 

O2 + 2H2O + 4e
-
     4OH

-
               (1.6) 

O2 + H2O + 2e
-
     HO2

-
 + OH

-
           (1.7) 

The four-electron transfer pathway (equation 1.4 and 1.6) is the desirable way with 

maximal electricity. However, sluggish kinetic processes of ORR may occur through 

two-electron transfer process (equation 1.5 and 1.7) with large yield of hydrogen 

peroxide as end products, which is ascribed to the difficulty of metal-oxygen bond 

separation.
2
  

CoP and Co2P nanoparticles have shown high activity for ORR through 

four-electron oxygen process and high stability in alkaline solution.
56,57

 Kucernak et 

al.
58

 demonstrated that the phosphorus rich PdP2 catalyst has a higher onset potential 

and lower amount of peroxide domination than a Pd5P2 catalyst for ORR in acidic 

solution, though both of them showed worse activity than a conventional Pd/C catalyst. 

Similarly, RuP also through the less favored two-electron mechanism in acidic 

conditions and demonstrated the formation of H2O2. However, good stability and high 

tolerance toward methanol contamination made it a possible candidate as an active 

catalyst in fuel cells.
 59 
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1.3.3 Ethanol oxidation reaction 

Noble metal phosphides have been suggested as electrocatalysts for the ethanol 

oxidation reaction. The commonly accepted dual-pathway mechanism on noble-based 

catalysts is shown in the following equations.
60  

C1 pathway  

CH3-CH2OH + 3H2O     2CO2 + 12H
+
 + 12e

-
          (1.8) 

CH3-CH2OH + 5H2O     2HCO3
-
 + 14H

+
 + 12e

-
        (1.9) 

CH3-CH2OH + 5H2O     2CO3
2-

 + 16H
+
 + 12e

- 
        (1.10) 

C2 pathway 

CH3-CH2OH + H2O     CH3-COOH + 4H
+
 + 4e

- 
       (1.11) 

CH3-CH2OH     CH3-CHO + 2H
+
 + 2e

-
               (1.12) 

The desirable end-product of the direct ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) is CO2 or 

carbonates via COads intermediate (C1 pathway), however, partial oxidation of ethanol 

to acetic acid or acetaldehyde without breaking of the C-C bonds may occur in the 

reaction pathways (C2 pathway). 

The P atoms in the metal phosphide have significant effect on the electronic state of 

metal elements, the presence of P adjust metal phosphide to be a high content of 

metallic metal,
61

 which can improve the catalytic activity of metal phosphide for EOR. 

In addition, DFT calculation demonstrated the incorporation of P is favorable for both 

chemical absorption of OH- and desorption of free *OH, and speed up the combination 

between OH and CH3CO radicals, which will facilitate the formation of acetic acid. 

Figure 1.8a shows the incorporation of Ni and P in ternary nanoparticles can shorten the 

distance between Pd and Ni active sites, which drives the EOR preferentially through 

the efficient reactive-intermediate pathway, enhanced EOR activity and long-term 

stability.
62
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1.3.4 Li/Na-ion Batteries 

Metal phosphides possess superior characteristics in the field of Li/Na-ion batteries. 

Metal phosphides such as Ni2P, CoP3, Fe2P and MnP have the ability for intercalation 

and deintercalation of Li/Na-ions. During the battery measurements, metal phosphides 

MPx were converted into a composite electrode made of metallic nano-sized particles 

embedded into a Li3P/Na3P matrix. 

MPx + 3xLi     xLi3P + M
0 

                      (1.13)
 

MPx + 3xNa     xNa3P + M
0 

                     (1.14) 

These conversion reactions offer a new type of energy storage process involving 

more Li/Na exchange per formula unite than other electrodes, and creating high 

theoretical capacities. Recently, metal such as Ge and Sn alloyed with P to form metal 

phosphides, containing two electroactive elements for Li/Na, have drawn great attention 

in the Li/Na-ion batteries field. Figure 1.8c shows GeP3 has been applied as anode 

material that exhibits a high capacity for both Li/Na ion batteries.
63

 

 
Figure 1.8. (a) Scheme for improving catalytic performance by incorporation of P.

62
 (b) 

Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of In(Zn)P/ZnSe/ZnS quantum dots and 

corresponding luminescence photographs excited with a UV lamp.
64

 (c) Scheme for the 

crystallographic phase-change mechanism of GeP3 during Li/Na-insertion/extraction.
63
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1.3.5 Other applications 

Compared to other metal phosphides, InP possesses an excellent energy gap of 

1.34 eV with a crystalline zinc-blende structure, intrinsically resulting in fine optical 

properties, such as InP/ZnSe/ZnS quantum dots exhibit tunable emission from 488 to 

641 nm and high color purity (Figure 1.8b).
64

 GaP/GaNP core/shell also displayed high 

optical quality with intense photoluminescence.
65

 In addition, Cd3P2 quantum dots 

showed emission wavelengths span the visible red through the near-infrared spectral 

region.
66

 Similar with ethanol oxidation reaction, metal phosphides have also been 

applied as electrocatalysts for other direct fuel cells such as methanol,
61

 hydrazine
67

  

and formic acid
58

 oxidation reaction. As OER catalysts, metal phosphides are easily 

oxidized to form oxide layers during the reaction. However, recent works have 

demonstrated P atoms at the oxide and phosphide surface could enhance the catalytic 

activity by helping the carrier transportation between core materials and oxides.
68

 

Besides, metal phosphides also exhibit widely applications in supercapacitors,
69

 

magnetic property
27

 and also in biology and medicine applications.
70

 

1.4 Challenges 

The source-controlled synthesis method plays the most important role in the 

production of monodispersed metal phosphides. On the one hand, how to choose the 

phosphorus and metal precursors and rational synthesis conditions to form nanoparticles 

with pure phases, and also increase the yields is yet an unsolved mystery. On the other 

hand, exploring the safe, simple and sustainable procedures for metal phosphides 

synthesis is another challenge on the way to large-scale production of metal phosphides 

and their further practical applications, particularly in the development of new low-cost 

and environmental-friendly phosphorus sources for the replacement of expensive and 

toxic precursors such as TOP, HMPT and TMSP. 

For the commonly used metal phosphides, it is important to control the morphology 

and particle size of the product, and further study their performance in catalysis, which 
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will certainly benefit the understanding of catalytic mechanisms. However, it is quite 

complicated and complex for fine control of produced nanoparticles. For the 

less-frequently studied metal phosphides, such as phosphides of V, Cr and main group 

elements Ga, In, Ge, Sn, etc., effective and reliable synthesis methods are rarely 

reported, which is a crucial barrier for studying their properties and applications.  

Although metal phosphides are widely applied in electrocatalysis, batteries and a 

variety of other applications, their performances still need to be further improved to 

compete with the traditional materials. Besides hunting for new phosphide materials 

from the broad periodic table, strategies for production of multinary metal phosphides 

or core-shell structure metal phosphide materials are another efficient pathway. 

Additionally, breaking the conventional concept and building up superior nanostructures 

like two-dimensional graphene or nanotubes may bring us surprising outcomes. 

Recently, more and more theoretical and computational studies aimed at predicting 

promising candidates of metal phosphides for various applications. However, in-depth 

studies of kinetics of reaction process of these promising candidates are rare. More 

studies are needed to understand the complex mechanism of the synthesis route. These 

investigations would be easier if the synthetic processes contained only one-step 

without involving sophisticated procedures such as time-controlled injection of 

precursors, very strict temperature ramping rates, or the use of other process parameters 

that strongly affect the kinetics of the reaction. 
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1.5 Objectives 

As discussed in the last part, the present challenges for the metal phosphides are 

center on the exploring safe, simple, cost-effective and large-scale synthesis procedures, 

in order to produce monodispersed, pure-phase nanoparticles with controlled size and 

morphology, as well as boosting their performance for practical applications. Keeping 

this in mind, the aims of this thesis focus on the developing novel synthesis routines, 

discovering new metal phosphide nanoparticles and their applications for 

electrochemical energy storage and conversion. Several specific objectives are defined 

bellow. 

i) To explore new low-toxic, cost-effective phosphorus source for the scalable 

synthesis of metal phosphide nanoparticles by means of a colloidal approach. 

ii) To develop reliable strategies to produce less-studied metal phosphide 

nanoparticles. 

iii) To produce monodispersed metal phosphide nanoparticles with tunable phase, 

size and morphology. 

iv) To demonstrate the excellent electrochemical performance of the produced metal 

phosphide nanoparticles in electrocatalysis and batteries. 

v) To gain understanding on the synthesis mechanism of metal phosphide 

nanoparticles and their electrocatalysis pathways. 
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Chapter 2 

Triphenyl phosphite as the phosphorus source for the 

scalable and cost-effective production of transition metal 

phosphides 

 

2.1 Abstract  

Transition metal phosphides have great potential to optimize a number of 

functionalities in several energy conversion and storage applications, particularly when 

nanostructured or in nanoparticle form. However, the synthesis of transition metal 

phosphide nanoparticles and its scalability is often limited by the toxicity, air sensitivity, 

and high cost of the reagents used. We present here a simple, scalable, and cost-effective 

“heating up” procedure to produce metal phosphides using inexpensive, low-toxicity, 

and air-stable triphenyl phosphite as source of phosphorus and chlorides as metal 

precursors. This procedure allows the synthesis of a variety of phosphide nanoparticles, 

including phosphides of Ni, Co, and Cu. The use of carbonyl metal precursors further 

allowed the synthesis of Fe2P and MoP nanoparticles. The fact that minor modifications 
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in the experimental parameters allowed producing nanoparticles with different 

compositions and even to tune their size and shape shows the high potential and 

versatility of the triphenyl phosphite precursor and the presented method. We also detail 

here a methodology to displace organic ligands from the surface of phosphide 

nanoparticles, which is a key step toward their application in energy conversion and 

storage systems. 

2.2 Introduction 

Transition metal phosphides (TMP) are widely used in ion battery anodes,
1−4

 

as absorbers in photovoltaics,
5
 as supercapacitors,

6
 and as catalysts in several 

processes including hydroprocessing,
7-13

 water–gas-shift reaction,
14

 and water 

splitting,
15-19

 replacing costly and scarce noble metal catalysts. 

In spite of their high potential, reports on catalytic properties of fairly 

well-shaped phosphide nanoparticles (NPs) are scarce,
13,20-27

 and generally 

carbon-based nanostructures, decorated with phosphide nanoparticles, have been 

tested as catalysts. Actually, very few routes for the synthesis of TMP 

nanoparticles with some control over their parameters exist.
28,29

 These previous 

works described the synthesis of phosphides of nickel,
22-25,30-34

 cobalt,
20,21,35

 

iron,
26,27,36,37

 tin,
38

 copper,
39,40

 and manganese
41,42

 as well as alloys of CoMnP,
43

 

CoFeP,
44

 FexNi2–xP,
45,46

 and Ni2–xCoxP.
47

 

Typically, TMP NPs are produced from the reaction of a metal precursor 

with substituted phosphines in the presence of aliphatic amines and acids. This 

strategy was initially applied to the synthesis of phosphides of manganese, iron, 

nickel, and cobalt using trioctylphosphine (TOP) as the source of 

phosphorus.
36,37,48

 Later on, it was extended to a wider range of metal phosphides 

including Pt, Rh, Pd, Au, Ag, Ga, In, and Zn.
49,50

 Afterward, a combination of 

TOP/TOPO was employed in the synthesis of MnP
42

 and FeP
37

 at higher reaction 

temperatures >350 °C, although the role of TOPO in the NP formation is yet to 
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be elucidated. Phosphines used as a source of phosphorus have been not limited 

only to TOP, but triphenylphosphine and tributylphosphine have been also 

used.
30,31

 These and other achievements have been thoroughly reviewed.
29

 

The exact mechanism of formation of phosphide NPs is not yet clear. Some 

of the publications suggest that metal NPs nucleate first and only in a second step 

they react with TOP (or other phosphines) to yield the corresponding phosphides. 

This mechanism was demonstrated in the one-pot synthesis of Ni2P.
50

 In this 

direction, metal or even metal oxide NPs can be initially produced and in a 

second step reacted with a phosphorus source to produce the corresponding 

phosphides.
20,21,51

 Phosphidation of preformed metallic NPs frequently results 

into hollow nanostructures through the Kirkendall effect.
52,53

 This is for example 

the case for nickel phosphide
23,25,31-34

 and cobalt phosphide
20,21

 NPs. However, 

void formation can be avoided by keeping the P/Me ratio sufficiently high 

(>2.8).
31,54

 Importantly, the crystallinity of the phosphide NPs can be also tuned 

through the reaction temperature, producing amorphous NPs at low 

temperatures
30−32

 and crystalline NPs at higher. In terms of NP geometry, no 

general rationale has been established, and NPs with different shapes, including 

spherical, cubic, rod-like, or sea urchin-like, have been produced depending on 

the crystal structure of the phosphide and potentially of the metal or metal oxide 

initially formed and the synthetic conditions. As an example, sea urchin-like 

cobalt–iron phosphide NPs were obtained from the reaction of cubic oxide NPs 

with TOP as a source of phosphorus.
55

 

Besides phosphines, other dangerous and toxic precursors such as 

P(SiMe3)3,
38,41,56,57

 white phosphorus,
51,58,59

 and even PH3 gas
60,61

 have been 

explored as a phosphorus source for the preparation of phosphide NPs. On the 

other hand, commercially available metal precursors have been mostly limited to 

carbonyls, acetylacetonates, and complexes with 1,5-cyclooctadiene, with the 

exception of the use of CuCl to produce Cu3–xP
39

 and Cu3P.
40,62

 These are 

relatively costly precursors compared with chlorides. Even in the case of copper, 
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the used CuCl is much more expensive than the more common CuCl2. Alternative 

single-source precursors have been also used to produce phosphide NPs, but these 

are even less cost-effective than commercial options. 

Overall, the reported procedures to produce metal phosphides generally 

possess a number of significant drawbacks which limit their potential for scale up 

and commercialization. In particular, TOP, the most commonly used source of 

phosphorus, is expensive, toxic, and relatively unstable as it readily oxidizes at 

ambient conditions in air and thus needs proper storage and manipulation under 

inert atmosphere. Thus, we propose here the use of triphenyl phosphite (TPOP) as 

a convenient alternative to the sources of phosphorus currently used. TPOP has a 

very moderate cost and is stable in ambient conditions. To the best of our 

knowledge, in only one previous report the reactivity of TPOP was studied 

among that of several other candidates as a source of phosphorus for the synthesis 

of nickel phosphide.
63

 Surprisingly, in spite of the promising results obtained in 

this previous work, no follow up report has considered TPOP as phosphorus 

precursor. Apart from this, TPOP has been rarely used as a stabilizer in the 

synthesis of Au
64

 and CuInS2
65,66

 NPs. We report here the synthesis of various 

transition metal phosphides using this low cost and stable phosphorus precursor, a 

simple and scalable heating up procedure,
67

 and chlorides as low-cost metal 

sources. 

2.3 Experimental section 

Chemicals and solvents: Triphenyl phosphite (TPOP, 97%) and tin(II) chloride (SnCl2, 

97%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Palladium(II) acetylacetonate (Pd(acac)2, 35% 

Pd) and iron(III) acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3, 99%) were purchased from Acros. 

1-Octadecene (ODE, 90%), hexadecylamine (HDA, technical grade 90%), nickel(II) 

chloride (98%), nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate (NiCl2·6H2O, 99.9%), cobalt(II) 

chloride (CoCl2, 98%), copper(II) chloride (CuCl2, 99%), iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5, 
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99.999%), molybdenum hexacarbonyl (Mo(CO)6, 98%), tungsten(VI) chloride (WCl6, 

99.9%), tin(II) acetylacetonate (Sn(acac)2, 99.9%), manganese(II) acetylacetonate 

(Mn(acac)2), manganese carbonyl (Mn2(CO)10, 98%), manganese(II) chloride 

tetrahydrate (MnCl2·4H2O, 99%), tin(IV) chloride pentahydrate (SnCl4·5H2O, 98%), tin 

oxalate (SnC2O4, 98%), iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O, 99%), iron(III) 

chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O, 99%), and indium(III) chloride (InCl3, 98%) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Chloroform, isopropanol, ethanol, and tetrahydrofuran 

(THF) were of analytical grade and obtained from various sources. All precursors and 

solvents were used without further purification.  

Phosphides of Cobalt, Nickel, and Copper. Standard Synthesis (Me:HDA:TPOP = 

1:10:10): Metal phosphide NPs were prepared by the reaction of metal chlorides 

with TPOP in the presence of HDA. In a typical synthesis, 0.5 mmol of MeClx 

(corresponding crystalohydrates were dissolved in a minimum amount of EtOH 

or THF prior addition) was mixed with 5.0 mmol (1.207 g) of HDA, 5.0 mmol 

(1.551 g) of TPOP, and 10 g of ODE. The obtained mixture was heated under 

argon flow to 150 °C and maintained at this temperature for ∼1 h to dissolve the 

metal precursor and to ensure the removal of traces of low-boiling-point 

impurities, ethanol (or THF), and water. After purging, the solution was heated to 

boiling point (which is about 280–300 °C, depending on the particular synthetic 

condition) and kept at that temperature during the desired period of time. Then, 

the mixture was allowed to cool naturally to 200 °C, the point at which the 

heating mantle was removed. Finally, NPs were thoroughly purified by multiple 

precipitation and redispersion steps, using isopropanol and chloroform. 

Phosphides of Iron and Molybdenum. Standard Synthesis: Unlike the other cases, 

carbonyls instead of chlorides were used to synthesize phosphides of iron and 

molybdenum. A total of 0.5 mmol of Fe(CO)5 (98 mg, 66 μL) dissolved in 0.2 

mL of ODE or Mo(CO)6 (132 mg) were added after the solvent cleaning step, just 

before the heating of the reaction mixture was started. Fe(CO)5 was injected by 
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syringe, and Mo(CO)6 was quickly added into the opened flask under Ar flow. 

The rest of the synthetic procedure was as described above. 

Tenfold Synthesis (Me:HDA:TPOP = 1:5:5): To scale up the NP production 

10-fold, the metal precursor amount was scaled up by a factor of 10, HDA and 

TPOP scaled up by a factor of 5, and the amount of ODE scaled up only 2 times. 

All other synthetic conditions were the same as in the standard version of the 

synthesis. 

Ligand Exchange Strategy: Organic ligands were displaced from the surface of 

Co2P NPs using HPF6. Note that all the other tested compounds, such as NaN3 

and even [NBu4]PF6, failed to displace original organic molecules. The HPF6 

ligand exchange was performed by adding a drop of HPF6 (63 wt % in water) and 

10 mL of formamide (or water) into a 10 mL solution of Co2P NPs in chloroform. 

The mixture was vigorously stirred and left to stand until phase separation was 

observed. NPs moved from the chloroform to the formamide (or water) phase. 

The final formamide or water solution containing the NPs was washed several 

times with chloroform to drag all the remaining organic ligands surrounding the 

NPs. NPs were finally precipitated using acetonitrile and redispersed in 

N,N-dimethylformamide. Finally, the solution was cleaned by precipitation with 

acetone and redispersion in DMF. 

Instrumentation: The morphological, chemical, and structural characterization of 

the NPs was carried out by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a 

ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV, and JEOL 1011 operating at 100 kV. 

Carbon-coated TEM grids from Ted-Pella were used as substrates. High 

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were obtained 

using a FEI Tecnai F20 field-emission gun microscope operated at 200 keV with 

an embedded Gatan image filter for electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 

analyses. Images were analyzed by means of Gatan Digital Micrograph software. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained with Ni-filtered (2 μm 

thickness) Cu Kα1 (λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation in a reflection geometry on a 
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Bruker-AXS D8-Discover diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. For the 

SEM-EDX measurements, phosphide NPs were drop-casted on the SEM 

specimen stubs, covered by the silicon wafer, and naturally dried. 

2.4 Results and discussion 

Figures 2.1–2.5 display representative TEM images of the 10 ± 1 nm 

quasi-spherical Ni2P (Figure 2.1), 5 ± 1 nm × 22 ± 5 nm rod-shaped Fe2P (Figure 

2.2), 6.9 ± 0.8 nm × 33 ± 9 nm rod-shaped Co2P (Figure 2.3), 4.5 ± 1 nm × 17 ± 

1 nm disk-shaped Cu3P (Figure 2.4), and the < 5 nm quasi-spherical MoP 

(Figure 2.5) NPs prepared following the above detailed procedure. In the case of 

Co2P, both quasi-spherical and rod-like particles could be produced, depending 

on the synthetic conditions, as further discussed below. 

 

Figure 2.1. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and corresponding power spectrum (b); 

ADF-STEM and EELS compositional maps (c); size distribution histogram (d); and XRD 

pattern of Ni2P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern of Ni2P (00-003-0953) is also included in 

the XRD graph. The lattice fringe distances from the HRTEM micrograph were measured as 

0.185, 0.187, and 0.187 nm, at 59.41 and 120.39°, which is consistent with the hexagonal Ni2P 

phase, visualized along its [0001] zone axis. 
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Figure 2.2. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and corresponding power spectrum (b); 

ADF-STEM and EELS compositional maps (c); nanorod length and thickness distribution 

histograms (d); and XRD pattern of Fe2P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern of Fe2P 

(01-076-089) is also included in the XRD graph. The lattice fringe distances from the HRTEM 

micrograph were measured as 0.218, 0.168, and 0.214 nm, at 50° and 100°, respectıvely, which 

is consistent with the hexagonal Fe2P phase, visualized along its [11-23] zone axis. 

 

Figure 2.3. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and corresponding power spectrum (b); 

ADF-STEM and EELS compositional maps (c); nanorod length and thickness distribution 

histograms (d); and XRD pattern of Co2P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern of Co2P 

(00-054-0413) is also included in the XRD graph. From the HRTEM micrograph, the Co2P 

lattice fringe distances were measured to be 0.218, 0.172, 0.218, and 0.220 nm, at 50.78°, 

101.44°, and 78.71°, which is consistent with the hexagonal Co2P phase, visualized along its 

[1-100] zone axis. 
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Figure 2.4. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and corresponding power spectrum (b); 

ADF-STEM and EELS compositional maps (c); disk diameter and thickness distribution 

histograms (d); and XRD pattern of Cu3P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern of Cu3P 

(01-071-2261) is also included in the XRD graph. From the HRTEM micrograph, the Cu3P 

lattice fringe distances were measured to be 0.198, 0.197, and 0.197 nm, at 60.39° and 119.72°, 

which is consistent with the hexagonal phase, visualized along its [0001] zone axis. 

 

Figure 2.5. TEM micrograph of as-produced MoP NPs (a); TEM micrograph of MoP NPs after 

thermal treatment at 800 °C for 2 h (b); HRTEM micrograph and corresponding power spectrum 

of annealed MoP NPs (c); ADF-STEM and EELS compositional maps of annealed NPs (d); and 

XRD pattern of annealed MoP NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern of MoP (00-024-0771) is 

also included in the XRD graph. 
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Ni2P, Co2P, and Cu3P NPs were obtained upon heating of the metal 

chlorides in a mixture of TPOP as a phosphorus source and possible stabilizer, 

HDA as stabilizer, and ODE as a solvent. The formation of phosphide NPs 

started when the temperature was raised above ca. 250 °C as noted by a gradual 

darkening of the reaction mixture. The reaction yield, measured from the 

collected NPs after purification, was above 80% in all cases. 

The syntheses of iron and molybdenum phosphides included few minor 

differences from the other phosphide NPs. Iron chlorides, either FeCl3 or FeCl2, 

could not be used as metal precursor due to the exceptional stability of the formed 

iron complexes. Even prolonged heating did not provide iron phosphide using 

these precursors. Higher temperatures could make the reaction possible, but 

temperature was limited by TPOP by products. MoCl5-based complexes are much 

less stable than those obtained from iron chlorides, but they also did not result in 

any identifiable molybdenum phosphide phase upon reaction with TPOP. 

Subsequently, iron and molybdenum phosphides were produced using the 

corresponding carbonyls as metal precursors. It is important to mention that both 

Fe(CO)5 and Mo(CO)6 are low boiling point compounds, and they must be 

introduced to the synthesis just before the final heating stage (after the solvent 

cleaning stage) to prevent their loss during solvent cleaning. 

Generally, amorphous NPs were initially formed, and prolonged reaction 

times were required to properly crystallize them. For all the phosphides reported 

here, except for molybdenum phosphide, crystalline NPs were obtained in 

solution at temperatures below 300 °C. In the case of MoP, a postpreparative 

thermal annealing of the dried NPs at a higher temperature, 800 °C, was needed 

to form the proper crystalline structure. Figure 2.5e displays the XRD patterns of 

the MoP NPs before and after a thermal process at 800 °C for 2 h. 

The stable hexagonal crystallographic structures were obtained for all the 

metal phosphides produced, regardless of the experimental conditions and 

synthesis details. Only in the case of nickel, the tetragonal Ni12P5 phase (space 
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group I4/m) was also obtained during the initial stage of the synthesis, as further 

discussed below. In particular, Ni2P NPs displayed a hexagonal crystal phase, 

space group (SG) P321, with a = b = 0.588 nm and c = 0.336 nm (Figure 2.1b). 

Similarly, rod-shaped Fe2P NPs had a hexagonal crystal phase, SG P6̅2m, with a 

= b = 0.5865 nm and c = 0.3456 nm (Figure 2.2b). Co2P nanorods also displayed 

a hexagonal phase, SG P6̅2m, with a = 5.7420 Å, b = 5.7420 Å, and c = 3.4570 Å 

(Figure 2.3b). Cu3P NPs showed the hexagonal phase, SG P63cm, with a = 

6.9593 Å, b = 6.9593 Å, and c = 7.1430 Å (Figure 2.4b). 

Figures 2.1c–2.5c display EELS chemical composition maps of the different 

phosphides. A uniform distribution of phosphorus and metal atoms in each of the 

analyzed NPs was observed. However, phosphorus- and especially oxygen-rich 

surfaces were also detected. Surface O and P atoms most probably reflected the 

presence of an oxygen-containing stabilizer, probably TPOP, in a shell 

surrounding each NP. It is also possible that a partial surface oxidation of the NPs 

took place during the postsynthetic washing step, where all procedures were 

carried out under ambient conditions. In addition, a thin oxide shell could be 

formed or grown during sample preparation for TEM characterization, as we used 

oxygen–Ar plasma cleaning to remove organic contamination. 

 

Figure 2.6. TEM images and size distribution histograms (thickness and lenght) of the of the 

Co2P nanoparticles obtained from a tenfold scaled synthesis. 
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Importantly, the proposed synthetic strategy could be easily scaled up. Figure 

2.6 shows Co2P NPs produced when scaling up the synthesis procedure 10-fold. 

Even larger amounts of TMP NPs per batch might be prepared simply by using 

large reaction vessels and through further concentration increase, as it has been 

demonstrated for a wide range of NPs.
68,69 

  

The case of Ni was particularly helpful to provide additional information 

about the NP formation path. Hexagonal Ni2P NPs were obtained from the 

reaction of NiCl2 with TPOP in the presence of HDA and at a temperature close 

to 300 °C as detailed above. However, when the reaction temperature was limited 

to below 250 °C, close to amorphous Ni–P NPs were obtained (Figure 2.7e). The 

exact Ni:P stoichiometry of these NPs could not be determined since large 

amounts of unreacted TPOP were systematically left on the analyzed samples, 

possibly in part bound at the NP surface. Besides, when the amount of HDA was 

reduced by half (Me:HDA:TPOP ratio 1:5:10) and the reaction was quenched 

immediately before the solvent boiling point was reached, Ni12P5 NPs with a 

tetragonal phase, SG I4/m, were obtained (Figure 2.7). From these observations, 

we conclude that the reaction of NiCl2 with TPOP in the presence of HDA 

initially results in amorphous Ni or Ni–P NPs. Subsequently, we hypothesize that 

phosphorus ions are being introduced in the NPs, which may initially crystallize 

in the tetragonal Ni-rich phase Ni12P5 and later, when a higher amount of P has 

been introduced, on the hexagonal Ni2P. This hypothesis remains to be fully 

confirmed with additional in situ experiments. 

The variation of the reaction conditions substantially influenced the size, 

shape, and crystallinity of the phosphide NPs produced. As an example, the 

evolution of the crystallinity of the Ni2P NPs depended on the TPOP 

concentration. Figure 2.8 shows TEM micrographs of the Ni2P NPs produced 

with different amounts of TPOP. While the size of Ni2P NPs increased with the 

concentration of TPOP, their crystallinity, in terms of the size obtained from 

XRD patterns through the Scherrer equation, did not change significantly (Figure 
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2.8e). Similarly, the reaction time did not have a significant influence on the 

material crystallinity once the Ni2P phase formed (Figure 2.9). It is worth 

mentioning that the geometrical size, obtained from TEM images, of the Ni2P 

was systematically larger than the size obtained from the fitting of the XRD 

pattern (Figure 2.8e). 

 

Figure 2.7. (a, b) Representative TEM micrographs of Ni12P5 NPs prepared using a 

Me:HDA:TPOP ratio 1:5:10 and by quenching the reaction immediately before the solvent 

boiling point was reached. (c) Size distribution histogram. (d) Temperature profiles (after 

solvent cleaning) of the synthesis procedure at high, i.e., just below the boiling point (red), and 

low, up to 250 °C (blue), temperature. (e) XRD patterns of the materials prepared at high (red) 

and low (blue) temperatures. 
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Figure 2.8. TEM micrographs (a–c) and XRD patterns (d) showing the dependence of the Ni2P 

NPs with the concentration of TPOP. (e) Size evolutions extracted from TEM images and XRD 

patterns. Numbers indicate Ni:HDA:TPOP ratios during the synthesis. All scale bars correspond 

to 100 nm. 

 

Figure 2.9. XRD patterns of the Ni2P NPs, prepared during 5 (red) and 60 min (blue). 
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Figure 2.10 shows the Co2P and Fe2P NPs produced with different 

concentrations of precursors in the synthetic mixture. While the rod-like NP 

geometry was preserved, the monodispersity and overall NP quality significantly 

decreased when increasing the Me/HDA ratio. Reducing the amount of HDA, 

Co2P, and Fe2P NPs lost the accurate cylindrical shape, becoming more irregular 

and with less defined edges. Generally, a Me:HDA:TPOP = 1:10:10 ratio resulted 

in the highest quality NPs. However, more detailed and systematic experiments 

need to be done to fully understand how the NPs’ morphology depends on the 

experimental conditions and to fully optimize the synthetic protocol, especially 

when scaling up and maximizing the reactant concentrations. 

 

Figure 2.10. Representative TEM micrographs of Co2P and Fe2P NPs obtained from different 

Me:HDA:TPOP ratios, as specified in each micrograph. All scale bars are 100 nm. 
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Besides TPOP, FTIR analysis indicated the presence of HDA at the NPs 

surface (Figure 2.11). The presence of these organics may strongly reduce the 

NP performance in all applications involving charger transport or transfer from/to 

the NPs, including catalysis. Surface ligands could not be displaced using 

previously reported procedures with molecules such as [NBu4]PF6, NaN3, 

NaSCN, etc. However, organic-free phosphide NPs could be obtained by 

displacing organic ligands with HPF6 (Figure 2.11). The TEM images of Co2P 

NPs before and after ligand displacement can be found in the Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.11. FTIR spectra of TPOP, HDA, as-produced Ni2P and Co2P (below), and Ni2P and 

Co2P after ligand removal (above). 

 

Figure 2.12. Representative TEM images of the Co2P nanoparticles before (left) and after (right) 

ligand exchange procedure. 
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2.5 Possible reaction mechanism 

We observed that the shape of Co2P NPs significantly changed with the 

argon flow rate (Figure 2.13). Quasi-spherical Co2P NPs (Figure 2.13a) were 

obtained when using strong argon flows during the reaction, but rod-shaped NPs 

(Figure 2.13b) were prepared at low (about 30 mL min
-1

) flows of inert gas. The 

key to understanding this shape variation with the argon flow might be in the 

in-situ formation of ammonium salts, which would be fully expelled from the 

reaction mixture only at high argon flows. Such ammonium salts are well-known 

shape-governing agents. For example, Pd2Sn nanorods were prepared using 

HDA·HCl.
70

 Iron oxide octahedrons were synthesized with the help of 

trioctylammonium bromide.
71

 In the same direction, we hypothesize that we 

produced Co2P nanorods or quasi-spherical NPs depending on the presence or 

absence of HDA·HCl during the synthesis, which was related with the capacity of 

the used argon flow to displace this in situ formed compound. This shape control 

mechanism does not apply to the case of Fe2P nanorods, where a carbonyl instead 

of a chloride was used as metal precursor. Actually, Fe2P nanorods were obtained 

regardless of the argon flow rate. 

 

Figure 2.13. TEM images of the Co2P NPs prepared with high (left) and low (right) argon flows. 

All scale bars are 100 nm. 

The particular mechanism of in situ formation of HCl in the reaction mixture 

was revealed in previous studies demonstrating the reaction of TPOP with 
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nickel
72

 and copper
73

 chlorides. TPOP reduced the chlorides during the complex 

formation and resulted in the formation of HCl. Such formed HCl would instantly 

react with present amines to produce the corresponding ammonium salts. In our 

case, complexes might be formed during the initial degassing/cleaning step 

(argon bubbling at 150 °C) and the overall reaction might be represented by the 

following scheme: 

2MeClx + 5x(RO)3P + 2xHDA + xH2O    2Me[P(OR)3]2x + 2xHDA·HCl + 

x(RO)3P=O 

TPOP plays a double role here, as a ligand in the formed metal complexes 

and as reducing agent, which underlines the importance of adding this reagent in 

excess. The exact compositions of the formed metal complexes depend on the 

nature of the metal and on the particular conditions of the synthesis (e.g., amount 

of ODE, HDA, TPOP, temperature, etc.) and cannot be revealed at the present 

moment. The complexes of interest coexist with excesses of TPOP and HDA, 

which most probably participate in the reaction as ligands and cannot be easily 

separated and studied. Details of how HDA·HCl influences the shape of 

phosphide NPs would strongly depend on the surface chemistry in every 

particular case, and it is going to be a subject of our future work. 

2.6 Negative results 

Even though phosphide NPs of Ni, Co, Cu, Fe, and Mo could be produced 

using TPOP as phosphorus source, phosphides of other tested metals, such as In, 

Sn, Mn, Pd, and W, could not be produced in the same conditions. In some cases, 

e.g., In and Sn, no reaction was detected at all. The colour of the solution did not 

change even during prolonged heat treatment, and no product could be 

precipitated from the reaction solution. Similarly, only an unidentified, 

white-yellow flaky product was obtained from the reaction of TPOP with MnCl2 

under the same conditions. The replacement of chlorides by other metal 
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precursors was not successful. In this direction, for Mn and Sn, MnCl2, 

Mn(acac)2, Mn2(CO)10, SnCl2, SnCl4·5H2O, Sn(acac)2, and SnC2O4 were tested 

without success. On the other hand, metallic W and Pd NPs were obtained using 

WCl6 and Pd(acac)2 as metal sources.  
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2.7 Conclusions 

In summary, we detailed a straightforward, cost-effective and up-scalable 

procedure to produce phosphide NPs. The keys to this synthesis protocol were the 

use of cheap, stable, easy-to-handle precursors in a “heating up” synthetic 

process. Particularly, TPOP was used as an inexpensive and air-stable source of 

phosphorus, and mainly metal chlorides, as a similarly convenient source of 

metals. Stable and low-toxicity precursors not only significantly simplified the 

synthetic procedure but also rendered unnecessary the use of the glovebox as well 

as many other usual precautions. Additional simplification of the synthetic 

procedure was achieved through the introduction of the “heating up” 

methodology-the simplest and easiest to scale up, compared to the classical 

injection-based protocols. Both amorphous and crystalline NPs could be prepared 

through careful reaction temperature/time adjustment. Additionally, the shape and 

size of the NPs could be controlled for particular materials by modifying the 

protocols for each individual compound. Moreover, we demonstrated the 

scalability of the detailed protocol and described a procedure to displace the 

organic ligands from the surface of the as-synthesized materials. With these 

possibilities at hand it will be possible to further explore the many interesting 

properties and applications of TMP. 
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Chapter 3 

Colloidal Ni2-xCoxP nanocrystals for the hydrogen 

evolution reaction 

 

3.1 Abstract  

A cost-effective and scalable approach was developed to produce monodisperse 

Ni2-xCoxP nanocrystals (NCs) with composition tuned over the entire range (0 ≤ x ≤ 2). 

Ni2-xCoxP NCs were synthesized using low-cost, stable and low-toxicity triphenyl 

phosphite (TPP) as a phosphorus source, metal chlorides as metal precursors and 

hexadecylamine (HDA) as a ligand. The synthesis involved the nucleation of 

amorphous Ni–P and its posterior crystallization and simultaneous incorporation of 

Co. The composition, size and morphology of the Ni2-xCoxP NCs could be controlled 

simply by varying the ratio of Ni and Co precursors and the amounts of TPP and HDA. 

Ternary Ni2-xCoxP-based electrocatalysts exhibited enhanced electrocatalytic activity 

toward the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) compared to binary phosphides. In 
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particular, NiCoP electrocatalysts displayed the lowest overpotential of 97 mV at J = 

10 mA cm
-2

 and an excellent long-term stability. DFT calculations of the Gibbs free 

energy for hydrogen adsorption at the surface of Ni2-xCoxP NCs showed NiCoP to 

have the most appropriate composition to optimize this parameter within the whole 

Ni2-xCoxP series. However, the hydrogen adsorption energy was demonstrated not to 

be the only parameter controlling the HER activity in Ni2-xCoxP. 

3.2 Introduction 

The development of highly active electrocatalysts that are not based on Pt 

or Pt-group metals (PGMs) for the HER under acidic conditions has become a 

priority to reduce cost and allow extensive commercialization of PEM fuel 

cells. In this direction, particular transition-metal phosphides are being 

evaluated as potentially viable alternatives to PGM-based electrocatalysts.
1-14

 

Some transition metal phosphides are characterized not only by their low cost 

and toxicity, but also by their excellent stability and electrical conductivities 

and appropriate densities of states to allow an effective HER. While binary 

phosphides have reached performances relatively close to those of PGMs, 

ternary and multinary phosphides, with additional degrees of freedom to tune 

the electronic band structure and surface chemistry, are expected to further 

close the gap with better HER catalysts.
15-21

 

A crucial challenge that currently limits the use of metal phosphides in 

their wide range of applications is the lack of cost-effective approaches to 

produce nanostructures of these materials with properly adjusted properties. 

This limitation is particularly critical for multinary phosphides. Currently, 

multinary metal phosphide NCs are generally produced from the 

phosphorization of metal or metal oxide nanoparticles using toxic and 

expensive phosphorus sources such as phosphane, trioctylphosphine (TOP), 

(trimethylsilyl)phosphine (TMSP), and red/white phosphorus. As it involves 
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two steps, this common strategy presents limitations in terms of cost and 

control of composition and structural parameters of multinary phosphides. 

Among ternary phosphides, Ni2-xCoxP has been demonstrated as an 

excellent catalyst for the HER and OER as well as an excellent electrode 

material for supercapacitors and lithium ion batteries.
22-29

 Microstructured 

Ni2-xCoxP has been synthesized through hydrothermal methods by reacting 

metal chlorides with white phosphorus or NaH2PO2.
30,31

 Ni2-xCoxP has also 

been synthesized through annealing of NixCoy alloys within a phosphane gas 

atmosphere
22,23

 or through the reaction of pre-formed colloidal NixCoy NCs 

with trioctylphosphine (TOP).
32,33

 

We recently demonstrated triphenyl phosphite (TPP) as a low cost, stable 

and relatively low-toxicity phosphorus precursor that can be used to produce a 

range of binary metal phosphides.
34

 Motivated by the expectation of expanding 

the use of TPP to the synthesis of ternary metal phosphides, we show here the 

possibility of producing Ni2-xCoxP (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) NCs using metal chlorides and 

this phosphorus source. We further scaled up the synthesis procedure to the 

gram scale and tested these Ni2-xCoxP NCs for the HER in acidic solution. The 

performance of these materials toward the HER is analyzed as a function of the 

composition and explained using DFT calculations of the Gibbs free energy for 

hydrogen adsorption on the surface of these materials. 

3.3 Experimental section 

Chemicals and solvents: Triphenyl phosphite (TPP, 99%) was purchased from Alfa 

Aesar. 1-Octadecene (ODE, 90%), hexadecylamine (HDA, technical grade 90%), 

hexafluorophosphoric acid (HPF6, 65 wt%), nickel(II) chloride (NiCl2, 98%), 

cobalt(II) chloride (CoCl2, 98%), carbon-supported Pt NCs (Pt/C, 10 wt% Pt) and 

Nafion (5 wt% in a mixture of low aliphatic alcohols and water) were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. Chloroform, isopropanol and acetone were of analytical grade and 
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obtained from various sources. Milli-Q water was supplied by a PURELAB flex from 

ELGA. All precursors and solvents were used as received, without further 

purification. 

Synthesis of Ni2-xCoxP NCs: All reactions were carried out under an argon 

atmosphere using standard Schlenk line techniques. In a typical synthesis, the 

appropriate amounts of NiCl2 and CoCl2 (overall 1.0 mmol) and 2.4 g 

(10 mmol) of HDA were combined with 10.0 mL of ODE and 2.6 mL 

(10 mmol) of TPP in a 50 mL flask equipped with a condenser. The system was 

heated to 150 °C under argon flow (30 mL min
-1

) and maintained at this 

temperature for 1 h to remove low boiling point impurities, moisture and 

oxygen. The temperature was then increased to the solvent boiling point (about 

290 °C) in 20 min and kept there for 1 h. Afterward, the mixture was allowed to 

cool down to 200 °C by removing the heating mantle and then cooled rapidly 

down to room temperature with a water bath. The black product was isolated by 

precipitation with acetone. To remove as much organics as possible, two 

redispersion and precipitation cycles using chloroform and acetone were 

additionally carried out. 

The synthesis of NiCoP NCs was scaled up in a 500 mL flask containing 1.3 g 

(10 mmol) of NiCl2 and 1.3 g (10 mmol) of CoCl2, 52 mL (200 mmol) of TPP, 

48 g (200 mmol) of HDA and 100 mL of ODE. The temperature was 

maintained at 150 °C for 2 h under argon flow and afterward increased to the 

solvent boiling point. After 2 h reaction, the mixture was cooled down and 

purified as detailed above. 

Different sizes of spherical NiCoP NCs were prepared following the same 

procedure, using 65 mg (0.5 mmol) of NiCl2 and 65 mg (0.5 mmol) of CoCl2, 

but different amounts of TPP. Different morphologies were produced by tuning 

the amount of HDA in the reaction as detailed in the Results section. 
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Ligand removal: Ni2-xCoxP NCs dispersed in chloroform (∼50 mg in 10 mL) 

were mixed with an equal volume fraction of 6.3 wt% HPF6 in formamide 

solution to form a two phase system. The mixture was vigorously stirred at 

room temperature. The final formamide solution containing the NCs was 

washed several times with chloroform to remove all the remaining organic 

ligands. The precipitate was collected after drying at room temperature. 

Characterization: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization 

was carried out using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV and a JEOL 

1011 operating at 100 kV. Carbon-coated TEM grids from Ted-Pella were used 

as substrates. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies were conducted using a 

field emission gun FEI Tecnai F20 microscope at 200 kV with a point-to-point 

resolution of 0.19 nm. High angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM was 

combined with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in the Tecnai F20, by 

using a GATAN QUANTUM filter. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

analyses were carried out using a ZEISS Auriga microscope with an energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector operating at 20 kV. Powder 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected directly from the 

as-synthesized NCs dropped on a Si (501) substrate using a Bruker-AXS D8 

Advanced X-ray diffractometer with Ni-filtered (2 μm thickness) Cu K 

radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. A LynxEye linear 

position-sensitive detector was used in reflection geometry. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on a SPECS system 

equipped with an Al anode XR50 source operating at 150 mW and a Phoibos 

150 MCD-9 detector. The pressure in the analysis chamber was below 10
-7

 Pa. 

The area analyzed was about 2 mm × 2 mm. The pass energy of the 

hemispherical analyzer was set at 25 eV and the energy step was set at 0.1 eV. 

Data processing was performed with the CasaXPS program (Casa Software 

Ltd., UK). Binding energy values were corrected using the C 1s peak at 

284.8 eV. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on an 
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Alpha Bruker FTIR spectrometer with a platinum attenuated total reflectance 

(ATR) single reflection module. 

Electrochemical measurements: Catalyst inks for electrochemical measurements 

were prepared by mixing 5 mg of Ni2-xCoxP NCs, 5 mg of carbon powder 

(Vulcan XC-72), 2 mL of deionized water/isopropanol (v/v = 1:1) and 35 μL of 

5 wt% of Nafion solution. The mixture was sonicated for 30 min to form a 

homogeneous catalyst ink. A glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 5 mm in diameter) 

was polished using diamond paper and 0.05 μm alumina slurry sequentially, 

followed by ultrasonication in ethanol and water for 1 min. The cleaned GCE 

was dried under argon flow at room temperature. Onto the GCE, 10 μL of 

catalyst ink was drop cast and then dried at room temperature. 

Electrochemical measurements were conducted at room temperature on a 

BioLogic Electrochemical workstation in a standard three-electrode cell using 

the modified GCE as a working electrode, Pt mesh as a counter electrode and 

Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode. HER polarization curves were obtained in 

0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, which was degassed by bubbling hydrogen for 30 min 

before measurement. HER polarization curves were tested from 0 to −0.7 V 

versus Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

. The time dependency of catalytic 

currents during electrolysis for NiCoP NCs was tested in 0.5 M H2SO4 at η = 

150 mV under stirring to remove the generated gas bubbles. 

DFT modeling: The density functional calculations were conducted by using the 

Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP),
35,36

 we selected the Projector 

Augmented Wave method (PAW) to describe the interaction between the 

atomic cores and electrons, with a kinetic cut-off of 300 eV.
37

 The Generalized 

Gradient Approximation (GGA) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) 

exchange–correlation functional was applied.
38

 The Ni2-xCoxP (0001) surfaces 

were modelled by using a supercell slab containing four atomic layers to 

eliminate the polarity with a vacuum gap of ∼15 Å. A Monkhorst–Pack grid of 

6 × 6 × 1 size was used to sample the surface Brillouin zone. The lowest two 
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layers were fixed and the other layers were fully relaxed. The convergence 

criterion for total energies was set to 10
-6

 eV, and simultaneously residual 

forces were converged to 0.01 eV Å
-1

 during relaxation. All bulk and slab 

structures of Ni2-xCoxP crystals are presented in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. The 

differential adsorption energy ΔEH can be calculated using the equation: 

ΔEH = E(Ni2-xCoxP + H*) − E(Ni2-xCoxP) − 1/2E(H2) 

where E(Ni2-xCoxP + H*) represents the total energy of Ni2-xCoxP with H atoms 

adsorbed on surfaces, E(Ni2-xCoxP) is the total energy of Ni2-xCoxP slabs, and 

E(H2) is the energy of a hydrogen molecule in the gas phase. Ni2-xCoxP crystals 

with an adsorbed H atom are presented in Figure 3.2. Our calculations showed 

that a H atom would always be adsorbed on the same active site of the (0001) 

surface of Ni2-xCoxP, specifically on the hollow site where the H atom bonds 

with three metal atoms. 

ΔEH does not include the contributions from the vibrational motion and the 

entropy. The Gibbs free energy for hydrogen adsorption can be calculated with 

the equation including these corrections: 

ΔGH* = ΔEH + ΔEZPE +Δ0→298.15 KΔHH − TΔSH 

where ΔEZPE represents the zero point correction between adsorbed hydrogen 

and hydrogen in the gas phase, which can be obtained from frequency 

calculation, Δ0→298.15 KΔHH means enthalpy change from 0 K to 298.15 K, 

which approaches half of Δ0→298.15 KΔHH2, and TΔSH is the entropy change 

from H* to H2 in the gas phase, which is approximately equivalent to 

1/2TΔSH2.
39,40

 Detailed data are presented in Table 3.1 
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Figure 3.1. Hexagonal crystal structures of the Ni2-xCoxP: (a) Ni2P(a = b = 5.884 Å, c = 3.369 

Å); (b) Ni1.67Co0.33P  (a = b = 5.871Å, c = 3.338 Å); (c) Ni1.33Co0.67P (a = 5.838 Å, b = 5.849 

Å, c = 3.325Å); (d) NiCoP (a = b = 5.805 Å, c = 3.344 Å); (e) Ni0.67Co1.33P (a = 5.729, b = 

5.893 Å, c = 3.363Å); (f) Ni0.33Co1.67P (a = 5.673 Å ,b = 5.794 Å, c = 3.389 Å); (g) Co2P (a = 

b = 5.725 Å, c = 3.409 Å). 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Top view of the (0001) surface of Ni2-xCoxP (left panel) and the (0001) surface 

on which H*absorbed (right panel).(a) Ni2P (dNi-H = 1.793 Å); (b) Ni1.67Co0.33P (dNi-H = 1.801 

Å); (c) Ni1.33Co0.67P (dNi-H = 1.804 Å); (d) NiCoP (dNi-H = 1.792 Å); (e) Ni0.67Co1.33P (dNi-H = 

1.821 Å, dCo-H = 1.747 Å); (f) Ni0.33Co1.67P (dNi-H = 1.874 Å, dCo-H = 1.769 Å); (g) Co2P(dCo-H = 

1.801 Å). 
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Table 3.1. Calculated adsorption energies and Gibbs free energies of H adsorption on 

Ni2-xCoxP (0001) surface. 

Composition ΔEH (eV) ΔEZPE (eV) Δ0→298.15KΔHH (eV) -TΔSH (eV) ΔGH* (eV) 

Ni2P -0.228  0.067 0.052 0.205  0.096 

Ni1.67Co0.33P -0.196 -0.014 0.052 0.205  0.047 

Ni1.33Co0.67P -0.211 -0.005 0.052 0.205  0.041 

NiCoP -0.325  0.043 0.052 0.205 -0.025 

Ni0.67Co1.33P -0.508  0.039 0.052 0.205 -0.212 

Ni0.33Co1.33P -0.565  0.038 0.052 0.205 -0.270 

Co2P -0.699  0.058 0.052 0.205 -0.384 

3.4 Results and discussion 

Ni2-xCoxP (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) NCs were produced from the reaction in the solution 

of nickel and cobalt chlorides with TPP in the presence of HDA (see the 

Experimental section for details). The composition was tuned by simply 

adjusting the ratio of nickel and cobalt chlorides in the precursor solution. 

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 display representative TEM micrographs and the 

corresponding size distributions of the Ni2-xCoxP NCs produced following this 

procedure. Spherical NCs were obtained for Ni2-xCoxP NCs with x ≤ 1.0 and 

elongated NCs or nanorods for x ≥ 1.2. The NC size and aspect ratio increased 

when increasing the amount of Co. Table 3.2 displays the nominal composition 

and the experimental metal ratios measured by SEM-EDX. Note that the final 

NC composition correlated well with the introduced nominal metal ratios.  

Ni2P and Co2P share the same hexagonal crystal phase (P62m space 

group) and have similar lattice parameters. Thus, taking into account the small 

size of the crystal domains, Ni2-xCoxP NCs with different compositions 

displayed very similar XRD patterns (Figure 3.5). However, as the amount of 

Ni decreased, the crystallinity of the NCs decreased. 
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Figure 3.3. TEM images of Ni2-xCoxP NCs with different compositions: x = 0 (a), 0.2 (b), 0.6 

(c), 1 (d), 1.2 (e), 1.4 (f), 1.8 (g), and 2 (h). Scale bars = 50 nm. 

 

Figure 3.4. Size distributions of Ni2-xCoxP (x = 0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8 and 2.0) NCs. 

Table 3.2. Ni:Co metal ratios (nominal and EDX) and average NC size (TEM) of Ni2-xCoxP 

NCs. 

Ni:Co ratio Average size (nm) 

Nominal EDX Length Width 

2.00:0.00 2.00:0.00 7.6±0.8 

1.80:0.20 1.81:0.19 9±1 

1.40:0.60 1.40:0.60 13±2 

1.00:1.00 1.03:0.97 12±2 

0.80:1.20 0.82:1.18 11±1 7±1 

0.60:1.40 0.54:1.46 9.0±0.7 5.3±0.6 

0.20:1.80 0.17:1.83 10±1 3.6±0.7 

0.00:2.00 0.00:2.00 33±6 6±1 
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Figure 3.5. XRD patterns of Ni2-xCoxP NCs. From bottom to top: x = 0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 

1.8, and 2. Reference patterns of Ni2P (PDF #65-9706) and Co2P (PDF #54-0413) are also 

displayed at the bottom and top of the graph, respectively. 

HRTEM micrographs of NiCoP (Figure 3.6) and Ni0.4Co1.6P (Figure 3.7) 

NCs confirmed their hexagonal phase and demonstrated the NCs to be single 

crystals. A slight decrease of the unit cell volume from NiCoP (a = b = 5.834 Å 

and c = 3.353 Å) to Ni0.4Co1.6P (a = b = 5.795 Å and c = 3.371 Å) was detected 

by HRTEM. This small variation of the unit cell volume was consistent with 

the increased amount of Co, which has a slightly larger ionic radius than Ni. 

EELS compositional maps (Figure 3.6d) showed the two metals, Ni and Co, 

and also P to be homogeneously distributed within each NC, although a slight 

excess of Co was detected at the NC surface and a small excess of Ni was 

measured within the NC core (Figure 3.6e). All NCs analysed had similar metal 

ratios and no binary NC could be detected after extensive EELS 

characterization of the ternary phosphide samples. 
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Figure 3.6. HRTEM micrograph of NiCoP NCs (a), details of the NC in orange (b) and its 

corresponding power spectrum (c). STEM-EELS elemental composition maps (d) and 

quantification maps (e) of NiCoP NCs. 

 

Figure 3.7. HRTEM micrograph of Ni0.6Co1.4P NCs (a), detail of the NC in red (b) and its 

corresponding power spectrum (c), STEM-EELS elemental composition maps (d) and 

quantification maps (e) of NiCoP NCs. 
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XPS analysis (Figure 3.8) of the Ni 2p3/2 region of NiCoP NCs showed Ni 

to be present at the NC surface in two different chemical states, which we 

associated with NiP (852.9 eV) and a Ni
2+

 or Ni
3+

 chemical environment 

(856.7 eV).
41-45

 An additional satellite peak was also observed at 862.2 eV.
46

 

The ratio between the two nickel chemical states was Ni
2+/3+

/NiP = 1.45. The 

Co 2p3/2 spectrum was fitted with four peaks associated with CoP (778.2 eV), a 

Co
2+

 chemical environment (781.7 eV), and two satellite peaks (785.6 eV and 

788.0 eV).
47,48

 The amount of Co
2+

 was three times larger than that of CoP : 

Co
2+

/CoP = 3.05. Two phosphorus chemical states were identified from the 

XPS analysis of the P 2p electronic states. A P 2p3/2 peak at 129.5 eV matched 

with the binding energy expected from P in a metal phosphide environment, 

and thus we related it to P within the NiCoP structure.
46,47

 A second P 2p3/2 

peak at higher binding energy, 133.1 eV, was assigned to a phosphate 

environment.
46,49

 The ratio between the two phosphorus chemical states was 

MP/PO = 1.02. From the XPS analysis, we conclude the following: (i) the NC 

surface, the outermost 1–2 nm, was oxidized to NiCoPOx; and (ii) below this 

surface phosphate layer, the chemical environment of Ni, Co and P 

corresponded to that of NiCoP with a slight sharing of electrons from Ni and 

Co, showing electronic states with higher binding energies than the metal, with 

P, which showed lower binding energies than zero-valent P. 

 

Figure 3.8. XPS spectra of NiCoP NCs in the Ni 2p (a), Co 2p (b) and P 2p (c) regions. 
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In terms of stoichiometry, XPS analysis showed a clear excess of 

phosphorus at the NC surface: P / (Ni+Co) = 2.9. This excess of P might be 

related to the presence of TPP as a surface ligand and to the stripping of metal 

ions from the NC surface during the purification procedure.
33

 The metal ratio 

obtained from XPS analysis showed a slight excess of cobalt, Ni/Co = 0.9, 

which was consistent with the EELS compositional maps showing an excess of 

Co at the NC surface (Figure 3.6e). This slight surface segregation of Co was 

also consistent with the higher ratio Co
2+

/CoP measured, when compared with 

Ni
2+/3+

/NiP, and it could have been generated by the surface oxidation itself, 

owing to the slightly lower electronegativity of Co than Ni, and thus its higher 

affinity to oxygen. 

To study the mechanism of the formation of Ni2-xCoxP NCs, we analysed 

aliquots of a reacting mixture at different reaction temperatures and times 

(Figure 3.9). We selected the NiCoP composition for this study. From the first 

solid product recovered, at 230 °C, only Ni and P were detected by EDX. The 

XRD pattern of these initial NCs displayed a weak and broad peak at ca. 62°, 

indicating a close to amorphous atomic structure. As the reaction temperature 

increased to 260 °C, Co was introduced into the NCs and the Co/Ni ratio 

increased to ca. Co/Ni = 0.46. The XRD pattern of the material produced at 260 

°C showed a broad reflection at around 61°. Additionally, a small peak at ca. 

40°, around the position of the main XRD peak of the hexagonal phase of 

NiCoP, started to appear, demonstrating the formation of a crystalline lattice 

with the appropriate phase. By the time when the solution reached the set 

reaction temperature, 290 °C, the ratio of Co/Ni had increased to Co/Ni = 0.67. 

At this point, the broad XRD peak had shifted to about 51°, while the peak 

corresponding to the (111) reflection of NiCoP had become much more intense. 

As the reaction time increased, with the solution at 290 °C, more cobalt was 

introduced into the lattice, up to a final Co/Ni = 0.94 for this particular sample. 

Meanwhile, NC crystallinity continuously improved (Figure 3.9). It should be 
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pointed out that Ni2P and Co2P hexagonal phases display two different metal 

coordination sites, the tetrahedral geometry (M1) site and the square pyramidal 

geometry (M2) site (Figure 3.10). The square pyramidal geometry site is larger 

than the tetrahedral site.
50

 Therefore, in a NiCoP crystal, the slightly larger Co
2+

 

ions are expected to occupy the larger M2 site, while slightly smaller Ni
2+ 

ions 

would preferentially occupy the M1 sites.
51

 

 

Figure 3.9. (a) XRD patterns obtained from aliquots extracted from a NiCoP NC reaction 

mixture at different temperatures and reaction times. (b) Ratio of the Co and Ni composition, 

Co/Ni, in the solid products precipitated from aliquots, as measured by EDX. 

 

Figure 3.10. Hexagonal Ni2-xCoxP structure type. 

To analyze the influence of TPP and HDA on the Ni2-xCoxP NC size and 

geometry, NCs were grown from solutions containing different amounts of 

these compounds. Figure 3.11 shows the TEM images, size distribution 

histograms and XRD patterns of the NiCoP NCs obtained from the reaction of 
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1 mmol of metal chlorides with different amounts of TPP, from 3 to 20 mmol. 

As the amount of TPP increased, the average size of the obtained NiCoP NCs 

increased from 8 ± 1 to 24 ± 3 nm. We believe that TPP plays a double role in 

the formation of the precursor metal complexes: as a phosphorus source and as 

a reducing agent. It is through this second role that it controls the NC size. As 

the amount of TPP increases, a faster growth rate is obtained during the first 

stage of the synthesis, and thus the free monomer concentration is more rapidly 

reduced, limiting the number of nucleation events, and thus the number of NCs 

formed, resulting in larger NCs.
52

 

 

Figure 3.11. Representative TEM micrographs (a), size distribution histograms (b) and XRD 

patterns (c) of NiCoP NCs produced using 1 mmol of metals and 3 mmol, 10 mmol or 20 

mmol of TPP, as indicated. Scale bars = 100 nm. 

Figure 3.12 shows TEM images, size distribution histograms and XRD 

patterns of NiCoP NCs obtained from the reaction of 1 mmol of metal chlorides 

with 10 mmol TPP, in the presence of different amounts of HDA, from 

10 mmol to 1 mmol. With excess amounts of HDA, quasi spherical NiCoP NCs 
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were formed. However, as the amount of HDA was reduced, the NiCoP NC 

morphology became elongated, and at equivalent metal and HDA 

concentrations, NiCoP nanorods were produced. We observed the presence of 

HDA to be essential for the metal chlorides to be dissolved in the ODE 

solution. HDA probably reacts with the metal ions to form a complex, 

promoting in this way the precursor dissolution. We also experimentally 

observed that the dissolution of cobalt chloride requires lower amounts of HDA 

compared with nickel chloride, and that the reactivity of the formed cobalt 

monomer was lower than that of nickel, as cobalt incorporated at higher 

reaction temperature into the growing Ni2-xCoxP NCs. Additionally, HDA binds 

at the surface of Ni2-xCoxP NCs influencing their growth and rendering them 

colloidally stable in non-polar solvents. On the other hand, using cobalt(II) and 

nickel(II) chlorides as metal precursors, two-fold larger amounts of chlorine 

ions than metal ions were present in solution. We initially hypothesized that 

chlorine ions could play a strong role in directing the asymmetric growth of the 

NCs. Such an effect of chlorine ions was previously reported for CdSe NCs for 

example.
53,54

 When present at relatively high concentration compared with 

HDA, chlorine could preferentially bind at particular Ni2-xCoxP NC facets 

controlling the final NC shape. However, we produced Co2P NCs using the 

exact same protocol as detailed above, but using cobalt(II) nitrate instead of 

chloride as a cobalt precursor. With no chlorine in solution, we also obtained 

Co2P nanorods (Figure 3.13). Thus, we had to discard a role of chlorine in the 

geometry control of the NCs. Taking into account the collected experimental 

evidence, we conclude that HDA itself preferentially binds to specific 

Ni2-xCoxP NC facets. When moderate amounts of HDA are present in solution, 

this preferential binding translates into the growth of asymmetric NCs. 

However, when excess amounts of this molecule are introduced into the 

reaction mixture, a homogeneous HDA coverage throughout the whole surface 

is obtained, resulting in spherical NCs. Because cobalt interacts more strongly 

than Ni with HDA, the influence of this surface ligand on the control of the 
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growth of cobalt-rich NCs is also more severe than in nickel-rich NCs, which 

explains that we can obtain more elongated NCs at higher cobalt content and at 

a set HDA concentration. XRD patterns showed the increase of the relative 

intensity of the (111) reflection with the nanorod formation, confirming this one 

to be the preferential growth direction. 

 

Figure 3.12. Representative TEM micrographs (a), size distribution histograms, including 

width and length for the elongated NCs (b) and XRD patterns (c) of NiCoP NCs produced 

from the reaction of 1 mmol of metals in the presence of 10 mmol, 2 mmol and 1 mmol of 

HDA. Scale bars = 100 nm. 

 

Figure 3.13. SEM micrograph of Co2P nanorods obtained using Co(NO3)2·6H2O instead of 

CoCl2 as cobalt precursor (Co(NO3)2·6H2O : HDA : TPP = 1 : 10 : 10). 

200 nm
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The synthetic protocol proposed here was characterized by an excellent 

reproducibility and production yields above 90% after purification. The two 

types of precursors used, metal chlorides and TPP, are relatively low cost, are 

stable under ambient conditions and present a low-toxicity. The synthetic 

protocol was designed to make use of a heating up strategy to facilitate 

up-scaling. We explored the scale up of the present synthetic procedure for the 

production of Ni2-xCoxP NCs at the gram scale. We simply increased the 

amounts of metal chlorides, TPP and HDA by a factor of 20 but increased the 

volume of solvent, ODE, by just a factor of 10, thus raising the solution 

concentration two-fold. We also prolonged both the initial solvent cleaning step 

and the reaction time to 2 h. The Ni2-xCoxP NCs produced from this 

straightforward scaling up showed an excellent quality with very narrow size 

distributions, a high reproducibility and above 90% yields (Figure 3.14). 

 

Figure 3.14. (a) Representative TEM micrograph and (b) size distribution histogram of the 

NiCoP NCs produced in a scaled-up procedure resulting in over 1 g of NCs per batch (c). 

FTIR spectra were consistent with the presence of HDA ligand at the 

Ni2-xCoxP NC surface (Figure 3.15). FTIR peaks at 2910 and 2847 cm
-1

 were 

attributed to C–H stretching vibrations of alkyl groups from HDA. The peaks at 
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1464 and 722 cm
-1

 were assigned to C–H bending vibrations and the peak at 

1605 cm
-1

 corresponded to the N–H bending vibration. For free HDA, two clear 

peaks at 1050 and 914 cm
-1

 were assigned to the C–N and C–C stretching 

vibration, respectively. However, those peaks merged into a broad band centred 

at 1032 cm
-1

 in the FTIR spectrum from the Ni2-xCoxP NCs. Organic ligands 

were stripped from the Ni2-xCoxP NC surface through mixing them with HPF6 

in formamide solution to form a two phase system that was vigorously stirred at 

room temperature. The absence of stretching modes of C–H, C–C and C–N in 

the final Ni2-xCoxP NCs confirmed the elimination of HDA from the NC 

surface. 

 

Figure 3.15. FTIR of TPP, HDA, and NiCoP NCs before and after ligand removal. 

The electrocatalytic activity of Ni2-xCoxP NCs with different compositions 

was tested toward the HER under acidic conditions. Electrodes were prepared 

by drop casting an ink prepared by mixing Ni2-xCoxP NCs with carbon powder 

and Nafion onto a GCE (see the Experimental section for details). 

Electrochemical measurements were conducted at room temperature in a 

standard three-electrode cell using the Ni2-xCoxP NC-based catalyst as a 

working electrode, a Pt mesh as a counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as a reference 
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electrode. The HER polarization curves were obtained in H2-saturated 0.5 M 

H2SO4 aqueous solutions.  

 

Figure 3.16. (a) Polarization curves of the GCE, Ni2-xCoxP and Pt/C in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. 

(b) Overpotential at 10 mA cm
-2

 as a function of composition for the different Ni2-xCoxP 

electrocatalysts. (c) Free-energy diagram for atomic hydrogen adsorption on the Ni2-xCoxP 

(0001) surface. (d) Overpotential at 10 mA cm
-2

 as a function of the Gibbs free energy for 

atomic hydrogen adsorption at the Ni2-xCoxP surface. 

Figure 3.16a shows linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of the electrodes 

produced from Ni2-xCoxP NCs with different compositions. Data for the GCE 

and a commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts were also plotted as a reference. Figure 

3.16b shows the overpotential at J = 10 mA cm
-2

 as a function of the 

composition. As expected, the Pt/C catalyst showed an excellent HER 

performance with a very low overpotential, while the bare GCE showed 
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negligible HER activity. Binary Ni2P exhibited HER activity with an 

overpotential of 136 mV at J = 10 mA cm
−2

. As cobalt was introduced within 

ternary Ni2-xCoxP NCs, improved performances were obtained and the 

overpotential at J = 10 mA cm
-2

 decreased down to 97 mV for NiCoP NCs. 

When increasing the amount of Co above the Co : Ni = 1 : 1 metal ratio, worse 

electrocatalytic properties were again measured until an overpotential of 

118 mV for Co2P. Note that this compositional dependence was not correlated 

with the different NC sizes or with their particular geometry, although these 

two parameters may influence electrochemical performance. The overpotential 

of the electrode based on NiCoP NCs was lower than that obtained from most 

other non-noble metal-based electrocatalysts reported for the HER in acid 

media, including MoS2, CoSe2, WS2, Ni3S2, Co2P, FeP, WS2(1-x)P2x and 

CoMoS3 (Table 3.3 and 3.4).  

As shows in Figure 3.17, the Tafel slopes (51-76 mV dec
-1

) obtained from 

the LSV curves for Ni2-xCoxP are close to that of the Vomer-Heyrovsky 

reaction mechanism. A lower slope value indicates more favorable 

electrochemical reaction kinetics, and NiCoP exhibits lowest Tafel slope of 

51 mV dec
-1

, therefore the best electrochemical activity for NiCoP can be 

suggested.  

 

Figure 3.17. Tafel plots for the Ni2-xCoxP NCs. Tafel slopes for Ni2-xCoxP (x from 0 to 0.2, 0.6, 

1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2) are: 76, 70, 58, 51, 54, 61, 65, 67 mV dec
-1

. 
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To understand the variation of catalytic activity with the composition, we 

investigated the HER pathways on Ni2-xCoxP catalysts by DFT calculations. A 

series of Ni2-xCoxP (x = 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1, 1.33, 1.67, 2) crystals with the 

hexagonal phase were created (Figure 3.1). The HER pathway is generally 

depicted as a three-state diagram, with an initial state of H
+
 + e, an intermediate 

adsorbed H*, with * being the adsorption site, and a final product of 1/2H2 in 

acidic media.
55,56 

The lower the Gibbs free energy of the adsorbed atomic 

hydrogen, ΔGH*, the stronger the bond between this adsorbed hydrogen and the 

catalyst. Materials that bind hydrogen atoms too strongly do not allow the 

release of hydrogen, thus blocking active sites and failing to efficiently evolve 

hydrogen. On the other hand, materials that bind hydrogen too weakly hinder 

the step of proton/electron-transfer because they fail to stabilize the 

intermediate state, thus also preventing an efficient HER from taking place.
40

 

ΔGH* is thus a reasonable descriptor to evaluate the HER activity of catalysts. 

Taking into account this unique descriptor, the Sabatier principle predicts a 

volcano distribution of the catalyst performance as a function of ΔGH*, peaking 

at ΔGH* = 0. 

To gain deep insight into the observed dependence of the Ni2-xCoxP 

catalyst performance toward the HER, we calculated ΔGH* on the most active 

(0001) surface of Ni2-xCoxP crystals. Fig. 3.16c shows the relationship between 

the value of ΔGH* and Co content, indicating that the value of ΔGH* decreased 

with increasing Co content. When the percentage of Co was 50% (NiCoP), the 

value of ΔGH* was -0.025 eV, which is the minimum |ΔGH*| value among all 

the Ni2-xCoxP compositions tested (calculation details shown in Table 3.1). This 

result is consistent with the experimental results showing the NiCoP catalysts to 

have the highest activity toward the HER among the Ni2-xCoxP series measured. 

We observed that the DFT calculated ΔGH* rapidly separated from the 

optimum value when increasing the cobalt concentration above x = 1. However, 

the ΔGH* variation in the Ni-rich side was not so abrupt. This result does not 
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match with the moderate performance change obtained when moving from 

NiCoP to Co2P, if compared with the stronger loss of performance measured 

when moving from NiCoP to Ni2P. Therefore, additional parameters, beyond 

ΔGH*, need to be considered to explain the compositional dependence of the 

Ni2-xCoxP catalyst performance toward the HER. 

The stability of NiCoP for the HER was analysed through 

chronoamperometric measurements. The NiCoP catalyst exhibited a high 

stability toward the HER at about 30 mA cm
-2 

for 12 h, with a current density 

decrease of ca. 11% (Figure 3.18). 

 
Figure 3.18. Time-dependent current density curve of NiCoP at an overpotential of 150 mV 

for 12 h. 

Table 3.3. Comparision of electrocatalysts for HER. 

Catalyst Substrate Electrolyte η at 10 mA cm
-2

 References 

MoS2 Carbon fiber 0.5 M H2SO4 104 57 

Mo2C GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 70 58 

MoN GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 125 59 

MoN GCE 1.0 M KOH 139 59 

CoSe2 Carbon fiber 0.5 M H2SO4 137 60 

WS2 GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 100 61 

Ni3S2 Ni foam 1.0 M KOH 200 62 

Co2P Ti foil 0.5 M H2SO4 134 63 

FeP GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 100 64 

MoC-Mo2C GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 126 65 

Fe3C@NCNT GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 154 66 

Fe3C@NCNT GCE 1.0 M KOH 378 66 

WC/graphene Ga-W foil 0.5 M H2SO4 120 67 

MoS2/rGO GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 120 68 

W(S0.48Se0.52)2 Carbon fiber 1 M H2SO4 298 69 

WS2(1-x)P2x Carbon fiber 0.5 M H2SO4 98 70 
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Co9S8-MoSx Carbon fiber 0.5 M H2SO4 98 71 

Mn0.05Co0.95Se2 GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 174 72 

CoMoS3 GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 171 73 

NiCoP GCE 0.5 M H2SO4 97 This work 

NCNT: N-doped carbon nanotubes 

rGO: reduce graphene oxide 

GCE: glassy carbon electrode 

Table 3.4. Comparision of syntheses of NiCoP. 

Materials Method Metal precursors 

P 

precursor 

Controlled 

η10  Ref. 

Compo

sition Size Shape 

NiCoP 

Plasma-ass

isted NiCo hydroxide PH3 gas No No No 32 56 

Ni-Co-P 

Electro-de

position NiCl2, Co(NO3)2 NaH2PO2 No No No 30 74 

NiCoP Annealing Ni-Co-salt NaH2PO2 No No No 101 75 

NiCoP Annealing Ni-Co carbonate NaH2PO2 No No No 118 76 

NiCoP Annealing NiCo hydroxide NaH2PO2 No No No 124 22 

NiCoP Annealing NiCo hydroxide NaH2PO2 No No No 104 24 

NiCoP Annealing Ni1-0.5xCo0.5x(OH)2 NaH2PO2 Yes No No 59 27 

NiCoP Annealing NiCo hydroxide NaH2PO2 No No No 185 77 

Ni-Co-P Annealing Ni-Co-PBA NaH2PO2 No No No 167 78 

NiCoP Annealing NiCo2O4 NaH2PO2 Yes No No 44 23 

NiCo2Px Annealing NiCo2O4 NaH2PO2 No No No 104 16 

Ni0.69  

Co0.31P Annealing NiCoOx NaH2PO2 Yes No No 100 79 

NiCoP Colloidal 

Ni(acac)2, 

Co(acac)2 TOP No No No 102 25 

Co1.6Ni0.4

P Colloidal 

Ni(acac)2, 

Co(acac)2 TOP Yes No No 162 80 

Ni2−x 

CoxP Colloidal 

Ni(OAc)2, 

Co(OAc)2 PPh3 Yes No No 250 81 

NiCoP Colloidal NiCl2, CoCl2 TPP Yes Yes Yes 97 

This 

work 
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3.5 Conclusions 

In summary, monodisperse Ni2-xCoxP (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) NCs were synthesized 

using metal chlorides as metal sources, TPP as a phosphorus precursor and 

HDA as a ligand. Different compositions, sizes and morphologies could be 

prepared simply by tuning the ratio of metal chlorides, TPP and HDA, 

respectively. The synthetic approach was up-scaled to the production of 

Ni2-xCoxP at the gram scale with yields above 90%. Ni2-xCoxP NCs, mixed with 

carbon black and Nafion, showed notable HER activities. In particular, NiCoP 

electrocatalysts showed the best performances with an overpotential of 97 mV 

at 10 mA cm
-2

, and significant long-term stability. The dependence of the 

catalyst performance with the composition qualitatively matched the variation 

of the Gibbs free energy for atomic hydrogen adsorption at the Ni2-xCoxP 

surface. Ni-rich compositions were characterized by too low adsorption 

energies that were not effective for proton reduction, while Co-rich NCs 

showed too high binding energies that limited hydrogen desorption, thus 

blocking adsorption sites. This low-cost and straightforward synthesis method 

for Ni2-xCoxP NCs showed potential application for industrial production of 

catalysts for the HER. Furthermore, such a synthetic protocol is expected to be 

expanded as a general strategy to produce other multinary metal phosphides to 

be used in their wide range of applications. 
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Chapter 4 

Chromium phosphide CrP as highly active and stable 

electrocatalysts for oxygen electroreduction 

 

4.1 Abstract  

Catalysts for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) are key components in emerging 

energy technologies such as fuel cells and metal-air batteries. Developing low-cost, 

high performance and stable electrocatalysts is critical for the extensive 

implementation of these technologies. Herein, we present a procedure to prepare 

colloidal chromium phosphide CrP nanocrystals and we test their performance as 

ORR electrocatalyst. CrP-based catalysts exhibited remarkable activities with a 

limiting current density of 4.94 mA cm
-2

 at 0.2 V, a half-potential of 0.65 V and an 

onset potential of 0.8 V at 1600 rpm, which are comparable to commercial Pt/C. 

Advantageously, CrP-based catalysts displayed much higher stabilities and higher 

tolerances to methanol in alkaline solution. Using density functional theory 
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calculations, we demonstrate CrP to provide a very strong chemisorption of O2 that 

facilitates its reduction and explains the excellent ORR performance experimentally 

demonstrated. 

4.2 Introduction 

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is an essential process in particularly 

appealing energy conversion and storage technologies, such as fuel cells and metal air 

batteries. These technologies rely on an oxygen cathode where ambient oxygen is 

reduced. The complete ORR requires the participation of 4 electrons, making it very 

sluggish and limiting the overall performance of these devices. To accelerate this 

reaction, Pt or Pt-based alloys are generally required,
1,2

 what strongly increases the 

device cost and constitutes one of the major barriers toward commercialization. Hence, 

considerable efforts are involved in the design and production of ORR catalysts that 

are free of Pt and Pt-group metals. ORR catalysts have been searched within most 

material families, including metal oxides,
3
 carbides,

4 
phosphides,

5-10
 chalcogenides

11
 

and even metal-free catalysts.
12,13

 Among them, phosphides are particularly 

interesting due to their suitable stability, excellent electrical conductivities and the 

high abundance and low cost of phosphorus. Within this family, Co2P,
7
 CoP,

8
 PdP2

9
 

and Ru2P
10

 have already demonstrated excellent ORR activities, but stability and/or 

reliance on expensive noble metals is still an issue. 

In spite of its suitable characteristics, chromium phosphide has been surprisingly 

ignored not only as ORR catalysts but also for its other potential technological 

applications. This is particularly noteworthy taking into account the high abundance 

of chromium in the earth crust, above that of nickel, zinc or copper to cite some 

examples. Besides, chromium global annual production is very high due to its use in 

metallurgy, what translated in low costs. Chromium phosphide is a hard-wearing 

metallic conductor that displays high thermal stability, good resistivity to oxidation 

and anti-corrosion toward water and diluted acids.
14-18

 These properties make CrP an 
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appealing candidate in a wide range of applications. However, very few papers have 

reported the synthesis and applications of chromium phosphides.
14-16 

In particular, 

CrP has been produced in film form by chemical vapour deposition,
14-16 

but never in 

the form of nanoparticles.  

In a previous work, we showed that triphenyl phosphite (TPP) can be used as a 

low-cost and air-stable phosphorus precursor to produce several binary and ternary 

metal phosphides such as Ni2P, Co2P, Fe2P, Cu3P, MoP and Ni2-xCoxP.
19,20

 However, 

due to the low-boiling point of the reaction mixture in our previously reported 

procedure, attempts to produce metal phosphides that required higher crystallization 

temperatures were not successful. In the present work, we demonstrate the production 

of CrP nanocrystals (NCs) using TPP as a highly suitable phosphorus precursor and a 

high boiling point solvent. The produced CrP NCs were combined with carbon and 

tested as electrocatalyst for ORR. Our preliminary assessment of the activity of CrP 

NCs demonstrates CrP-based catalysts to be highly suitable for oxygen 

electroreduction. 

4.3 Experimental section 

Chemicals and solvents: Triphenyl phosphite (TPP, 99%) was purchased from Alfa 

Aesar. Chromium hexacarbonyl (Cr(CO)6, 99+%) and oleylamine (OAm, 

approximate C18 content 80-90%) were purchased from ACROS Organics. 

Carbon-supported Pt NCs (Pt/C, 20 wt% Pt), Nafion (5 wt% in a mixture of low 

aliphatic alcohols and water) and potassium hydroxide (KOH, 85%) were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich. Chloroform, acetone and ethanol were of analytical grade and 

obtained from various sources. Milli-Q water was supplied by a Purelab flex from 

Elga. All chemicals were used as received without further purification.  

Synthesis of CrP NCs: All reactions were carried out under argon atmosphere using 

standard Schlenk line techniques. In a typical synthesis, 10 mL of OAm and 1 mL of 

TPP were mixed in a 50 mL three-neck flask equipped with a condenser and a stir bar. 
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The system was heated to 120 °C under Ar flow and maintained at this temperature 

for at least 1 h. Then, 110 mg (0.5 mmol) of Cr(CO)6 was quickly added into the flask 

under Ar flow. The mixture was heated to 320 °C in 20 min and kept at that 

temperature for 2 h. Afterward, the flask was allowed to cool down to room 

temperature by removing the heating mantle. Excess ethanol was added to the black 

product followed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm (3200 g) for 5 min. Purification was 

achieved by another two dispersion/precipitation steps using chloroform/ethanol with 

a 1:3 volume ratio. Finally, the supernatant was discarded and the precipitated 

material was collected and dried in ambient conditions. 

Material characterization: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization 

was carried out using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV and a JEOL 1011 

operating at 100 kV. Carbon-coated TEM grids from Ted-Pella were used as 

substrates. Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected from NCs 

supported on a Si (501) substrate using a Bruker-AXS D8 Advanced x-ray 

diffractometer with Ni-filtered (2 µm thickness) Cu K radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) 

operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. A LynxEye linear position-sensitive detector was used 

in reflection geometry. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies were conducted using 

a field emission gun FEI Tecnai F20 microscope at 200 kV with a point-to-point 

resolution of 0.19 nm. High angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM was combined 

with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in the Tecnai F20, by using a GATAN 

QUANTUM filter. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses were carried out 

using a ZEISS Auriga microscope with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) detector operating at 20 kV. Dispersive spectrometer Jobin-Yvon Lab Ram HR 

800 with Olympus BXFM microscope optic was used to obtain Raman spectra. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on a SPECS system equipped with 

an Al anode XR50 source operating at 150 W and a Phoibos 150 MCD-9 detector. 

The pressure in the analysis chamber was below 10
−7

 Pa. The area analyzed was about 

2 mm × 2 mm. The pass energy of the hemispherical analyzer was set at 25 eV and 

the energy step was set at 0.1 eV. Data processing was performed with the CasaXPS 
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program (Casa Software Ltd., UK). Binding energy values were corrected using the C 

1s peak at 284.8 eV. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed 

on an Alpha Bruker FTIR spectrometer with a platinum attenuated total reflectance 

(ATR) single reflection module. 

Electrochemical measurements: The as-synthesized CrP NCs were mixed with 

carbon black (Vulcan XC-72) with a weight ratio of 30% in a mixture chloroform and 

ethanol (1:1). The CrP and carbon mixture was sonicated for 1 h and then washed 

several times with chloroform and acetone. The precipitate was dried in air and then 

annealed at 450 °C under 5% H2/Ar for 2 h to remove surface ligand. The catalysts 

ink were prepared by mixing 5 mg of the annealed CrP/C composite, 1 mL of 1:1 (v:v) 

deionized water/isopropanol and 17.5 µL of 5 wt% of Nafion to form a homogenous 

ink by sonicating for 1 h. Subsequently, 5 µL of the suspension was deposited onto a 

cleaned glassy carbon (GC, 3 mm in diameter) rotating disk electrode (RDE) with a 

geometric area of 0.07 cm
2
, and dried in ambient conditions before electrochemical 

measurements. For comparison, electrodes based on commercial Pt/C (20 wt% Pt) 

catalyst were also fabricated following the above process. 

Electrochemical measurements were conducted at room temperature on a BioLogic 

Electrochemical workstation using a standard three-electrode cell with the fabricated 

GC electrode as working electrode, Pt mesh as counter electrode and Hg/HgO as 

reference electrode. The linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves for ORR 

measurements were conducted from 0.2 to -0.7 V versus Hg/HgO at a scan rate of 

5 mV s
-1

 with different rotating rates in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte. The 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed at a scan rate of 5 mV s
-1

 

without rotating in O2 or Ar-saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte. To evaluate the catalyst 

durability, chronoamperometry was collected at -0.3 V vs. Hg/HgO in O2-saturated 

electrolyte with a rotating rate of 200 rpm. Methanol tolerance measurements were 

conducted under the same condition as chronoamperometric tests but added 3M 

methanol at 1000 s and for comparison, another same amount of H2O was added at 

2000 s. As a reference electrode, Hg/HgO calibrated with respect to the reversible 
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hydrogen electrode (RHE) in all measurements (+0.866 V vs RHE) was used. 

Density functional theory (DFT): The electronic structure and energy calculations 

were carried out by spin-polarized DFT using the Vienna ab initio simulation package 

(VASP).
21-24 

The projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials were used to describe 

ion cores and valence electrons interactions.
25,26 

The adopted exchange-correlation 

potential was the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (PBE 

GGA).
27 

A kinetic energy cut off of 350 eV was used with a plane-wave basis set. The 

integration of the Brillouin zone was conducted using a 1×1×1 Monkhorst-Pack 

grid.
28

 The last two layers were fixed and all the other atoms were fully relaxed until 

the force was converged to 0.05 eV/Å and the total energy was converged to 

1.0×10
-4 eV/atom. 

A (211) surface was cut based on the bulk structure of CrP and a model with 1×2 unit 

cell and 6 layers was established. To avoid image interactions, a sufficiently large 

vacuum of 10.0 Å was taken along the z-axis. 

The adsorption energy (Eads) of nitrobenzene was defined as follows: 

       Eads = Esubstrate+adsorbates– Eadsorbates – Esubstrate                    (1) 

where Esubstrate+adsorbates, Eadsorbates, and Esubstrate are the total energies of adsorbate 

molecules and the CrP substrate, a gas phase adsorbate, and an isolated substrate, 

respectively. A negative value indicates an exothermic chemisorption. 

The free energy diagrams of the oxygen reduction reactions were evaluated by 

the method of Nørskov et al.
29 

Free energy change from initial states to final 

states of the reaction was calculated according to the following equation: 

ΔG = ΔE + ΔZPE – TΔS + ΔGU + ΔGpH + ΔGfield            (2) 

Where ΔE is the energy difference between reactants and products, obtained from 

DFT calculations; ΔZPE and ΔS are the energy differences in zero-point energy and 

entropy; T is temperature considered to be 298.15 K; ∆GU = eU, where U is the 

electrode potential with respect to standard hydrogen electrode and e is transferred 
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charge; ΔGpH is defined as kBTln10×pH, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. In this 

study pH=13 was chosen for alkaline medium according to experimental condition 

(0.1 M KOH solution). ΔGfield is the free energy correction resulting from the 

electrochemical double layer, which was neglected in the present study according to 

the previous studies.
29

 The free energy of H2O was calculated in the gas phase with a 

pressure of 0.035 bar, which is the equilibrium vapor pressure of H2O at 298.15 K. 

The free energy of O2 is obtained from the free energy change of the reaction O2 + 

2H2 → 2H2O, which is -4.92 eV at 298.15 K and a pressure of 0.035 bar. According 

to a computational hydrogen electrode model suggested by Nørskov et al.,
29 

the free 

energy of (H
+
+e

-
) in solution at standard conditions is assumed as the energy of 

1/2 H2. The free energy of OH
-
 was derived from the reaction H

+
 + OH

-
 → H2O, 

which was in equilibrium in water solution.
30 

The entropies and vibrational 

frequencies of O2, H2, and H2O in gas phase were taken from the NIST database. 

Zero-point energy and entropies of the adsorbed species were estimated from the 

vibrational frequencies. 

4.4 Results and discussion 

CrP NCs were produced from the reaction of chromium hexacarbonyl and 

TPP in oleylamine (OAm), as detailed in the experimental section. Figure 4.1a 

shows a representative TEM micrograph of the NCs produced following this 

procedure. NCs showed spheroidal geometry with an average size of 17 ± 3 nm 

(Figure 4.1b). XRD patterns showed the NCs to have the CrP orthorhombic 

phase, with pnma space group (Figure 4.1f). HRTEM analysis confirmed their 

orthorhombic phase with a= 5.3600 Å, b= 3.1140 Å and c= 6.0180 Å (Figure 

4.1c-e). HAADF-STEM and STEM-EELS elemental composition maps 

revealed all NCs to contain Cr and P and to have both elements uniformly 

distributed throughout each NC (Figure 4.1g). No secondary phases were 

detected by XRD, HRTEM and STEM-EELS analyses. Extensive SEM-EDX 
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analysis showed the as-synthesized CrP NCs to have an excess of phosphorus, 

P/Cr = 1.4 (Figure 4.2), which could be attributed to the presence of TPP or an 

oxidized form of the phosphorus precursor as ligand on the NCs surface. 

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Representative TEM micrograph of CrP NCs. (b) Histogram for the measured 

particle size distribution centered at 17 ± 3 nm. (c) HRTEM image of a single CrP NC. (d) 

Detail of the squared regions of the single CrP NC. (e) Its respective power spectrum fitting 

with the CrP orthorhombic phase. (f) XRD pattern of CrP NCs including the JCPDS 80-1382 

reference. (g) HAADF-STEM micrograph of some CrP NCs and areal density of each of the 

elements extracted from the EELS spectrum image. 

 

Figure 4.2. SEM image (a) and EDX spectrum of CrP NCs. 

20 µm

200 nm

Element Weight% Atomic%
P K 46 59
Cr K 54 41

Totals 100.00
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Figure 4.3 shows the Cr 2p, P 2p and valence band region of the XPS spectra of 

CrP NCs. The Cr 2p region showed Cr to be present at the NC surface in at least three 

chemical environments. Approximately 30% of the detected Cr was found in a 

chemical state compatible with CrP (P 2p3/2 = 575.0 eV). The other two chemical 

environments, a Cr
3+

 (P 2p3/2 = 578.0 eV) and a Cr
n+

 (Cr 2p3/2 = 579.8 eV), were 

associated with a slight surface oxidation of the NCs to Cr(III) phosphate, Cr2O3, 

CrO3 and/or CrO2(OH)2 environments.
31,32 

The oxidation of the outermost CrP surface 

probably resulted from the exposure of the sample to air before XPS measurement.  

At least two P chemical states could be identified from XPS analysis of the P 2p 

electron states. A P 2p3/2 peak at 130.0 eV matched well with P in a metal phosphide 

environment such as CrP. This component accounted for 39% of the P in the 

outermost 2-3 nm surface of the NCs. The second component, accounting for 61% of 

the P detected, was found at a higher binding energy, P 2p3/2 = 134.1 eV, which we 

assigned to a chromium phosphate chemical environment resulting from the NC 

surface oxidation and/or a phosphite derived from the presence of phosphorus ligand 

on the NC surface. The atomic ratio of P and Cr at the NC surface detected by XPS 

was P/Cr = 2.65, suggesting a highly P-rich NC surface, which was consistent with 

the overall excess of P on the NCs detected by EDX measurement and further pointed 

out to a surface localization of the additional P. As shown in Figure 4.3c, a significant 

density of occupied states could be detected by XPS at the material Fermi level, 

which probed the metallic or highly degenerated character of the produced CrP. 

 

Figure 4.3. (a) Representative Cr 2p (a), P 2p (b) and valence band (c) regions of the XPS 

spectrum of CrP NCs. 
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The presence of OAm and phosphorus ligand on the NC surface was confirmed 

by FTIR analysis. As shown in Figure 4.4, the FTIR spectrum of the as-produced CrP 

NCs displayed peaks at 2906 and 2839 cm
-1

 attributed to the C-H stretching vibration 

of the alkyl group of OAm. Additionally, peaks attributed to the bending vibration of 

N-H at 1594 cm
-1

 and C-H at 1439 cm
-1

 were also identified. These features were 

slightly shifted compared with pure OAm, consistently with its binding to the NCs 

surface. A peak at 3130 cm
-1

 was assigned to the stretching vibration of =CH from the 

TPP phenyl group, which also appeared shifted with respect to pure TPP (3055 cm
-1

). 

The FTIR spectrum of TPP displays several additional peaks between 600 to 

1200 cm
-1

. The peak at 1181 cm
-1

 is attributed to the stretching vibration of C-O and 

the peaks at 854 and 681 cm
-1

 were assigned to the bending vibration of C-H of the 

phenyl group. However, those peaks merged into a broad band centered at 870 cm
-1

 in 

the FTIR spectra of as-produced CrP NCs. The absence of all these features in the 

FTIR spectra of the final NCs after annealing under H2/Ar atmosphere confirmed the 

elimination of organic ligands from the NC surface. 

 

Figure 4.4. FTIR of OAm, TPP, as-produced CrP NCs and CrP after annealing at 450 °C for 

2 h under H2/Ar. 
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The electrocatalytic performance toward ORR of CrP NCs was evaluated in 

alkaline media. To prepare the CrP catalyst, CrP NCs were supported on carbon black 

to a weight ratio 3:7 (CrP NCs/C) through sonication and subsequent annealing at 

450 °C under H2/Ar. The catalyst was measured using a three-electrode system in 

O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH (see experimental section for details). CVs were initially 

measured both in Ar and in O2 saturated electrolyte, as shown in Figure 4.5a. Beyond 

the non-Faradic current characteristic of a double-layer charge-discharge, no 

noticeable features were observed for CrP catalyst within an Ar-saturated electrolyte. 

On the other hand, when the electrolyte was saturated with O2, a cathodic peak 

centered at 0.63 V was clearly detected, indicating remarkable electrocatalytic activity 

toward ORR. Figure 4.5b shows polarization curves measured at different electrode 

rotation speeds, from 400 to 2500 rpm. As expected, the limiting current density 

increased with the rotation speed due to the promoted diffusion of oxygen around the 

electrode surface. The limiting current density of CrP-based electrodes at 0.2 V under 

1600 rpm reached 4.94 mA cm
-2

, with a half-potential of 0.65 V and an onset potential 

of 0.8 V. These values were comparable to those obtained with a commercial Pt/C 

electocatalyst, which provided a limiting current density of 5.63 mA cm
-2

 with a 

half-potential of 0.79 V and an onset potential of 0.95 V (Figure 4.5d). 

The excellent ORR activity of the CrP electrocatalysts was further confirmed by 

small Tafel slopes, 64 mV dec
-1

, indicating highly favorable reaction kinetics that 

translated into a high sensitivity of the electrocatalyst activity to the applied potential 

(inset in Figure 4.5d). Notice that, in the present work, CrP NCs were supported on 

low-cost commercial carbon, thus the measured catalytic performance did not rely on 

the electrocatalytic activity of doped graphenes,
33 

carbon nanotubes
34

 or highly 

ordered porous carbon matrices
35

 (Table 4.1). It is reasonable to assume that the use 

of high conductivity and active carbon supports could further improve performance, 

although at expenses of an extra cost. 

The ORR kinetics of the CrP electrode was further analyzed by the 

Koutecky-Levich plots calculated from the measured LSV curves. As shown in Figure 
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4.5c, the Koutecky-Levich plots exhibited good linearity and approximately parallel 

dependences of the inverse of the current density with the square root of the rotation 

speed for applied voltages in the range from 0.2 to 0.6 V. This indicated first-order 

reaction kinetics with the oxygen concentration and denoted that, within the studied 

range, electron transfer numbers for ORR did not depend on the applied potential.
36,37 

The calculated electron transfer number for CrP electrocatalysts toward ORR was 

from 3.8 to 4.1, showing a high selectivity toward total oxygen reduction and the 

dominance of the one-step 4-electron oxygen reduction pathway.  

Stability was assessed by chronoamperometric analysis (Figure 4.5e). 

CrP/C-based electrodes exhibited much higher stabilities than Pt/C toward ORR in 

0.1 M KOH, with a negligible degradation even after 60 h of continuous operation. In 

contrast, during the same operation time, Pt/C electrodes lost approximately 60% of 

the initial current density. Methanol tolerance measurements were performed by 

adding methanol to the electrolyte during the choronoamperometric measurements. As 

shown in Figure 4.5f, the current density measured from CrP/C electrocatalysts 

showed very minor changes upon the addition of methanol, up to a 3 M concentration, 

into the electrolyte. The slight changes may be actually associated to the dilution of 

the KOH electrolyte when methanol was added to the solution. This was confirmed by 

a similar current density change upon addition of the same amount of H2O into the 

solution, proving virtually no influence of methanol in the electrocatalytic ORR on 

CrP-based electrodes. Overall, CrP-based electrodes showed much higher stabilities 

than commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts and other electrocatalysts reported previously 

(Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.5. (a) CV curves of CrP/C in Ar- and O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solutions. (b) LSV 

curves of CrP/C at various rotating rates in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at a scan rate of 

5 mV s
-1

. (c) Corresponding K-L plots. (d) Comparison of LSV for CrP/C and commercial 20 % 

Pt/C, inset graph shows the corresponding Tafel plots. (e) Chronoamperometric measurements 

of CrP/C and commercial Pt/C in 0.1 M KOH solution at 0.57 V versus RHE in O2-saturated 

0.1 M KOH solution with a rotating speed of 200 rpm. (f) Methanol tolerance evaluation of 

CrP/C and commercial Pt/C in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution. At 1000 s methanol was 

added up to a 3 M concentration. For comparison, the same amount of H2O was added at 

2000 s. Inset graph showed enlarged data for CrP/C catalyst. 

Table 4.1. Comparison of different catalysts for ORR in alkaline solution.  

Jl: limit current density, Eh: half-potential, Eo: onset potential 

First-principles calculations were carried out to elucidate the process and 

parameters behind the exceptional ORR catalytic performance of CrP and to 
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determine the rate limiting step. In alkaline solution, the thermodynamically most 

favorable reaction pathway for the ORR process was considered to be the O+OH 

dissociation pathway, which can be divided into four steps:
37 

i) adsorption of an O2 

molecule onto CrP surface site (O2*); ii) reduction of O2* with H2O* to an O+OH 

group adsorbed on the CrP site (O+OH*); iii) transition from O+OH* to an adsorbed 

O* atom; and iv) transition from O* to an adsorbed OH* (Figure 4.6). The optimized 

adsorption structures of O2*, O+OH*, OH* and O* on CrP catalyst and their 

adsorption energies were shown in Figure 4.7. According to the density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations, O2 strongly chemisorbs on CrP. The O2 side-on adsorption 

was the most stable configuration, with very low adsorption energy, -3.01 eV (Figure 

4.6c). The notable strength of the adsorption was corroborated by the large elongation 

of the O=O bond length (dO=O = 1.50 Å) relative to the gas-phase value (dO=O = 

1.23 Å), making it easier for the O=O bond to be broken. These highly activated O2* 

already pointed toward a potentially high ORR catalytic activity. From the charge 

difference it can be clearly seen that a large charge transfer exist between CrP and O2, 

which contribute to the strong interaction between CrP and O2 (Figure 4.6d). Besides, 

DFT calculations showed that on the surface of CrP, O2+H rapidly dissociates to 

O+OH radicals (i.e. O-O bond breaking, see Figure 4.7, O+OH-x (x = 1, 2, 3)). 

Therefore, it is impossible to form H2O2 in a later process and the less efficient 2e
-
 

pathway is blocked on the surface of CrP. Figure 4.6 shows the free energy diagrams 

for 4e
-
 oxygen reduction process of CrP in alkaline medium. Two pathways were 

considered: i) O2 dissociation (Figure 4.6a); and ii) O2 hydrogenation (Figure 4.6b). 

As shown in Figure 4.6, O-O breaking processes (O2→2O* or O2* + H2O*→O+OH* 

+ OH*) are down-hill. On the other hand, OH*→OH
-
 is the main uphill process 

owing to the strong adsorption of OH to CrP (~ 4 eV), which suggested that this is the 

ORR rate-limiting step. 
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Figure 4.6. Free-energy diagrams for the reduction of O2 at different electrode potential in 

alkaline medium on CrP for (a) O2 dissociation pathway and (b) O2 hydrogenation pathway. (c) 

The most stable structure of O2 adsorbed on CrP. (d) The charge difference for O2 adsorption 

on CrP. Isovalue = 0.005 a.u. The charge accumulation and depletion are colored in yellow 

and cyan. 

 

Figure 4.7. Configurations and adsorption energies (Eads) of O2, O+OH, O, OH adsorptions 

on CrP. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

In summary, we prepared CrP NCs via a facile one-step colloidal synthetic 

strategy. Compared with presented CVD methods, our solution-based strategy allows 

producing CrP with nanometric particle size and with a very high throughput and 

material yield. CrP NCs were mixed with carbon to prepare electrocatalysts for the 

ORR. CrP-based electrocatalysts demonstrated a high activity and stability toward 

ORR in an alkaline electrolyte and an absolute tolerance to methanol. DFT 

calculations revealed a strong adsorption of O2 on the surface of CrP NCs which 

facilitated cleavage. On the other hand, the OH
-
 desorption was considered the rate 

limiting step in the ORR reaction. Overall, CrP was demonstrated as a new low-cost 

and earth abundant ORR electrocatalyst with high technological potential in alkaline 

fuel cells and metal air batteries. 
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Chapter 5 

SnP nanocrystals as anode materials for Na-ion batteries 

 

5.1 Abstract  

Tin monophosphide is a layered material consisting of Sn–P–P–Sn sandwiches 

that are stacked on top of each other to form a three dimensional crystallographic 

structure. Its composition and crystal structure makes it an excellent candidate anode 

material for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs). However, SnP is yet to be explored for such 

and other applications due to its challenging synthesis. In the present work, we report 

the synthesis of SnP nanocrystals (NCs) from the reaction of hexamethylphosphorous 

triamide (HMPT) and a tin phosphonate prepared from tin oxalate and a long chain 

phosphonic acid. SnP NCs obtained from this reaction displayed a spherical geometry 

and a trigonal crystallographic phase with a superstructure attributed to ordered 

diphosphorus pairs. Such NCs were mixed with carbon black and used as anode 

materials in SIBs. SIBs based on SnP NCs and sodium(I) bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide 

(NaFSI) electrolyte displayed a high reversible capacity of 600 mA h g
-1

 at a current 
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density of 100 mA g
-1

 and cycling stability for over 200 cycles. Their excellent 

cycling performance is associated with both the small size of the crystal domains and 

the particular composition and phase of SnP which prevent mechanical disintegration 

and major phase separation during sodiation and desodiation cycles. These results 

demonstrate SnP to be an attractive anode material for sodium ion batteries. 

5.2 Introduction 

The low cost and high abundance of sodium resources in the Earth's crust 

make sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) a cost-effective alternative to lithium-ion 

batteries (LIBs) for large scale energy storage.
1,2

 Having a similar operating 

mechanism, progress achieved for LIBs can be in large part transferred to SIBs. 

This is for instance the case for layered cathode materials developed for LIBs 

and applied in SIBs. However, the larger size of sodium ions has associated 

slower/unfavorable intercalation/alloying kinetics and larger volumetric 

changes that particularly affect the anode materials. In this regard, commercial 

graphite anodes used for LIBs are not suitable for SIBs. While graphite is 

readily lithiated to LiC6, graphite intercalation compounds with high Na 

densities are energetically unfavorable.
3
 

Phosphorus, tin, antimony and alloys based on these elements are among 

the best candidate anode materials for SIBs. These elements are able to alloy 

with sodium to reach high theoretical capacities.
4-7

 In particular, elemental 

phosphorus has a very high theoretical capacity of 2596 mA h g
-1

 

corresponding to the formation of Na3P.
8-10

 However, phosphorus has a limited 

electrical conductivity. Additionally, it displays a huge volumetric change of 

490% during formation of the Na-rich phase. This extreme volume expansion 

results in pulverization and peeling off from the current collector, causing loss 

of electrical conductivity. 
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To overcome the limitations of pure phosphorus and improve cycling 

performance, combinations of phosphorus with metals forming metal 

phosphides (MxPy) have been proposed, where M is inactive Co,
11-13

 Ni,
14,15

 

Cu,
16,17

 and Fe
18-20 

or electroactive Ge
21,22

 and Sn
23-35

 with regard to Na. The 

superior performance of metal phosphides over pure phosphorus is mainly 

attributed to the presence of metal atoms acting as electronic pathways 

drastically enhancing electronic conductivity. 

Among them, tin phosphides, with two electroactive elements, have 

certainly attracted much attention as low-cost anode materials for SIBs with 

high theoretical capacity, 1132 mA h g
-1

 for Sn4P3, associated with the 

formation of Na3P and Na15Sn4.
23-35

 

Besides, pure tin as an anode material has shown excellent performance 

for Na-ion batteries.
36-40

 But Sn has a much lower theoretical capacity 

847 mA h g
-1

 compared with P, and it also exhibits poor cyclability due to the 

severe volume change up to 420% during sodiation and desodiation processes, 

resulting in pulverization of the electrode and rapid degradation of capacity.
36,37

 

Besides an appropriate composition of the active anode material, to 

alleviate the pulverization problem and improve the cycling performance, the 

use of nanostructured materials is crucial. Nanomaterials can reduce the 

accumulated stress during sodiation, even at high charge/discharge rates, thus 

potentially preventing mechanical disintegration. Nanomaterials can also 

enhance electron and ion transport when within a conductive matrix and at the 

same time improve the kinetics of sodium insertion/removal.
41,42

 

Reliable strategies to produce metal phosphide nanocrystals (NCs) with 

controlled parameters are not yet well developed, at least not at the level of 

oxides and chalcogenides. Particularly challenging has been the synthesis of 

phosphides of main group metals such as Ga, In, Ge and Sn.
43-49

 In the past, 

various synthetic approaches of tin phosphides were developed.
23-34

 As an 
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example, 200 nm Sn4P3 particles were synthesized in solution using tin(II) 

acetylacetonate and trioctylphosphine (TOP), and used as a SIB anode reaching 

a capacity of 719.8 mA h g
-1

 in the initial cycle.
25

 While demonstrating high 

capacity values and low redox potentials,
25,26

 Sn4P3 showed poor cycling 

performance. Its moderate stability was related to mechanical disintegration, 

which may be aided by the fact that Sn4P3 disintegrated into Na15Sn4 and 3Na3P 

during the initial sodiation and it did not form again during desodiation. 

Alternative phosphorus-richer tin phosphides have higher theoretical mass 

capacities. However, due to the challenge that the synthesis of tin phosphide 

phases different from Sn4P3 has so far represented, just one phosphorus-rich tin 

phosphide, SnP3, prepared by reactive ball milling of Sn, red phosphorus and 

carbon black has been tested as an anode material for SIBs.
30

 

A tin phosphide yet to be explored for a number of potential applications, 

including SIBs, is the monophosphide, SnP. SnP is a metastable tin phosphide 

phase, but displays a large kinetic stability at temperatures below 500 °C.
50

 SnP 

has a layered structure composed of Sn–P–P–Sn sandwiches stacked together to 

form a three-dimensional crystal.
51

 Its layered structure, metallic character and 

stoichiometric composition, which provides a theoretical capacity of 1209 mA 

h g
-1

, make SnP an excellent candidate anode material for SIBs. Actually, the 

existence of diphosphorus pairs in the SnP structure has already been 

demonstrated to prevent phase segregation during lithiation/delithiation 

cycles,
52

 resulting in a superior stability in LIB anodes. 

In this work, we present a reliable synthetic approach to produce SnP NCs 

making use of stable and safe metal precursors. We further test the performance 

and stability of these SnP NCs as anode materials for SIBs. 
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5.3 Experimental section 

Chemicals and solvents: Tin(II) oxalate (98%), tin(II) acetylacetonate (Sn(acac)2, 

99.9%), bis[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]tin(II), tin(II) stearate (90%), oleylamine (OAm, 

>70%), and 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

n-Tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA, 97%) was purchased from PlasmaChem GmbH. 

n-Octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) was obtained from PCI synthesis. 

Hexamethylphosphorous triamide (HMPT, 97%) was bought from Alfa Aesar. 

Dimethoxyethane (DME, battery grade) was purchased from Novolyte technologies 

Inc. Sodium(I) bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (NaFSI, 99.7%) was purchased from 

Solvionic SA. Carbon black (CB, Super C65) was bought from Timcal Ltd. 

Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, Grade: 2200, Lot no. B1118282) was bought from 

Daicel FineChem Ltd. A glass microfiber separator (GF/D, Cat no. 1823-257) was 

bought from Whatman plc. Cu foil (9 μm) was purchased from MTI Corporation. 

Coin-type cells were bought from Hohsen Corp., Japan. Chloroform and ethanol were 

of analytical grade and obtained from various sources. All chemicals were used as 

received, without further purification. All syntheses were carried out applying 

standard airless techniques: reactions were carried out using a vacuum/argon gas 

Schlenk line; air and moisture-sensitive chemicals were stored and handled in an 

argon filled glovebox. 

Synthesis of SnP NCs: Caution: Because this procedure involves the 

high-temperature decomposition of a phosphorus precursor that can liberate 

toxic and flammable phosphine gas, the reaction should only be carried out by 

appropriately trained personnel under rigorously air-free conditions and the 

Schlenk line should be connected with gas absorption solutions. 

In a typical synthesis, 103 mg of tin oxalate (0.5 mmol), 139 mg of TDPA 

(0.5 mmol), 5 mL of OAm and 10 mL of ODE were introduced into a 50 mL 

three-necked flask containing a stir bar. The flask was also equipped with a 

thermocouple and its adapter, a Liebig condenser, and a septum. The reaction 
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mixture was stirred and heated to 100 °C under vacuum for 60 min to remove 

air, water and low-boiling point impurities. The solution was then placed under 

argon, heated to 180 °C in 10 min, and maintained at this temperature for 

additional 30 min to obtain a clear and transparent solution. Afterward, the 

solution was further heated to 270 °C within 15 min. At this temperature, 

0.200 mL of HMPT (1.15 mmol) was injected into the flask and the reaction 

was kept at this temperature for 60 min. The flask was allowed to cool to 200 

°C by removing the heating mantle and then cooled rapidly to room 

temperature with a water bath. The contents of the reaction mixture were 

transferred into centrifuge tubes, followed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm 

(3200 g) for 5 min. The isolated powder was re-suspended using 1:3 (v/v) 

chloroform and ethanol and then centrifuged again. This entire process was 

repeated twice. Finally, the powder was suspended in 5 mL of chloroform in a 

vial. 

Ligand removal: At room temperature and under continuous stirring, 5 mL of an 

aqueous 1 M hydrazine hydrate solution were introduced into a flask containing 

∼20 mg of NCs in 5 mL of hexane. The mixture was stirred until the NCs 

moved from hexane to the aqueous phase. The product was further washed 

twice with hexane and ethanol and centrifuged at 3000 rpm. A nanopowder was 

collected after drying the precipitate at room temperature. 

Characterization: The size and shape of the NCs were examined by transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV. 

High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and annular dark field scanning TEM 

(ADF-STEM) images were obtained by using a field emission gun FEI Tecnai 

F20 microscope with a point-to-point resolution of 0.19 nm at 200 kV equipped 

with an embedded Quantum Gatan Image filter (Quantum GIF) for spectrum 

imaging (SI) electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) analyses. Images have 

been analyzed by means of Gatan Digital Micrograph software. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) analyses were done on a ZEISS Auriga microscope 
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equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector 

operating at 20 kV that allowed studying the composition. Ex situ EDS maps 

were collected on a FEI Talos F200X microscope operated at 200 kV. For SEM 

characterization, the materials were dispersed in chloroform and drop cast on 

silicon substrates. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected 

directly from the as-synthesized NCs dropped on the Si(501) substrate with a 

Bruker AXS D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer with Ni-filtered (2 μm 

thickness) Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. A 

LynxEye linear position-sensitive detector was used in reflection geometry. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on a SPECS system 

equipped with an Al anode XR50 source operating at 150 mW and a Phoibos 

150 MCD-9 detector. Ex situ XPS measurements were carried out in normal 

emission using a monochromatized Al Kα X-ray radiation source and a Scienta 

R3000 display analyzer. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were 

acquired using a PerkinElmer FTIR 2000 spectrophotometer. Spectra were 

recorded from 400 cm
−1

 to 4000 cm
-1

. 

Electrode fabrication, cell assembly and electrochemical measurements: Electrodes 

were prepared by mixing SnP NCs (64 wt%) with CB (21 wt%), CMC (15 

wt%) and water using a planetary ball mill (500 rpm, 1 h). The resulting 

aqueous slurries were coated on Cu foil current collectors and then dried at 80 

°C for 12 h under vacuum. All electrochemical measurements were conducted 

in air-tight coin-type cells assembled in an argon-filled glovebox. Elemental 

sodium was employed as both the reference and the counter electrode. As 

electrolyte, 5 M NaFSI in DME was used. Glass fiber was used as the 

separator. Galvanostatic cycling tests were carried out at room temperature on a 

MPG2 multichannel workstation (BioLogic). Capacities were normalized by 

the mass of SnP. 
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5.4 Results and discussion 

Tin phosphide NCs were prepared in solution by reacting HMPT with a 

source of tin at 250–270 °C. The reaction was carried out in an ODE solution 

containing TDPA and OAm, as detailed in the Experimental section. Owing to 

the relatively low boiling point of the phosphorus precursor used, HMPT was 

injected at the reaction temperature. Heating procedures, involving mixing all 

the reactants at room temperature and then heating the solution to the reaction 

temperature, were not fully reproducible due to the partial loss of HMPT during 

the process. 

 

Figure 5.1. TEM and XRD of as-synthesized NPs by bis[bis(trimethysilylamino]tin (a,b), tin 

acetylacetonate (c,d), and tin strearate (e,f) as tin precursors. 

To optimize the synthetic procedure, different tin precursors were initially 

tested (Figure 5.1). Under the reaction conditions applied, 

bis[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]tin resulted in particles with broad size and 

phase/composition distributions, including metallic Sn, Sn4P3 and SnP. Tin 

acetylacetonate resulted in a mixture of Sn and Sn4P3 phases. Tin stearate 

mainly yielded SnP particles, with just minor impurities of other phases. 

Among the different compounds tested, tin oxalate was the only one yielding 

pure phase SnP upon reaction with HMPT in the presence of a phosphonic acid 
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and OAm. This experimental result and the advantageous stability, low cost and 

low toxicity of tin oxalate made us select this precursor as the most convenient 

one to continue this work. 

The reaction temperature was limited by the low boiling point of HMPT. 

This limitation was especially severe for tin precursors with moderate 

reactivity, since during the reaction, the phosphorus precursor could partially 

leave the reaction mixture. At 250 °C, the SnP NCs produced from tin oxalate 

were highly aggregated in a raspberry-like fashion, with an average size of 8 

nm and a low crystallinity (Figure 5.2). Using tin oxalate, 270 °C was found to 

be the optimum temperature to produce well-dispersed SnP NCs with high 

crystallinity (Figure 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.2. TEM micrograph (a) and XRD pattern (b) of SnP nanocrystals (NCs) produced at 

250 °C. 

 

Figure 5.3. TEM micrograph (a) and XRD pattern (b) of the NCs produced from the reaction 

of tin oxalate with HMPT at 270 °C. Reaction was carried out in ODE and in the presence of 

OAm and TDPA: TDPA/Sn = 1. The inset within the XRD graph shows the SnP crystal 

structure along two different directions. 
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To assess the role of TDPA, reactions with different amounts of this 

compound were carried out (Figure 5.4). In the absence of TDPA, tin oxalate 

did not fully dissolve in the ODE–OAm solution. Thus, upon injection of 

HMPT, Sn4P3 particles with a drop-like morphology and sizes above 200 nm 

mixed with small amounts of metallic Sn were produced (Figure 5.4a and e). 

Such morphology was similar to that obtained in a previous work from the 

reaction of tin(II) acetylacetonate with trioctylphosphine (TOP) at 350 °C.
25

 In 

this previous work, tin(II) acetylacetonate was found to decompose to SnO, 

which was reduced to Sn and later reacted with TOP to yield Sn4P3.
25

 Under 

our reaction conditions, XRD and SEM-EDX analysis also demonstrated that in 

the absence of TDPA, tin oxalate initially decomposed to SnO, which later 

reacted with HMPT to yield Sn4P3 particles (Figure 5.5 and 5.6). 

 

Figure 5.4. TEM micrographs (a-d) and XRD patterns (e) of the particles produced from the 

reaction of tin oxalate with HMPT at 270 °C. Reaction was carried out in octadecene and in 

the presence of OAm and different amounts of TDPA: a) TDPA/Sn = 0; b) TDPA/Sn = 0.5; c) 

TDPA/Sn = 0.8; d) TDPA/Sn = 1. Scale bars in TEM micrographs correspond to 100 nm. 
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Figure 5.5. XRD of NCs produced without TDPA at 270 °C before injecting HMPT (a) and 

after reaction with HMPT for 1 h at 270 °C (b). 

 

Figure 5.6. SEM micrograph and EDX spectrum of Sn-P NCs produced in the absence of 

TDPA (a, b) and in the presence of TDPA (c, d). 

With a TDPA/Sn ratio of 0.5, chains of aggregated NCs containing a blend 

of SnP and Sn phases were produced (Figure 5.4b). Phosphonic acids strongly 

coordinate to tin, helping to dissolve the tin oxalate in the ODE solution. 

However, with a low amount of TDPA, part of the oxalate was not dissolved, 

and a mixture of phases was obtained. With a larger amount of TDPA, 

TDPA/Sn = 1, all the tin oxalate was well dissolved and a clear solution was 

obtained at 180 °C. After injecting HMPT, it took about 30 s for the color of the 

growth solution to change from colorless to black. The long nucleation time 

might be related to a strong binding of phosphonate to tin ions. Under these 

conditions, dispersed spherical 34 ± 5 nm NCs of pure SnP were obtained, and 

a

b

c

dElement  Weight%  Atomic%

P             17          45

Sn         83          55

Element  Weight%  Atomic%

P             24             54

Sn          76             46

200 nm 200 nm
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no extra phases were found from the XRD characterization (Figure 5.3). The 

geometrical particle size matched well with the crystallographic size obtained 

from the Scherrer analysis of the XRD pattern, indicating the high crystallinity 

of the SnP NCs obtained. XRD characterization of the reaction product at 

different reaction times showed SnP to be directly produced from the reaction 

of the tin phosphonate complex and HMPT, with no intermediate phase 

forming (Figure 5.7 and 5.8). No solid material was obtained before injecting 

HMPT. This XRD analysis also showed the NC crystallinity to improve with 

the reaction time (Figure 5.7). When excess TDPA (TDPA/Sn = 2) was used, 

no solid was formed after 1 h of reaction with HMPT. 

 

Figure 5.7. XRD patterns of the SnP NCs obtained after different reaction times as displayed 

in the graph. 

 

Figure 5.8. TEM micrographs of the SnP NCs obtained after different reaction times: a) 

1 min; b) 5 min; c) 20 min. Reaction temperature was 270 °C. 
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The complex collected after mixing tin oxalate with TDPA at 180 °C was 

a white viscous compound with very low solubility in any organic solvent 

tested. These characteristics were similar to those of the compound prepared 

using a cadmium precursor.
53,54

 We thus hypothesize that the formed tin 

complex, most probably a tin tetradecylphosphonate, is a coordination polymer 

similar to cadmium octadecyl-phosphonate, which was identified as composed 

of layers of cadmium ions bridged together by phosphonate groups.
53,54

 

Exchanging TDPA with a longer phosphonic acid, e.g. ODPA, 

maintaining otherwise identical conditions (ODPA/Sn = 1, reaction temperature 

= 270 °C), resulted in smaller SnP NCs, with an average size of 23 ± 4 nm 

(Figure 5.9 and 5.10). We ascribed this reduced NC size to the lower reactivity 

of the tin phosphonate complex formed from the longer chain phosphonic acid 

(ODPA) when compared with the shorter one (TDPA), as also observed for 

cadmium chalcogenides.
55

 

 

Figure 5.9. TEM micrograph (a) and XRD pattern (b) of SnP NCs produced with ODPA. 

 

Figure 5.10. Size distribution of SnP synthesized utilizing TDPA (a) and ODPA (b) as 

ligand. 
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In agreement with XRD patterns, HRTEM analysis showed NCs to have 

the trigonal SnP crystallographic phase (S. G.: P ml) with lattice parameters a = 

b = 4.3922 Å and c = 6.0400 Å (Figure 5.11).
51

 As described by J. Gullman, the 

SnP trigonal structure is formed by Sn octahedra filled with diphosphorus pairs 

that may have four different orientations (Figure 5.11d).
51

 In a perfect random 

distribution of the diphosphorus pair orientations, no extra reflections should be 

observed in the power spectra (Figure 5.11e). However, the power spectrum of 

several NCs showed streaky extra spots as those observed in Figure 5.11b when 

visualizing the NC along the [10−10] zone axis. These streaky extra spots were 

in perfect agreement with the presence of stacking faults along the (0001) 

planes, i.e. in the sequence of the sandwiches composed of filled octahedral, as 

suggested by Y. Kim et al.
51,52

 In other NCs, non-streaky extra spots were 

observed (red circles in Figure 5.11h, see also in Figure 5.12) which indicated 

the presence of an ordered superstructure as hypothetically suggested by J. 

Gullman.
51

 We attributed this superstructure to the ordered orientation of the 

diphosphorus pairs within the layers of filled octahedra. The structure model for 

a compound of the SnP type with the atomic pairs all oriented parallel to the 

c-axis was predicted by Hulliger,
56

 but it was not previously experimentally 

reported. 

Annular dark field scanning TEM (ADF-STEM) and STEM-EELS 

elemental composition maps revealed that Sn and P were uniformly distributed 

throughout each NC (Figure 5.11k). SEM-EDS analysis showed that the 

as-synthesized SnP NCs had an excess of phosphorus, P/Sn = 1.2 (Figure 5.6d), 

which we attributed to the presence of phosphonate as a surface ligand. 
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Figure 5.11. (a) HRTEM micrograph of a SnP NC with a trigonal structure. Magnified details 

of the NC squared in orange (b) and its corresponding power spectrum (c). Stacking faults are 

revealed as the streaky extra spots (indicated by red arrows) in the power spectrum. (d) 

Simulated SnP structure along the [10−10] zone axis showing all the possible diphosphorus 

pair orientations occupied. (e) Simulated electron diffraction for a disordered non-faulted 

crystal, where no streaky extra spots are observed. (f) HRTEM micrograph of another SnP NC 

with the trigonal structure. (g and h) Details of the NC area squared in blue (g) and its 

corresponding power spectrum (h). In the power spectrum, some extra spots, which should 

not exist in the pure hexagonal structure, were found. These extra points, circled in red, could 

not be indexed by using the simple trigonal SnP structure with a random distribution of the 

orientation of the diphosphorus pairs. Only the brightest spots from the FFT, circled in green, 

could be indexed. (i) Atomic arrangement of the Sn (cyan) and the P (yellow) atoms in the 

SnP structure along the [−110−1] zone axis including a random distribution of the 

diphosphorus pair orientation. (j) 3D atomic model of a 10 nm diameter SnP NC along the 

[−110−1] zone axis. (k) ADF-STEM micrograph and STEM-EELS elemental composition 

maps of several SnP NCs: Sn (red) and P (green). 
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Figure 5.12. (a) Power spectrum (FFT) taken from the HRTEM image of SnP NC. (b) 

Calculated electron diffraction pattern for the equivalent [11-23] zone axis in the pure SnP 

structure (random P2 pair orientations distribution). (c) Atomic arrangement of the Sn (cyan) 

and the P (yellow) atoms in the SnP structure along the [11-23] zone axis. (d) HRTEM 

experimental detail of a SnP NC along the [11-23] zone axis. (e) 3D atomic modeling of a 

10 nm diameter SnP NC along the [11-23] zone axis. 

The presence of a phosphonate surface ligand was confirmed by FTIR 

analysis (Figure 5.13). The FTIR spectra of SnP NCs displayed peaks at 2922 

and 2853 cm
-1

 attributed to the C–H stretching vibrations of alkyl groups of the 

tetradecylphosphonate group. For free TDPA, the vibrations associated with 

phosphorus are found in the region between 1200 and 900 cm
-1

. Within this 

region, the absorbance band corresponding to the stretching of P=O (1167 cm
-1

) 

and P–O bonds (1045, 985, and 952 cm
-1

) can be localized. In the FTIR spectra 

of SnP NCs, these features were merged within a broad absorbance band 

centred at 1045 cm
-1

. This band evidenced the presence of the phosphonate 

group while at the same time indicated a chemical alteration in the phosphonic 

acid head group which we assigned to its binding at the surface of NCs. After 

ligand removal, the absence of vibration modes of C–H, P=O and P–O bonds 

indicated that all phosphonate was removed by hydrazine hydrate. 
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Figure 5.13. FTIR spectra of TDPA, OAm and SnP NCs before and after ligand removal. 

 

XPS analysis was used to characterize the chemical environment of atoms 

at the surface of SnP NCs (Figure 5.14). Sn 3d electronic states were found at 

binding energies of 486.4 eV (Sn 3d5/2) and 494.9 eV (Sn 3d3/2), which 

suggested a SnO environment. In the P 2p region, three main distinct peaks 

were observed at 133.1 eV, 133.9 eV and 138.9 eV. The peak at 138.9 eV does 

not correspond to a P 2p electronic state but to Sn 4s electrons. On the other 

hand, the two main components at lower binding energies were assigned to the 

P 2p3/2 (133.1 eV) and P 2p1/2 (133.9 eV) electronic states of phosphorus in a 

phosphate chemical environment.
57

 The minor peaks at 131.2 eV and 132.1 eV 

were associated with the metal–phosphide bond P–Sn in the hexagonal SnP 

structure, which represented 10% of the total phosphorus detected at the NC 

surface. 

EDX analysis of the NCs after ligand removal showed the 

phosphorus-to-tin ratio to be P/Sn = 0.96 ± 0.02. This phosphorus deficiency 

could be explained by considering a tin-rich surface after removal of the 

phosphate ligands. This deficiency was also consistent J. Gullman's work, 

reporting SnP single crystals to have a significant amount of phosphorus 

vacancies and an overall stoichiometry: SnP0.94. 
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Figure 5.14. XPS spectrum of the Sn 3d (left) and P 2p (right) regions obtained from SnP 

NCs. The Sn 3d spectrum was fitted with 4 peaks corresponding to 2 chemical states, 

matching the main one with the SnO binding energy (Sn 3d5/2 binding energy = 486.4 eV). 

Within the P 2p region, a band corresponding to Sn 4s electronic states is found. The P 2p 

band was fitted with four peaks, corresponding to 2 chemical states, matching the main one 

with the phosphate binding energy (P 3p3/2 binding energy = 133.1 eV). 

For electrochemical measurements, SnP electrodes were prepared by 

mixing SnP NCs with CB, CMC and water, and casting the resulting slurries 

onto copper current collectors. Coin-type cells were employed for the 

electrochemical tests. The cell contained a sodium disk as the counter and the 

reference electrode, the SnP electrode as the working electrode and a glass-fiber 

separator soaked with sodium electrolyte placed in-between both electrodes. 

Figure 5.15a shows the cyclic voltammetry curves of the SnP electrodes at 

a scan rate of 0.1 mV s
-1

. In the first cathodic cycle (sodiation step), a small 

broad peak at about 0.5–0.9 V vs. Na
+
/Na was attributed to the formation of a 

solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer due to irreversible reduction of the 

electrolyte during the first cycle.
58,59

 Upon further sodiation, a large reduction 

peak at 0.07 V vs. Na
+
/Na appeared, which was ascribed to sodium insertion in 

SnP forming a Na–Sn alloy and sodium phosphide phase.
26,29

 

In the reverse scan, the SnP electrode displayed two peaks at 0.46 V and 

0.7 V, which can be associated with gradual desodiation of the Na–Sn alloy 

phase.
26,60

 In addition, the second peak at a higher potential, 0.7 V, can be 

assigned to desodiation of the sodium phosphide phase.
26,61

 Upon further 
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cathodic cycles, three peaks at 0.57 V, 0.23 V and 0.01 V appeared. The peak at 

0.57 V was attributed to the reaction of phosphorus with sodium,
26,62

 and the 

peaks at 0.23 V and 0.01 V to the gradual sodiation of Sn.
61

 

 

Figure 5.15. (a) Cyclic voltammetry curves of the initial five charge–discharge cycles for 

electrodes comprising SnP NCs (scan rate = 0.1 mV s
-1

) measured using 5 M NaFSI 

(sodium(I) bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide) in dimethoxyethane (DME) electrolyte. (b) Structural 

evolution of SnP NCs during electrochemical sodiation. In situ XRD patterns collected during 

the first discharge/charge of the SnP NCs using a current rate of 10 mA h g
-1

 in the potential 

range of 5 mV to 1.5 V. (c) Ex situ XPS spectra of electrodes composed of SnP NCs before 

(pristine) and after discharge and charge. Prior to measurements, the electrodes were rinsed 

from the Na electrolyte using pure dimethoxyethane solvent. 

To identify the crystallographic phase evolution of the SnP electrode, in 

situ XRD analyses were performed (Figure 5.15b). A steady decrease of the 

intensity of the SnP diffraction peaks and a concomitant peak broadening 

indicated that the sodiation of SnP NCs occurred with concomitant 

amorphization of the material. After desodiation, the SnP trigonal structure was 

not recovered and the material remained amorphous. Previous studies using 

Sn4P3 particles observed a metallic tin segregation during cycling, which was 

related to the anode performance deterioration.
25

 No phase segregation was 
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observed during the sodiation and desodiation of SnP in the present work from 

XRD analysis. SEM-EDX analysis of the initial SnP electrode and the same 

electrode after several cycles did not show evidence of significant phase 

segregation at the micron scale (Figure 5.16). However, segregation at the 

nanometer scale, into amorphous phases or very small and defective crystalline 

domains, could not be discarded. 

 

Figure 5.16. SEM/EDX images of electrodes comprising SnP NCs measured before (pristine) 

and after (1st, 2nd, 10th, 25th, 50th cycles) electrochemical cycling. 
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The sodiation/de-sodiation mechanism was investigated also by ex situ 

XPS analysis for pristine, discharged and charged electrodes (Figure 5.15c). 

After discharge, the Sn 3d peak position did not change much in comparison 

with that of the pristine sample. Upon charge, however, the Sn 3d peak shifted 

towards lower binding energy indicating the reduction of Sn
4+/2+

 towards 

formation of metallic Sn. The peak of phosphorus at 129 eV corresponding to 

the metal–P bond fully vanished after discharge. For the following charge, the 

small shift of the phosphorus peak at 133.8 eV corresponding to slight 

reduction of phosphorus from P
5+

 (phosphate chemical environment) toward a 

lower oxidation state was observed. 

As observed from CV and XPS measurements, the initial discharge 

process of SnP most likely takes place with formation of a Na–Sn alloy and 

sodium phosphide phases. Upon the following charge, the SnP structure cannot 

be recovered following formation of a mixture of elemental Sn and P (not 

visible from XPS spectra most probably due to the fast oxidation of phosphorus 

in an ambient atmosphere). 

To maximize the battery performance, both the anode material and the 

liquid electrolyte need to be optimized. Electrolytes based on NaClO4, NaPF6 

and NaFSI salts were tested. Measuring the cycling performance of SnP anodes 

with the various sodium electrolytes, we concluded that the ultraconcentrated 

sodium electrolyte based on NaFSI in dimethoxyethane (DME) provided the 

highest stability (Figure 5.17). The enhanced electrochemical performance of 

SnP NCs with NaFSI electrolyte was attributed to the formation of a stable SEI 

that effectively suppresses further electrolyte reduction during battery 

cycling.
58,59,63

 NaFSI is actually the only electrolyte that, to a certain extent, can 

decrease sodium dendritic growth on Na metal during cycling.
55,56

 This 

advantage is related to its improved SEI stability. In addition, the NaFSI 

electrolyte has a high oxidation stability and ionic conductivity.
58
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Figure 5.17. Cycling performance (a) and galvanostatic charge-discharge voltage curves (b) 

of SnP NCs measured with various sodium electrolytes. The batteries were cycled in the 

potential range of 5 mV-1.5 V. Cycling performance (c) and galvanostatic charge-discharge 

voltage curves (d) of SnP NCs at various cut off ranges. The measurements were performed in 

5 M NaFSI in DME electrolyte. 

Figure 5.18a shows rate-capability measurements of Na-ion half-cells 

based on SnP NCs at various current densities of 0.05–2.5 A g
-1

 yielding 

capacities of 645–396 mA h g
-1

, respectively. Importantly, when the current 

rate was set back to 50 mA g
-1

 from the high current density of 2.5 A g
-1

, 

almost full capacity recovery was achieved. These results indicated high 

electronic conductivity and charge-transfer kinetics in the SnP-based anode. As 

shown in Figure 5.18b, the voltage profiles during galvanostatic cycling were 

similar at all current densities. The galvanostatic curves were rather smooth, 

which suggest slow, gradual sodiation of SnP NCs. 

The cycling stability tests of half-cells employing SnP NCs at current 

densities of 0.1 A g
-1

 and 0.5 A g
-1

 showed high capacity retention over 200 and 

500 cycles (Figure 5.18c and 5.19) with a high coulombic efficiency of 98.3 % 

and 99.0 %. To the best of our knowledge, this is the longest cycle life 

demonstrated so far for tin phosphide-based anodes.
26,29,30,60,64 

We attribute the 

high electrochemical cycling stability demonstrated for SnP NC-based 
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electrodes to two factors: (i) the small size of the particles, which prevents them 

from accumulating sufficient stresses to mechanically disintegrate during 

sodiation and desodiation cycles and (ii) to the convenient crystal structure and 

composition of the NCs, which maintained the SnP phase without major 

segregation of tin and phosphorus during cycling. 

 
Figure 5.18. Electrochemical performance of SnP NCs. Rate capability measurements (a), 

galvanostatic charge–discharge voltage curves (b) and cycling stability of Na-ion half-cells 

employing SnP anodes made from SnP NCs at 0.1 A g
-1

 (c). All anodes had the same 

composition of SnP(64%)/CB(21%)/CMC(15%) and were cycled at room temperature at 

various current densities of 0.05–2.5 A g
-1

; 5 M NaFSI in DME solution was used as the 

electrolyte for Na-ion cells. All batteries were cycled in the potential range of 5 mV to 1.5 V. 

The obtained capacities were normalized by the mass of SnP. 
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Figure 5.19. Cycling performance of the SnP electrode at current densities of 500 mA g
-1

 (a) 

and 1000 mA g
-1 

(b). 
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5.5 Conclusions 

To summarize, pure-phase SnP NCs were produced from the reaction of 

HMPT and a tin phosphonate obtained from tin oxalate and a long chain 

phosphonic acid. The tin precursor and the type and amount of phosphonic acid 

were key parameters to produce pure and highly crystalline tin monophosphide 

NCs. SnP NCs showed organized orientations of diphosphorus pairs within 

their layered crystal structure. SnP NCs were tested for the first time as an 

anode material for SIBs. SnP NC-based SIB anodes exhibited a specific 

capacity of about 600 mA h g
-1

 at a current density of 100 mA g
-1

 and very 

stable cycling performance with negligible capacity fading over 200 cycles. 

This excellent performance was attributed to the sodiation of the two 

components within the phosphide, the small size of the crystal domains and the 

proper phosphorus-rich composition. 
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Chapter 6 

Graphene-supported palladium phosphide PdP2 

nanocrystals for ethanol electrooxidation 

 

6.1 Abstract  

We present a procedure to produce single-phase PdP2 nanocrystals (NCs). The 

approach involves the reaction of palladium(II) acetylacetonate and 

hexamethylphosphoroustriamide to nucleate defective Pd5P2 nanoparticles that 

subsequently, with further phosphorus incorporation, crystallize into PdP2. The 

synthesized PdP2 NCs were supported on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and applied 

as electrocatalysts for ethanol oxidation. The activity of PdP2 toward the ethanol 

oxidation reaction (EOR) was over a threefold higher than that of Pd NCs prepared 

under similar conditions. Even better performance was obtained from PdP2 NCs 

supported on rGO, which showed current densities up to 51.4 mA cm
-2

 and mass 

activities of 1.60 A mg
-1

Pd, that is 4.8 and 15 times higher than Pd NCs. Besides, PdP2 

NCs and PdP2/rGO catalysts showed improved stability during EOR than Pd NCs and 

Pd/rGO. 

PdP2/rGO

Pd

EOR

CH3CH2OH

CH3COOH / CO2
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6.2 Introduction 

Direct liquid fuel cells are electrochemical devices able to directly convert 

chemical energy stored within liquid fuels into electricity. Among the possible liquids, 

ethanol has a high energy density (8.01 KW h kg
-1

),
1,2

 low toxicity, a relatively high 

boiling point for safe storage and transportation, and the potential to be bio-sourced in 

large quantities from the fermentation of biomass. Owing to these advantages, direct 

ethanol fuel cells (DEFCs) have become one of the most appealing alternatives to 

electrochemical batteries and conventional fossil fuel-based combustion engines in 

numerous fields of application. However, the high price and limited performance of 

current fuel oxidation electrocatalysts is limiting their deployment. These limitations, 

extensive to most fuel cell technologies, are particularly severe in DEFCs since the 

complete ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) involves the release of 12 electrons per 

molecule and the cleavage of a C-C bond.  

Extensive research on electrocatalysts for DEFCs has been carried out on acidic 

conditions, which allow taking advantage of convenient proton exchange membranes 

for the device fabrication. However, the slow reaction kinetics and low stability of 

electrocatalysts in these conditions are very tough barriers to be overcome.
3,4

 As an 

alternative, effort has been moved toward developing electrocatalysts for 

alkaline-type DEFCs. The enhanced kinetics of the catalytic reaction in alkaline 

solution increases the efficiency in the use of precious metals and even permits the 

use of less expensive catalysts.  

Pt and Pt-based alloys have been extensively studied as the most active catalysts 

for DEFCs. Alternatively, Pd is a more abundant and less demanded element, what 

currently translates in significantly lower costs. Pd
5
 and Pd-based electrocatalysts, 

such as PdNi,
6,7

 Pd2Ru,
8
 PdCu,

9-11
 PdAu

12
 and Pd2Sn,

4,13
 have demonstrated 

electrocatalytic activities in the electrooxidation of different types of liquid fuels and 

particularly ethanol comparable to those of Pt-based catalysts. Pd and Pd-based 

materials are also excellent catalysts for the Suzuki coupling reaction
14-16 

and oxygen 
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reduction reaction.
17

 An especially interesting case is that of Pd-based phosphides, 

which have shown excellent activity toward hydrogen evolution, oxygen reduction, 

formic acid oxidation and hydrodesulfurization.
18,19

 Additionally, palladium 

phosphides are characterized with high electrical conductivities and show improved 

corrosion resistance with respect to Pd. However, surprisingly, palladium phosphides 

have not been investigated as electrocatalysts for the EOR.  

Actually, few attempts have been done to produce palladium phosphide NCs at 

all. Most attempts to produce palladium phosphides were based on the reaction of 

premade Pd with a phosphorus precursor such as trioctylphosphine (TOP) or white 

phosphorus at relatively high temperatures.
18,20-22

 Following this strategy, quasi 

amorphous palladium phosphide particles with irregular shapes and broad size 

distributions were obtained.
21,22

 The synthesis of crystalline palladium phosphide NCs 

have proved to be very challenging. Single-phase Pd5P2 crystallites with a few 

hundred nanometers were prepared using Pd(acac)2 as metal precursor and TOP as 

phosphorus precursor.
19

 Using the same strategy, Pd5P2 nanoparticles encapsulated 

within mesoporous silica were also prepared.
19

  

Herein, we report a procedure to produce single-phase colloidal PdP2 NCs. 

Compared with previous synthesis strategies based on the reaction of premade 

metallic Pd with a phosphorus source, our protocol involved the nucleation of Pd5P2 

and their subsequent crystallization and growth into PdP2 NCs with the incorporation 

of additional P. After ligand exchange, PdP2 NCs were uniformly deposited on 

reduced graphene oxide sheets and tested as electrocatalyts for the EOR. 

6.3 Experimental section 

Chemicals and solvents: Hexamethylphosphoroustriamide (HMPT, 97%), and 

palladium(II) acatylacetonate (Pd(acac)2, Pd 34.7wt%) were purchased from Alfa 

Aesar. Oleylamine (OAm, approximate C18 content 80-90%) was purchased from 

ACROS Organics. TOP (97%), methylamine hydrochloride (MAHC, 98%), 
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ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN, 99%), ammonium chloride (NH4Cl, 99.5%), 

potassium hydroxide (KOH, 85%), Nafion (5wt% in a mixture of low aliphatic 

alcohols and water), graphite, potassium permanganate (KMnO4, 99%), sodium 

nitrate (NaNO3, 99%), sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 95-98%), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30wt% in H2O) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Chloroform, ethanol and acetone were of analytical grade and obtained from various 

sources. MilliQ water was obtained by using a PURELAB flex from ELGA. All 

chemicals were used as received without further purification. 

Synthesis of PdP2 NCs: Caution: Because this procedure involves the use and 

high-temperature decomposition of HMPT that can liberate toxic and 

flammable phosphine gas or toxic phosphorus oxides, the reaction should only 

be carried out by appropriately trained personnel using rigorously air-free 

conditions and the Schlenk line should be connected with gas absorption 

solutions. 

In a typical synthesis, 60.9 mg (0.2 mmol) of Pd(acac)2, 67.5 mg (1 mmol) of MAHC 

or 53.5 mg (1 mmol) ammonium chloride, and 10 mL of OAm were mixed in a 50 mL 

three-neck flask. The reaction system was purged with argon at 120 °C for 1 h. Then 

0.1 mL (0.57 mmol) of HMPT was injected into the solution and the temperature was 

further increased to 300 °C in 20 min. During the heating up, the solution became 

black at around 250 °C. The flask was maintained at 300 °C for 1 h before the 

solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. The isolation of the resultant black 

precipitate was achieved with excess ethanol followed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm 

(3200 g). Purification was achieved by multiple dispersion/precipitation steps using 

chloroform and ethanol. Finally, the powder was suspended in 5 mL of chloroform in 

a vial. 

Synthesis of Pd NCs: Reference Pd NCs were prepared in a similar way as PdP2 NCs, 

i.e. by mixing the same amounts of Pd(acac)2, MAHC and OAm and at the same 

condition as in the synthesis of PdP2 NCs, but without injection of HMPT. The 
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reaction was kept at 300 °C for 1 h and then washed following the same procedures as 

in the synthesis of PdP2 NCs. 

Synthesis of rGO: Graphene oxide was produced by a modified Hummers method as 

originally presented by Kovtyukhova.
23

 Briefly, in a 500 mL flask, 2.0 g of graphite, 

1.5 g of NaNO3 and 96 mL of concentrated H2SO4 were vigorously stirred in 

ice-water bath. Then, 9.0 g of KMnO4 was slowly added to the flask over 30 min. 

Stirring was continued for 1.5 h in the ice-water bath and then followed by another 

2 h at 35 °C. Afterward, 280 mL of H2O was added into the mixture. During the 

process, the solution was heated to 98 °C and kept at this temperature for 2 h. 5 mL of 

30 wt% H2O2 were added to the solution after the temperature was decreased to 

60 °C. To remove ionic impurities, the obtained solution was washed by vacuum 

filtration and rinsing with aqueous 3 wt% HCl for 3 times, followed by H2O for 

another 3 times. The resulting product was sonicated for 3 h and then dried under 

vacuum at 60 °C, followed by calcined in a tube furnace at 500 °C for 2 h in flowing 

argon. As a result, the reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was obtained. 

Ligand exchange: The ligand exchange procedure used here was similar to that 

previously reported by Fafarman et al.
24

 In a typical procedure, 0.5 mL of 130 mM 

NH4SCN in acetone was added to 1 mL of a dispersion of as-synthesized PdP2 NCs in 

chloroform (10 mg in 1 mL). The resulted solution was agitated for 1 min; a 

complete flocculation was observed within seconds. The slurry was centrifuged at 

3000 rpm (1200 g) for 1 min and the supernatant discarded. Another 1 mL of acetone 

was added to the precipitate; the mixture was sonicated for 1 min and followed by 

centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 1 min. The washing steps were repeated another time and 

the obtained precipitate was dried at room temperature. 

Catalyst preparation: The catalyst ink for electrochemical measurements was 

prepared by mixing 5 mg of PdP2 NCs and 5 mg of rGO in 5 mL of deionized water. 

The mixture was sonicated for 1 h to form a homogeneous catalyst ink. For 

comparison, catalysts of Pd, Pd/C, Pd/rGO and PdP2 were also prepared through 
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dissolving 10 mg of as-synthesized Pd, Pd and rGO (1:1 weight ratio) or PdP2 NCs in 

5 mL of deionized water by sonication for 1 h. 

The working electrode was prepared using a glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 5 mm in 

diameter) which was previously polished using diamond paper and 0.05 μm alumina 

slurry sequentially, followed by ultrasonication in ethanol and water, for 1 min each. 

The cleaned GCE was dried under argon flow at room temperature. The electrode was 

modified by drop casting 10 μL of the catalyst ink and posterior drying at room 

temperature. To immobilize the catalysts on the electrode, 10 μL of a 0.5 wt% Nafion 

solution was dropped on the surface of the electrode. 

Electrochemical measurements: Electrochemical measurements were conducted at 

room temperature on a BioLogic electrochemical workstation using a standard 

three-electrode cell with the modified GCE as working electrode, a Pt mesh as counter 

electrode and Hg/HgO (1 M KOH) as reference electrode. All the cyclic voltammetry 

(CV) measurements were conducted at room temperature. The electrolyte solutions 

were purged with argon for 30 min before use. The background was obtained by CV 

measurement in 0.5 M KOH solution from -1.0 to 0.3 V vs. Hg/HgO at 50 mV s
-1

. 

Afterward, for EOR measurement, the working electrodes were tested in 0.5 M KOH 

with 0.5 M ethanol solution under the same conditions. The chronoamperometry 

measurements were conducted at -0.1 V vs. Hg/HgO for 10000s in the electrolyte of 

0.5 M KOH and 0.5 M ethanol in order to evaluate the stability of the catalysts. 

Characterization: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization was 

carried out using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV and a JEOL 1011 

operating at 100 kV. Carbon-coated TEM grids from Ted-Pella were used as 

substrates. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies were conducted using a field 

emission gun FEI
TM

 Tecnai F20 microscope at 200 kV with a point-to-point resolution 

of 0.19 nm. Annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM was combined with electron energy 

loss spectroscopy (EELS) in the Tecnai F20, by using a GATAN QUANTUM filter. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses were done in a ZEISS Auriga 

microscope with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector operating at 
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20 kV. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected directly from the 

as-synthesized NCs dropped on Si (501) substrate on a Bruker-AXS D8 Advanced 

X-ray diffractometer with Ni-filtered (2 μm thickness) Cu K radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) 

operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. A LynxEye linear position-sensitive detector was used 

in reflection geometry. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was done on a 

SPECS system equipped with an Al anode XR50 source operating at 150 mWand a 

Phoibos 150 MCD-9 detector. The pressure in the analysis chamber was below 10
-7

 

Pa. The area analyzed was about 2 mm × 2 mm. The pass energy of the hemispherical 

analyzer was set at 25 eV and the energy step was set at 0.1 eV. Data processing was 

performed with the CasaXPS program (Casa Software Ltd., UK). Binding energy 

values were centered using the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV. Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on an Alpha Bruker FTIR spectroscopy with a 

platinum attenuated total reflectance (ATR) single reflection module. FTIR spectra 

data were recorded from 400 cm
-1

 to 4000 cm
-1

. 

6.4 Results and discussion 

PdP2 NCs were produced within OAm from the reaction of Pd(acac)2 with 

HMPT in the presence of MAHC (see details in the experimental section). All 

elements were introduced in the reaction flask at a low temperature and the mixture 

was heated up to 300 °C. During the heating up process, the solution became black at 

around 250 °C, indicating the precursor reaction at this temperature. 

Figure 6.1a shows a TEM micrograph of the NCs obtained after 1 h reaction at 

300 °C. NCs showed elongated, tear drop-like geometry and had an average size of its 

longer axis of 12  2 nm. XRD patterns showed the NCs to have a PdP2 monoclinic 

phase, with I2/c space group (Figure 6.1b). No additional XRD peak corresponding to 

secondary crystal phases was detected. HRTEM analysis confirmed the monoclinic 

phase of the NCs and allowed determining the lattice parameters: a = 6.207 Å, b = 

5.857 Å and c = 5.874 Å (Figure 6.2a). Annular dark field scanning TEM 
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(ADF-STEM) and STEM-EELS elemental composition maps revealed all NCs to 

contain Pd and P and to have both elements uniformly distributed throughout each NC 

(Figure 6.2b). SEM-EDS analysis showed the NCs to have an atomic ratio of P/Pd = 

2.0 (Figure 6.3). 

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Representative TEM micrograph of PdP2 NCs. Inset shows their size (long 

axis) distribution histogram. (b) XRD pattern of PdP2 NCs including the JCPDS 77-1421 

reference. Inset shows a unit cell of the PdP2 monoclinic phase (Pd in blue and P in pink). 

 

Figure 6.2. (a) HRTEM image of several PdP2 NCs and power spectrum fitting with the PdP2 

phase of one of them. (b) ADF-STEM image of several PdP2 NCs and EELS compositional 

maps for Pd (blue) and P (green). 
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Figure 6.3. SEM-EDS spectra and elemental ratio of as-synthesized PdP2 nanocrystals. 

To gain inside of the NC growth mechanism, aliquots were extracted at 

different reaction times. Spherical nanoparticles with a highly 

defective/disordered Pd5P2 phase, as deduced from the XRD band at about 2 = 

40°, and an average size of 7 nm were recovered from aliquots extracted after 

1 min reaction at 300 °C (Figure 6.4). As the reaction time increased, additional 

P was progressively incorporated into the Pd5P2 nanoparticles, which 

crystallized into elongated PdP2 NCs (Figure 6.4).  

 

Figure 6.4. TEM image and size distribution histograms of nanoparticles produced at 300 °C 

for 1 min (a, b) and 10 min (c, d). XRD patterns of nanoparticles produced at 300 °C for 1, 3, 

10 and 60 min. 

To determine the role of MAHC in the synthesis, the reaction was 

performed in the absence of this compound. In these conditions, before adding 

the P precursor, the solution changed to black at 120 °C, during the heating up 

process. XRD analysis of the recovered solid showed that it consisted of Pd 
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(Figure 6.5). We conclude that in the absence of MAHC, the Pd precursor is 

reduced by OAm at low temperature, resulting in the formation of Pd NCs. 

Once HMPT was injected in the solution containing the reduced Pd precursor, 

Pd NCs reacted with P to produce very small Pd-P nanoparticles, which after 

reaction at 300 °C for 1 h resulted in a mixture of small Pd5P2 and PdP2 NCs 

(Figure 6.6). 

 

Figure 6.5. XRD pattern of Pd nanoparticles produced at 120 °C for 1 h in the absence of 

MAHC. 

 

Figure 6.6. (a) TEM image and (b) XRD pattern of nanoparticles produced in the absence of 

MAHC at 300 °C for 1 h. 

In the presence of 0.2 mmol of MAHC, the precursors reacted at higher 

temperature, about 250 °C, indicating that the presence of MAHC prevented the 

reduction of the Pd precursor by OAm. After reacting at 300 °C for 1 h, 
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teardrop shaped PdP2 NCs with some spherical Pd5P2 particles were obtained. 

With larger amounts of MAHC, the shape of the NCs became uniform and less 

spherical Pd-P quasi-amorphous particles were observed in the products (Figure 

6.7). This last point was followed by the decrease of the XRD band at about 2 

= 40° assigned to a disordered/defective Pd5P2 phase (Figure 6.8), which was 

observed to decrease with the amount of MAHC introduced. This band 

completely disappeared when 1 mmol MAHC was present in the reaction 

system. At this point, pure phase PdP2 NCs were obtained. 

 

Figure 6.7. TEM images of nanoparticles produced with 0.2 mmol (a), 0.5 mmol (b) and 

2 mmol (c) of MAHC at 300 °C for 1 h. 

 

Figure 6.8. XRD patterns of nanoparticles produced with 0.2 mmol (a), 0.5 mmol (b), 

1 mmol (c) and 2 mmol (d) of MAHC at 300 °C for 1 h. 
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To elucidate the role of chlorine and the amine group of MAHC, the 

synthesis was carried out in the presence of NH4Cl instead of MAHC. In these 

conditions, a similar reaction temperature with respect to the presence of 

MAHC, as observed from the color change of the solution, and a similar 

product was obtained (Figure 6.9). This experimental result pointed toward Cl
-
 

ions having a main role on the stabilization of the Pd precursor in solution, 

preventing its reduction with OAm and yielding pure phase PdP2 when reacting 

with the P source. This result also demonstrates that ammonium chloride could 

be used instead of MAHC for the synthesis of PdP2 NCs. However, all the 

following results were obtained using PdP2 NCs produced in the presence of 

MAHC.   

To determine the role of the P precursor, HMPT was replaced by TOP. 

Using TOP, no NCs were obtained at 300 °C, which we associated to the much 

lower reactivity of TOP when compared with HMPT. When reacting at 350 °C 

for 1 h, irregular and large-size NCs were produced (Figure 6.10). XRD and 

EDS showed these NCs to consist of a mixture of Pd5P2 and PdP2 phases 

(Figure 6.9). In this case, the produced NCs were irregular in shape and highly 

polydisperse in size. 

 
Figure 6.9. (a) SEM-EDS spectra and (b) XRD pattern of PdP2 NCs produced utilizing 

NH4Cl as chloride source. (c) SEM-EDS spectra and (d) XRD pattern of nanoparticles 

produced utilizing TOP as phosphorus precursor at 350 °C for 1 h. 
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Figure 6.10. TEM image of nanoparticles produced utilizing TOP as phosphorus precursor at 

350 °C for 1 h. 

 

Figure 6.11 shows the Pd 3d and the P 2p XPS spectra of the PdP2 NCs. Two 

doublets were fitted to the Pd 3d states. The main Pd component, accounting for 64 % 

of the total Pd detected, was found at a Pd 3d5/2 binding energy 335.9 eV. This binding 

energy was slightly above that of Pd(0) in pure Pd (335.1-335.5 eV),
25,26

 which is 

consistent with the chemical environment of Pd within a Pd phosphide. A more 

oxidized component, accounting for 36% of the Pd detected, was found at a Pd 3d5/2 

binding energy of 337.7 eV. This component was assigned to Pd(II) species at the 

surface of the air-exposed NCs that had undergone oxidation.
27

  

Two P chemical states were also identified from XPS analysis of the P 2p 

electronic states. A main P 2p3/2 peak at 130.3 eV matched well with P in a metal 

phosphide environment. This component accounted for 64 % of the detected P. The 

second component, accounting for 36 % of the P detected, was found at a higher 

binding energy, P 2p3/2 peak at 134.1 eV, and it was assigned to a phosphate 

environment. We believe this phosphate to result from the partial oxidation of the 

PdP2 surface due to air exposure.
28-30

 

The atomic ratio of Pd and P at the NC surface detected by XPS was 

approximately 1, which points toward a Pd enriched surface compared to the PdP2 

core. 
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Figure 6.11. XPS spectra of PdP2 NCs in the Pd 3p (a) and P 2p (b) regions. 

 

FTIR spectra of as-produced PdP2 NCs displayed peaks at 2920 and 2852 cm
-1

 

attributed to the C-H stretching vibration of the alkyl group of OAm (Figure 6.12). 

Additionally, peaks attributed to the bending vibration of C-H in alkyl and alkenyl 

part of OAm, at 1457 and 968 cm
-1

, and to the bending vibrations of N-H and C-N, at 

1551 and 1059 cm
-1

, were also identified. These features were slightly shifted 

compared with pure OAm, consistently with its binding to the NC surface. While the 

presence of OAm at the NC surface rendered the NCs colloidally stable in non-polar 

solvents and limited their growth, OAm might also block catalytic sites and hinder 

charge transfer. Thus, it had to be removed prior to NC catalytic application.  

 
Figure 6.12. FTIR of OAm, NH4SCN, as-synthesized PdP2 NCs and PdP2 after ligand 

exchange by NH4SCN. 
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OAm was displaced from the NC surface using a short inorganic ligand, 

ammonium thiocyanate, following the procedure reported by Fafarman et al. (see 

experimental section for details).
24

 FTIR spectra of the NCs after ligand displacement 

with ammonium thiocyanate showed the presence of peaks at 2045 and 1596 cm
-1

, 

assigned to the C≡N antisymmetric and asymmetric vibration, and a broad peak at ca. 

1400 cm
-1

 corresponding to the N-H stretching vibration of the amino group of 

ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN). 

Electrocatalysts were prepared by supporting the colloidal PdP2 NCs onto 

reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Graphene is considered an ideal electrocatalyst 

support owing to its excellent electric conductivity, large surface area, superior 

mechanical flexibility and chemical stability.
31

 The use of graphene as the support 

material not only improves the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite catalyst, 

but also increases the dispersion of the active components, which helps to prevent 

their aggregation during the catalytic reaction. Graphene oxide (GO) sheets were 

prepared here by a modified Hummers method as presented by Kovtyukhova,
23

 and 

then reduced to rGO at high temperature (Figure 6.13). rGO exhibited a rippled and 

crumpled morphology and paper-like structure with single or few layers (Figure 6.14), 

offering a large surface area to support the PdP2 NCs. PdP2 NCs were supported by 

mixing the proper amount of rGO and PdP2 NCs in water (see experimental section 

for details). As shown in Figure 6.14, PdP2 NCs were homogeneously distributed on 

the rGO sheet after solvent removal. The nanocomposite was drop-casted onto GCE 

and then dried at room temperature. On top of it, Nafion was deposited to immobilize 

the catalysts on the electrode (see details in the experimental section).  
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Figure 6.13. XRD patterns of prepared graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO). 

 
Figure 6.14. TEM images of as-prepared rGO (a) and PdP2/rGO (b) catalyst. 

 

Figure 6.15. (a) TEM image and size distribution histogram, and (b) XRD pattern of Pd NCs. 
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CV of PdP2/rGO, unsupported PdP2, 12 3 nm Pd (Figure 6.15) and 

Pd/rGO electrocatalysts was initially investigated in a 0.5 M KOH aqueous 

solution (Figure 6.16a). The same total amount of catalyst was used to produce 

each of the tested electrodes, which translated into significantly lower amounts 

of Pd in the PdP2 and especially on the PdP2/rGO catalysts. 

All catalysts showed similar coulombic features, but with small differences in 

relevant regions of the voltammograms. The peaks in the region between -0.6 V and 

-0.8 V vs. Hg/HgO were attributed to the adsorption (cathodic scan) and desorption 

(anodic scan) of hydrogen. In the anodic scan, the PdP2 catalyst showed a positive 

shift of peak potentials compared to Pd, while in the cathodic scan, the PdP2 showed a 

slight negative shift of the peak potential. The distinct anodic and cathodic behaviors 

of PdP2 and Pd catalysts were related to their different electronic structure involving 

partial electron donation from Pd to P sites, consistent with XPS results.
32

  

The peaks in the anodic scan region from -0.4 to -0.2 V vs. Hg/HgO were 

attributed to the formation of palladium oxide on the NC surface. Subsequently, a 

PdO reduction peak appeared at about -0.2 V vs. Hg/HgO during the negative scans. 

The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of the catalysts was estimated from 

the coulombic charge for the reduction of PdO, i.e. from the area over the 

voltammetry curve in the PdO reduction peak region:
13

 

10)()(

)( Q
ECSA 

22

2










cmmgPdcmCQ

cmC

loadingPdPdO 

           (1) 

where QPdO = 405 μC cm
-2

 is the charge value given for the reduction of a PdO 

monolayer, the coulombic charge Q is calculated by integrating the area of the PdO 

reduction peak, and Pdloading is the Pd mass on the working electrode.  

ECSA values obtained for Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2, and PdP2/rGO catalysts were 

49.4 m
2
 g

-1
, 63.8 m

2
 g

-1
, 97.9 m

2
 g

-1
, and 105.1 m

2
 g

-1
, respectively. The Pd utilization 

effectiveness was estimated taking into account that the active surface area for full 

utilization of 1 g of Pd would be 448 m
2
.
13,33

 Thus, the Pd utilization efficiencies of 
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PdP2, PdP2/rGO, Pd/rGO and Pd were 21.8 %, 23.4 %, 14.2 % and 11.0 %, 

respectively (Figure 6.16e).  

Besides slight differences related to the dissimilar geometry and size of PdP2 and 

Pd NCs, the larger ECSA and Pd utilization efficiency of PdP2 over Pd demonstrated 

PdP2 to have a highly Pd-rich surface, as observed from XPS measurements. The 

oxidation of PdP2 beyond the surface monolayer could also partially explain the 

higher ECSA obtained for PdP2. Besides, the slightly improved Pd utilization 

efficiency of PdP2/rGO over unsupported PdP2 might be attributed to the high surface 

area of rGO which allowed a better dispersion of the PdP2 NCs. 

The EOR electrocatalytic activities of Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO catalysts 

were investigated in a 0.5 M KOH and 0.5 M ethanol aqueous solution (Figure 6.16b). 

CVs from all catalysts showed the two well defined anodic peaks associated with the 

ethanol oxidation in alkaline media, one in the forward and one in the reverse scan. 

The oxidation peak in the forward scan was associated with the oxidation of freshly 

chemisorbed species coming from ethanol adsorption. The oxidation peak in the 

reverse scan was related to the removal of carbonaceous species that were not 

completely oxidized in the forward scan. 

The ethanol oxidation process may take place through two parallel pathways:
8
 

CH3CH2OH→CH3CH2OH(ad)→CH3CHO→CH3COOH      (2) 

CH3CH2OH→CH3CH2OH(ad)→CO(ad), CHx(ad)→CO2        (3) 

In the path schematized in equation 2 (C2 pathway), the ethanol is first oxidized 

to acetaldehyde and subsequently to acetic acid or acetate in alkaline solution. The 

C-C bond is not broken during this pathway. In the path of equation 3 (C1 pathway), 

the C-C bond is broken and intermediate species such as CO and CHx fragments are 

produced, which can be further oxidized to CO2 or carbonate in alkaline solution. 

During the positive scan, to reach a current density of 1 mA cm
-2

, overpotentials 

of -0.48 V and -0.45 V vs. Hg/HgO were required for PdP2/rGO and PdP2, 
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respectively, which was less than the overpotential required for Pd/rGO (-0.43 V vs. 

Hg/HgO) and Pd NCs (-0.41 V vs. Hg/HgO), indicating a lower activation energy for 

ethanol oxidation on PdP2. The forward oxidation current peaked at around -0.12 V 

vs. Hg/HgO for Pd, -0.09 V for PdP2, -0.07 V for Pd/rGO and -0.04 V for PdP2/rGO 

(Table 6.1). Higher potentials resulted in a decrease of current density associated with 

the oxidation of the Pd surface. In the forward scan, peak current densities for the 

EOR in Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO were 10.6, 16.9, 22.1 and 51.4 mA cm
-2

, 

respectively (Table 6.1). When the values were normalized to reflect the amount of 

Pd, the mass peak current density of PdP2 and PdP2/rGO were 0.344 and 1.60 A 

mg
-1

Pd, respectively, which is ca. 3.3 and 15 times higher than that of Pd (0.104 A 

mg
-1

Pd), and 1.03 and 4.8 times higher than that of Pd/rGO (0.332 A mg
-1

Pd) (Figure 

6.16f). Overall, PdP2/rGO showed very high specific and mass activities toward the 

EOR, comparable to the best Pt- and Pd-based catalysts reported to date (Figure 6.17).  

Table 6.1. Current density and potential at the forward and reverse peak and ratio of the peak 

current density between the forward and reverse oxidation peaks JF/JR. 

Catalysts 
Forward Scan Reverse Scan 

JF/JR 
EF (V vs. Hg/HgO) JF (mA cm

-2
) ER (V vs. Hg/HgO) JR (mA cm

-2
) 

Pd -0.12 10.6 -0.194 12.9 0.82 

Pd/rGO -0.07 16.9 -0.185 16.9 1.00 

PdP2 -0.09 22.1 -0.192 22.3 0.99 

PdP2/rGO -0.04 51.4 -0.178 42.1 1.22 
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Figure 6.16. (a) Cyclic voltammetry measurements of Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO in a 

0.5 M KOH solution and (b) in a 0.5 M KOH + 0.5 M ethanol solution. (c) 

Chronoamperometric measurements of Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO in a 0.5 M KOH + 

0.5 M ethanol solution at -0.1 V vs. Hg/HgO. (d) Tafel plot of the Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and 

PdP2/rGO. (e) Comparison of Pd utilization efficiencies. (f) Comparison of specific activity 

and mass activity of the Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO. (g) Mass activity after 

chronoamperometric measurement for 10000 s. 
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Figure 6.17. Specific and mass activities of the PdP2/rGO electrocatalysts tested in the 

present work compared with reported best performing catalysts: PtRh/rGO,
34

 Pt9RhFe3/C,
35

 

PtRu0.5Sn0.5,
36

 Pd2Sn/C,
4
 Pd59Ni41/C,

37
 Pd3Pb,

38 
PdCo/NPNCs,

39
 PdCu2/C,

40
 

PdFe-Fe2O3/MWNTs,
41

 Pt68Cu32,
42

 Pd NWAs,
43

 PtCo/CFC,
44 

PdAg3, PdAg and Pd3Ag,
45

 

PtCu,
46

 PtSnRh/C
47

 and PdSn-SnO2/C.
48

 Abbreviations: reduced graphene oxide (rGO), 

N-doped porous carbon nanocapsules (NPNCs), multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs), 

nanowire arrays (NWAs) and carbon fiber cloth (CFC). 

 

Figure 6.18. (a) Cyclic voltammetry measurements of rGO, PdP2 and different loading 

amount of PdP2 on rGO (25 wt%, 50 wt% and 75 wt%). (b) Comparison of specific activity 

and mass activity for the different loading amount of PdP2 on rGO. 

In terms of loading, while bare rGO showed no activity toward EOR (Figure 
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showed increasing specific activity and decreasing mass activity. A 50 wt% loading of 

PdP2 on PdP2/rGO was considered the best compromise and was the composition 

selected to carry on all measurements. 

The ratio of the forward (JF) and reverse (JR) peak current densities was 

calculated to get insight of the reaction pathway: the higher the JF/JR ratio, the more 

efficient oxidation of ethanol and the less accumulation of carbonaceous species on 

the catalyst.
4
 As calculated from Figure 6.16b, the JF/JR ratios for Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 

and PdP2/rGO were 0.82 and 1.00 to 0.99 and 1.22, respectively (Table 6.1). The 

increased ratio suggested more efficient ethanol oxidation process for PdP2 and 

especially PdP2/rGO than Pd. 

To evaluate the stability of the catalysts, chronoamperometry (CA) 

measurements were carried out in a solution of 0.5 M KOH + 0.5 M ethanol with a 

constant applied potential of -0.1 V vs. Hg/HgO. As displayed in Figure 6.16c, initial 

rapid decreases in current density were observed for all the catalysts, followed by a 

sluggish decrease until a pseudo-steady state. The sharp initial decrease was ascribed 

to the adsorption and accumulation of strongly adsorbed reaction intermediates on the 

surface of free active sites. Subsequently, the adsorption of ethanol depends on the 

liberation of the active sites resulting from the oxidation of ethanol or the 

intermediates that form during the initial state. After 10000 s activity, the current 

obtained from PdP2 (0.90 mA cm
-2

) and PdP2/rGO (1.56 mA cm
-2

) was much higher 

than that of Pd (0.15 mA cm
-2

) and Pd/rGO (0.57 mA cm
-2

). When comparing by mass 

activities, PdP2/rGO (48.5 mA mg
-1

Pd) and PdP2 (14.0 mA mg
-1

Pd) showed about 32 

and 9.5 times higher values than Pd (1.47 mA mg
-1

Pd), and 4.3 and 1.3 times higher 

values than Pd/rGO (Figure 6.16g). 

TEM images of the developed catalysts were obtained after stability 

measurements. As shown in Figure 6.19, the PdP2 NCs showed no obvious change in 

shape and size after electrocatalysis, which indicates an excellent stability of the NCs 

during EOR. Observed aggregation in the unsupported material did not occur during 

EOR but during the deposition of the material on the glassy carbon. A much better 
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dispersion of the PdP2 NCs was obtained on the rGO before and after the stability 

measurement, which could result in an improved stability of the catalysts. We 

attributed the better stability of the developed catalysts to the following potential 

factors: 1) The positive effect of P on the electronic states of Pd. 2) The structural and 

chemical stability of as-developed catalysts. 3)The enhanced electron conductivity of 

rGO. 4) The uniform dispersion of PdP2 NCs on rGO. 

 

Figure 6.19. TEM images of PdP2 NCs (a) and PdP2/rGO (b) after the stability measurements. 

Figure 6.16d shows a linear region of the Tafel plots obtained from the CV 

curves in the range from -0.5 to -0.3 V vs. Hg/HgO. As the potential further increased 

above -0.2 V, the Tafel plot became curved, indicating a change in the factor limiting 

the reaction rate. As shown in Figure 6.16d, Pd NCs and Pd/rGO showed a Tafel slope 

of 176 and 171 mV dec
-1

, well above that of PdP2 and PdP2/rGO, with Tafel slopes of 

155 and 133 mV dec
-1

, respectively. These values were close to the theoretical value 

for the EOR as calculated by Liang (120 mV dec
-1

).
49

 The lower Tafel slopes 

indicated that the charge-transfer kinetics of the EOR on the PdP2 and especially 

PdP2/rGO catalysts were faster than that on Pd in the alkaline medium, which can be 

ascribed to the positive effect of P on the electronic state of Pd, the enhanced electron 

conductivity of rGO and the uniform dispersion of PdP2 NCs on rGO. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

In summary, single-phase PdP2 NCs were produced in the presence of chlorine 

ions and using a highly active P precursor, HMPT. PdP2 NCs showed high mass 

activity and long-term stability toward the EOR in alkaline media. The enhanced 

properties were attributed to the effect of P on the electronic structure of Pd and the 

Pd-rich surface of the produced PdP2 NCs. The activity and stability of the 

PdP2-based catalyst were further improved by supporting PdP2 NCs onto rGO, taking 

advantage of an enhanced electrical conductivity and a high dispersion of the PdP2 

NCs. Additionally, the slower current decay over time combined with the higher 

measured activity for PdP2 and PdP2/rGO electrocatalysts when compared with Pd 

and Pd/rGO, indicated a higher tolerance to the carbonaceous species formed. 
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Conclusions 

In this thesis, novel synthetic strategies were developed for the production of a 

variety of metal phosphide nanoparticles including Ni2P, Co2P, Fe2P, Cu3P, MoP, 

Ni2-xCoxP, CrP, SnP and PdP2. Moreover, electrochemical applications such as 

electrocatalysis and batteries were studied utilizing the produced metal phosphide 

nanocrystals. The main results and conclusions of the thesis are: 

A straightforward, cost-effective and scalable procedure to produce metal 

phosphide nanoparticles was developed. The keys to this synthesis protocol were the 

use of inexpensive, low-toxicity and air-stable phosphorus source TPP in the synthetic 

process. Metal phosphide nanoparticles including phosphides of Ni, Co, Cu, Fe and Mo 

could be prepared through the reaction of TPP with metal precusors. Additionally the 

shape and size of nanoparticles could be controlled for particular materials by 

modifying the protocols for each individual compound. This stable and low-toxicity 

phosphorus source not only significant simplified the synthetic procedure but also 

rendered unnecessary the use of the glovebox as well as many other usual precautions.  

Monodisperse ternary metal phosphide Ni2-xCoxP (0≤x≤2) nanocrystals could also 

be synthesized using TPP and metal chlorides as phosphorus and metal sources. 

Different compositions, sizes and morphologies could be prepared simply by tuning 

the synthetic parameters. Moreover, the synthetic approach was up-scaled to the 

production of Ni2-xCoxP at the gram scale with yields above 90%. Ni2-xCoxP-based 

electrocatalysts exhibited high electrocatalytic activity and significant long-term 

stability toward HER in acidic condition. This low-cost and straightforward synthesis 

method for Ni2-xCoxP nanocrystals showed potential applications for industrial 

production of catalysts for the HER. 

Less studied CrP nanocrystals were produced via a facil one-step colloidal 

synthetic strategy. This simple solution-based strategy allowed producing CrP with 

nanometric particle size and with a very high throughput and material yield. CrP-based 

electrocatalysts exhibited remarkable activity and stability toward ORR in an alkaline 
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electrolyte and an excellent tolerance to methanol. CrP was demonstrated as a new 

low-cost and earth abundant ORR electrocatalyst with high technological potential in 

alkaline fuel cells and metal air batteries. 

SnP nanocrystals were produced by the reaction of HMPT and a tin phosphonate 

obtained from tin oxalate and a long chain phosphonic acid. SnP nanocrystals displayed 

a spherical geometry and a trigonal crystallographic phase with a superstructure 

attributed to ordered diphosphorus pairs. SnP were tested for the first time as an anode 

material for sodium-ion batteries, which displayed excellent cycling performance and 

stability. This excellent performance was attributed to the sodiation of the two 

components within the phosphide, the small size of the crystal domins and the proper 

phosphorus-rich composition.  

Single-phase PdP2 nanocrystals were also produced by the reaction of HMPT and 

palladium acetylacetonate in the present of chlorine ions. PdP2 nanocrystals showed 

high mass activity and long-term stability toward EOR in alkaline media. The enhanced 

properties were attributed to the effect of P on the electronic structure of Pd and 

Pd-rich surface of the produced PdP2 nanocrystals. The activity and stability of the 

PdP2-based catalyst were further improved by supporting PdP2 onto rGO to build up 

superior nanostructures. 

Overall, TPP was introduced in this thesis as a cheap, low-toxic phosphorus 

source for the synthesis of binary, ternary and even less-studied metal phosphide 

nanomaterials. The phase, size and morphology of produced nanoparticles could be 

easily controlled. Simple and reliable strategies have been developed for the synthesis 

of pure-phase SnP and PdP2 nanocrystals. The produced metal phosphide nanocrystals 

were applied as electrode materials for electrocatalysis and batteries with excellent 

performance. 
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Future works 

Though several metal phosphide nanoparticles were produced and applied as 

functional materials for electrocatalysis and batteries in this thesis, there are still some 

works that need to be completed based on the presented results, as well as some 

challenges in the metal phosphides synthesis and applications that should be further 

studied. 

i) To explore if the developed synthetic procedures for CrP can be applied for 

synthesis of other metal phosphide such as VP and WP. To develop reliable 

synthetic strategies for the less-studied metal phosphides, in particularly for the 

phosphides of main group elements. 

ii) To further improve the electrocatalytic performance of metal phosphide by tuning 

their size and morphology or building up superior nanostructures. 

iii) To gain deep understanding of the reaction mechanisms of phosphorus sources 

(such as TPP and HMPT) with metal precursors for the synthesis of metal 

phosphide nanoparticles. 

iv) To study the morphology and surface elemental changes of metal phosphides after 

electrocatalysis, and further to understand the reaction pathway of catalysis. 
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ABSTRACT: Transition metal phosphides have great potential to
optimize a number of functionalities in several energy conversion and
storage applications, particularly when nanostructured or in nanoparticle
form. However, the synthesis of transition metal phosphide nano-
particles and its scalability is often limited by the toxicity, air sensitivity,
and high cost of the reagents used. We present here a simple, scalable,
and cost-effective “heating up” procedure to produce metal phosphides
using inexpensive, low-toxicity, and air-stable triphenyl phosphite as
source of phosphorus and chlorides as metal precursors. This procedure
allows the synthesis of a variety of phosphide nanoparticles, including
phosphides of Ni, Co, and Cu. The use of carbonyl metal precursors
further allowed the synthesis of Fe2P and MoP nanoparticles. The fact
that minor modifications in the experimental parameters allowed
producing nanoparticles with different compositions and even to tune their size and shape shows the high potential and
versatility of the triphenyl phosphite precursor and the presented method. We also detail here a methodology to displace organic
ligands from the surface of phosphide nanoparticles, which is a key step toward their application in energy conversion and storage
systems.

1. INTRODUTION

Transition metal phosphides (TMP) are widely used in ion
battery anodes,1−4 as absorbers in photovoltaics,5 as super-
capacitors,6 and as a catalysts in several processes including
hydroprocessing,7−13 water−gas-shift reaction,14 and water
splitting,15−19 replacing costly and scarce noble metal catalysts.
In spite of their high potential, reports on catalytic properties

of fairly well-shaped phosphide nanoparticles (NPs) are
scarce,13,20−27 and generally carbon based nanostructures,
decorated with phosphide nanoparticles, have been tested as
catalysts. Actually, very few routes for the synthesis of TMP
nanoparticles with some control over their parameters exist.28,29

These previous works described the synthesis of phosphides of
nickel,22−25,30−34 cobalt,20,21,35 iron,26,27,36,37 tin,38 copper,39,40

and manganese41,42 as well as alloys of CoMnP,43 CoFeP,44

FexNi2−xP,
45,46 and Ni2−xCoxP.

47

Typically, TMP NPs are produced from the reaction of a
metal precursor with substituted phosphines in the presence of
aliphatic amines and acids. This strategy was initially applied to
the synthesis of phosphides of manganese, iron, nickel, and
cobalt using trioctylphosphine (TOP) as the source of
phosphorus.36,37,48 Later on, it was extended to a wider range
of metal phosphides including Pt, Rh, Pd, Au, Ag, Ga, In, and

Zn.49,50 Afterward, a combination of TOP/TOPO was
employed in the synthesis of MnP42 and FeP37 at higher
reaction temperatures >350 °C, although the role of TOPO in
the NP formation is yet to be elucidated. Phosphines used as a
source of phosphorus have been not limited only to TOP, but
triphenylphosphine and tributylphosphine have been also
used.30,31 These and other achievements have been thoroughly
reviewed.29

The exact mechanism of formation of phosphide NPs is not
yet clear. Some of the publications suggest that metal NPs
nucleate first and only in a second step they react with TOP (or
other phosphines) to yield the corresponding phosphides. This
mechanism was demonstrated in the one-pot synthesis of
Ni2P.

50 In this direction, metal or even metal oxide NPs can be
initially produced and in a second step reacted with a
phosphorus source to produce the corresponding phos-
phides.20,21,51 Phosphidation of preformed metallic NPs
frequently results into hollow nanostructures through the
Kirkendall effect.52,53 This is for example the case for nickel
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phosphide23,25,31−34 and cobalt phosphide20,21 NPs. However,
void formation can be avoided by keeping the P/Me ratio
sufficiently high (>2.8).31,54 Importantly, the crystallinity of the
phosphide NPs can be also tuned through the reaction
temperature, producing amorphous NPs at low temper-
atures30−32 and crystalline NPs at higher. In terms of NP
geometry, no general rationale has been established, and NPs
with different shapes, including spherical, cubic, rod-like, or sea
urchin-like, have been produced depending on the crystal
structure of the phosphide and potentially of the metal or metal
oxide initially formed and the synthetic conditions. As an
example, sea urchin-like cobalt−iron phosphide NPs were
obtained from the reaction of cubic oxide NPs with TOP as a
source of phosphorus.55

Besides phosphines, other dangerous and toxic precursors
such as P(SiMe3)3,

38,41,56,57 white phosphorus,51,58,59 and even
PH3 gas

60,61 have been explored as a phosphorus source for the
preparation of phosphide NPs. On the other hand,
commercially available metal precursors have been mostly
limited to carbonyls, acetylacetonates, and complexes with 1,5-
cyclooctadiene, with the exception of the use of CuCl to
produce Cu3−xP

39 and Cu3P.
40,62 These are relatively costly

precursors compared with chlorides. Even in the case of copper,
the used CuCl is much more expensive than the more common
CuCl2. Alternative single-source precursors have been also used
to produce phosphide NPs, but these are even less cost-
effective than commercial options.
Overall, the reported procedures to produce metal

phosphides generally possess a number of significant drawbacks
which limit their potential for scale up and commercialization.
In particular, TOP, the most commonly used source of
phosphorus, is expensive, toxic, and relatively unstable as it
readily oxidizes at ambient conditions in air and thus needs
proper storage and manipulation under inert atmosphere. Thus,
we propose here the use of triphenyl phosphite (TPOP) as a
convenient alternative to the sources of phosphorus currently
used. TPOP has a very moderate cost and is stable in ambient
conditions. To the best of our knowledge, in only one previous
report the reactivity of TPOP was studied among that of several
other candidates as a source of phosphorus for the synthesis of
nickel phosphide.63 Surprisingly, in spite of the promising
results obtained in this previous work, no follow up report has
considered TPOP as phosphorus precursor. Apart from this,
TPOP has been rarely used as a stabilizer in the synthesis of
Au64 and CuInS2

65,66 NPs. We report here the synthesis of
various transition metal phosphides using this low cost and
stable phosphorus precursor, a simple and scalable heating up
procedure,67 and chlorides as low cost metal sources.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and Solvents. Triphenyl phosphite (TPOP, 97%) and

tin(II) chloride (SnCl2, 97%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar.
Palladium(II) acetylacetonate (Pd(acac)2, 35% Pd) and iron(III)
acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3, 99%) were purchased from Acros. 1-
Octadecene (ODE, 90%), hexadecylamine (HDA, technical grade
90%), nickel(II) chloride (98%), nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate
(NiCl2·6H2O, 99.9%), cobalt(II) chloride (CoCl2, 98%), copper(II)
chloride (CuCl2, 99%), iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5, 99.999%),
molybdenum hexacarbonyl (Mo(CO)6, 98%), tungsten(VI) chloride
(WCl6, 99.9%), tin(II) acetylacetonate (Sn(acac)2, 99.9%),
manganese(II) acetylacetonate (Mn(acac)2), manganese carbonyl
(Mn2(CO)10, 98%), manganese(II) chloride tetrahydrate (MnCl2·
4H2O, 99%), tin(IV) chloride pentahydrate (SnCl4·5H2O, 98%), tin
oxalate (SnC2O4, 98%), iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O,

99%), iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O, 99%), and
indium(III) chloride (InCl3, 98%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Chloroform, isopropanol, ethanol, and tetrahydrofuran
(THF) were of analytical grade and obtained from various sources.
All precursors and solvents were used without further purification.

In the following, base synthetic procedures are described. All used
variations are thoroughly explained and discussed in the main text.

Phosphides of Cobalt, Nickel, and Copper. Standard
Synthesis (Me:HDA:TPOP = 1:10:10). Metal phosphide NPs were
prepared by the reaction of metal chlorides with TPOP in the presence
of HDA. In a typical synthesis, 0.5 mmol of MeClx (corresponding
crystalohydrates were dissolved in a minimum amount of EtOH or
THF prior addition) was mixed with 5.0 mmol (1.207 g) of HDA, 5.0
mmol (1.551 g) of TPOP, and 10 g of ODE. The obtained mixture
was heated under argon flow to 150 °C and maintained at this
temperature for ∼1 h to dissolve the metal precursor and to ensure the
removal of traces of low-boiling-point impurities, ethanol (or THF),
and water. After purging, the solution was heated to boiling point
(which is about 280−300 °C, depending on the particular synthetic
condition) and kept at that temperature during the desired period of
time. Then, the mixture was allowed to cool naturally to 200 °C, the
point at which the heating mantle was removed. Finally, NPs were
thoroughly purified by multiple precipitation and redispersion steps,
using 2-propanol and chloroform.

Phosphides of Iron and Molybdenum. Standard Synthesis.
Unlike the other cases, carbonyls instead of chlorides were used to
synthesize phosphides of iron and molybdenum. A total of 0.5 mmol
of Fe(CO)5 (98 mg; 66 μL) dissolved in 0.2 mL of ODE or Mo(CO)6
(132 mg) were added after the solvent cleaning step, just before the
heating of the reaction mixture was started. Fe(CO)5 was injected by
syringe, and Mo(CO)6 was quickly added into the opened flask under
Ar flow. The rest of the synthetic procedure was as described above.

Tenfold Synthesis (Me:HDA:TPOP = 1:5:5). To scale up the NP
production 10-fold, the metal precursor amount was scaled up by a
factor of 10, HDA and TPOP scaled up by a factor of 5, and the
amount of ODE scaled up only 2 times. All other synthetic conditions
were the same as in the standard version of the synthesis.

Ligand Exchange Strategy. Organic ligands were displaced from
the surface of Co2P NPs using HPF6. Note that all the other tested
compounds, such as NaN3 and even [NBu4]PF6, failed to displace
original organic molecules. The HPF6 ligand exchange was performed
by adding a drop of HPF6 (63 wt % in water) and 10 mL of formamide
(or water) into a 10 mL solution of Co2P NPs in chloroform. The
mixture was vigorously stirred and left to stand until phase separation
was observed. NPs moved from the chloroform to the formamide (or
water) phase. The final formamide or water solution containing the
NPs was washed several times with chloroform to drag all the
remaining organic ligands surrounding the NPs. NPs were finally
precipitated using acetonitrile and redispersed in N,N-dimethylforma-
mide. Finally, the solution was cleaned by precipitation with acetone
and redispersion in DMF.

Instrumentation. The morphological, chemical, and structural
characterization of the NPs was carried out by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV,
and JEOL 1011 operating at 100 kV. Carbon-coated TEM grids from
Ted-Pella were used as substrates. High resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were obtained using a FEI
Tecnai F20 field-emission gun microscope operated at 200 keV with
an embedded Gatan image filter for electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) analyses. Images were analyzed by means of Gatan Digital
Micrograph software. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
obtained with Ni-filtered (2 μm thickness) Cu Kα1 (λ = 1.5406 Å)
radiation in a reflection geometry on a Bruker-AXS D8-Discover
diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. For the SEM-EDX
measurements, phosphide NPs were drop-casted on the SEM
specimen stubs, covered by the silicon wafer, and naturally dried.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1−5 display representative TEM images of the 10 ± 1
nm quasi-spherical Ni2P (Figure 1), 5 ± 1 nm × 22 ± 5 nm

rod-shaped Fe2P (Figure 2), 6.9 ± 0.8 nm × 33 ± 9 nm rod-
shaped Co2P (Figure 3), 4.5 ± 1 nm × 17 ± 1 nm disk-shaped
Cu3P (Figure 4), and the <5 nm quasi-spherical MoP (Figure
5) NPs prepared following the above detailed procedure. In the

case of Co2P, both quasi-spherical and rod-like particles could
be produced, depending on the synthetic conditions, as further
discussed below.
Ni2P, Co2P, and Cu3P NPs were obtained upon heating of

the metal chlorides in a mixture of TPOP as a phosphorus
source and possible stabilizer, HDA as stabilizer, and ODE as a
solvent. The formation of phosphide NPs started when the

Figure 1. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and
corresponding power spectrum (b); ADF-STEM and EELS composi-
tional maps (c); size distribution histogram (d); and XRD pattern of
Ni2P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern of Ni2P (00-003-0953) is
also included in the XRD graph. The lattice fringe distances from the
HRTEM micrograph were measured as 0.185, 0.187, and 0.187 nm, at
59.41 and 120.39°, which is consistent with the hexagonal Ni2P phase,
visualized along its [0001] zone axis.

Figure 2. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and
corresponding power spectrum (b); ADF-STEM and EELS composi-
tional maps (c); nanorod length and thickness distribution histograms
(d); and XRD pattern of Fe2P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern
of Fe2P (01-076-089) is also included in the XRD graph. The lattice
fringe distances from the HRTEM micrograph were measured as
0.218, 0.168, and 0.214 nm, at 50° and 100°, respectıvely, which is
consistent with the hexagonal Fe2P phase, visualized along its [112̅3]
zone axis.

Figure 3. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and
corresponding power spectrum (b); ADF-STEM and EELS composi-
tional maps (c); nanorod length and thickness distribution histograms
(d); and XRD pattern of Co2P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern
of Co2P (00-054-0413) is also included in the XRD graph. From the
HRTEM micrograph, the Co2P lattice fringe distances were measured
to be 0.218, 0.172, 0.218, and 0.220 nm, at 50.78°, 101.44°, and
78.71°, which is consistent with the hexagonal Co2P phase, visualized
along its [11 ̅00] zone axis.

Figure 4. TEM micrograph (a); HRTEM micrograph and
corresponding power spectrum (b); ADF-STEM and EELS composi-
tional maps (c); disk diameter and thickness distribution histograms
(d); and XRD pattern of Cu3P NPs (e). The reference JCPDS pattern
of Cu3P (01-071-2261) is also included in the XRD graph. From the
HRTEM micrograph, the Cu3P lattice fringe distances were measured
to be 0.198, 0.197, and 0.197 nm, at 60.39° and 119.72°, which is
consistent with the hexagonal phase, visualized along its [0001] zone
axis.
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temperature was raised above ca. 250 °C as noted by a gradual
darkening of the reaction mixture. The reaction yield, measured
from the collected NPs after purification, was above 80% in all
cases.
The syntheses of iron and molybdenum phosphides included

few minor differences from the other phosphide NPs. Iron
chlorides, either FeCl3 or FeCl2, could not be used as metal
precursor due to the exceptional stability of the formed iron
complexes. Even prolonged heating did not provide iron
phosphide using these precursors. Higher temperatures could
make the reaction possible, but temperature was limited by
TPOP byproducts. MoCl5-based complexes are much less
stable than those obtained from iron chlorides, but they also
did not resulted in any identifiable molybdenum phosphide
phase upon reaction with TPOP (Figure S1). Subsequently,
iron and molybdenum phosphides were produced using the
corresponding carbonyls as metal precursors. It is important to
mention that both Fe(CO)5 and Mo(CO)6 are low boiling
point compounds, and they must be introduced to the synthesis
just before the final heating stage (after the solvent cleaning
stage) to prevent their loss during solvent cleaning.
Generally, amorphous NPs were initially formed, and

prolonged reaction times were required to properly crystallize
them. For all the phosphides reported here, except for
molybdenum phosphide, crystalline NPs were obtained in
solution at temperatures below 300 °C. In the case of MoP, a
postpreparative thermal annealing of the dried NPs at a higher
temperature, 800 °C, was needed to form the proper crystalline
structure. Figure 5e displays the XRD patterns of the MoP NPs
before and after a thermal process at 800 °C for 2 h.
The stable hexagonal crystallographic structures were

obtained for all the metal phosphides produced, regardless of
the experimental conditions and synthesis details. Only in the
case of nickel, the tetragonal Ni12P5 phase (space group I4/m)
was also obtained during the initial stage of the synthesis, as
further discussed below. In particular, Ni2P NPs displayed a
hexagonal crystal phase, space group (SG) P321, with a = b =

0.588 nm and c = 0.336 nm (Figure 1b). Similarly rod-shaped
Fe2P NPs had a hexagonal crystal phase, SG P6 ̅2m, with a = b =
0.5865 nm and c = 0.3456 nm (Figure 2b). Co2P nanorods also
displayed a hexagonal phase, SG P6 ̅2m, with a = 5.7420 Å, b =
5.7420 Å, and c = 3.4570 Å (Figure 3b). Cu3P NPs showed the
hexagonal phase, SG P63cm, with a = 6.9593 Å, b = 6.9593 Å,
and c = 7.1430 Å (Figure 4b).
Figures 1c−5c display EELS chemical composition maps of

the different phosphides (see additional data in the Supporting
Information). A uniform distribution of phosphorus and metal
atoms in each of the analyzed NPs was observed. However,
phosphorus- and especially oxygen-rich surfaces were also
detected. Surface O and P atoms most probably reflected the
presence of an oxygen-containing stabilizer, probably TPOP, in
a shell surrounding each NP. It is also possible that a partial
surface oxidation of the NPs took place during the
postsynthetic washing step, where all procedures were carried
out under ambient conditions. In addition, a thin oxide shell
could be formed or grown during sample preparation for TEM
characterization, as we used oxygen−Ar plasma cleaning to
remove organic contamination.
Importantly, the proposed synthetic strategy could be easily

scaled up. Figure S2 shows Co2P NPs produced when scaling
up the synthesis procedure 10-fold. Even larger amounts of
TMP NPs per batch might be prepared simply by using large
reaction vessels and through further concentration increase, as
it has been demonstrated for a wide range of NPs.68,69

The case of Ni was particularly helpful to provide additional
information about the NP formation path. Hexagonal Ni2P NPs
were obtained from the reaction of NiCl2 with TPOP in the
presence of HDA and at a temperature close to 300 °C as
detailed above. However, when the reaction temperature was
limited to below 250 °C, close to amorphous Ni−P NPs were
obtained (Figure 6e). The exact Ni:P stoichiometry of these
NPs could not be determined since large amounts of unreacted
TPOP were systematically left on the analyzed samples,
possibly in part bound at the NP surface. Besides, when the
amount of HDA was reduced by half (Me:HDA:TPOP ratio
1:5:10) and the reaction was quenched immediately before the
solvent boiling point was reached, Ni12P5 NPs with a tetragonal
phase, SG I4/m, were obtained (Figure 6). From these
observations, we conclude that the reaction of NiCl2 with
TPOP in the presence of HDA initially results in amorphous Ni
or Ni−P NPs. Subsequently, we hypothesize that phosphorus
ions are being introduced in the NPs, which may initially
crystallize in the tetragonal Ni-rich phase Ni12P5 and later,
when a higher amount of P has been introduced, on the
hexagonal Ni2P. This hypothesis remains to be fully confirmed
with additional in situ experiments.
The variation of the reaction conditions substantially

influenced the size, shape, and crystallinity of the phosphide
NPs produced. As an example, the evolution of the crystallinity
of the Ni2P NPs depended on the TPOP concentration. Figure
7 shows TEM micrographs of the Ni2P NPs produced with
different amounts of TPOP. While the size of Ni2P NPs
increased with the concentration of TPOP, their crystallinity, in
terms of the size obtained from XRD patterns through the
Scherrer equation, did not change significantly (Figure 7e).
Similarly, the reaction time did not have a significant influence
on the material crystallinity once the Ni2P phase formed
(Figure S9). It is worth mentioning that the geometrical size,
obtained from TEM images, of the Ni2P was systematically

Figure 5. TEM micrograph of as-produced MoP NPs (a); TEM
micrograph of MoP NPs after thermal treatment at 800 °C for 2 h (b);
HRTEM micrograph and corresponding power spectrum of annealed
MoP NPs (c); ADF-STEM and EELS compositional maps of annealed
NPs (d); and XRD pattern of annealed MoP NPs (e). The reference
JCPDS pattern of MoP (00-024-0771) is also included in the XRD
graph.
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larger than the size obtained from the fitting of the XRD
pattern (Figure 7e).
Figure 8 shows the Co2P and Fe2P NPs produced with

different concentrations of precursors in the synthetic mixture.

While the rod-like NP geometry was preserved, the
monodispersity and overall NP quality significantly decreased
when increasing the Me/HDA ratio. Reducing the amount of
HDA, Co2P, and Fe2P NPs lost the accurate cylindrical shape,
becoming more irregular and with less defined edges. Generally,
a Me:HDA:TPOP = 1:10:10 ratio resulted in the highest
quality NPs. However, more detailed and systematic experi-
ments need to be done to fully understand how the NPs’
morphology depends on the experimental conditions and to
fully optimize the synthetic protocol, especially when scaling up
and maximizing the reactant concentrations.
Besides TPOP, FTIR analysis indicated the presence of HDA

at the NPs surface (Figure 9). The presence of these organics
may strongly reduce the NP performance in all applications

Figure 6. (a, b) Representative TEM micrographs of Ni12P5 NPs
prepared using a Me:HDA:TPOP ratio 1:5:10 and by quenching the
reaction immediately before the solvent boiling point was reached. (c)
Size distribution histogram. (d) Temperature profiles (after solvent
cleaning) of the synthesis procedure at high, i.e., just below the boiling
point (red), and low, up to 250 °C (blue), temperature. (e) XRD
patterns of the materials prepared at high (red) and low (blue)
temperatures.

Figure 7. TEM micrographs (a−c) and XRD patterns (d) showing the
dependence of the Ni2P NPs with the concentration of TPOP. (e) Size
evolutions extracted from TEM images and XRD patterns. Numbers
indicate Ni:HDA:TPOP ratios during the synthesis. All scale bars
correspond to 100 nm.

Figure 8. Representative TEM micrographs of Co2P and Fe2P NPs
obtained from different Me:HDA:TPOP ratios, as specified in each
micrograph. All scale bars are 100 nm.
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involving charger transport or transfer from/to the NPs,
including catalysis. Surface ligands could not be displaced using
previously reported procedures with molecules such as
[NBu4]PF6, NaN3, NaSCN, etc. However, organic-free
phosphide NPs could be obtained by displacing organic ligands
with HPF6 (Figure 9). The detailed ligand displacement
procedure and TEM images of Co2P NPs before and after
ligand displacement can be found in the Supporting
Information (Figure S10).

4. POSSIBLE REACTION MECHANISM
We observed that the shape of Co2P NPs significantly changed
with the argon flow rate (Figure 10). Quasi-spherical Co2P NPs

(Figure 10a) were obtained when using strong argon flows
during the reaction, but rod-shaped NPs (Figure 10b) were
prepared at low (about 30 mL min−1) flows of inert gas. The
key to understanding this shape variation with the argon flow
might be in the in situ formation of ammonium salts, which
would be fully expelled from the reaction mixture only at high
argon flows. Such ammonium salts are well-known shape-
governing agents. For example, Pd2Sn nanorods were prepared
using HDA·HCl.70 Iron oxide octahedrons were synthesized
with the help of trioctylammonium bromide.71 In the same
direction, we hypothesize that we produced Co2P nanorods or
quasi-spherical NPs depending on the presence or absence of
HDA·HCl during the synthesis, which was related with the
capacity of the used argon flow to displace this in situ formed
compound. This shape control mechanism does not apply to
the case of Fe2P nanorods, where a carbonyl instead of a

chloride was used as metal precursor. Actually, Fe2P nanorods
were obtained regardless of the argon flow rate.
The particular mechanism of in situ formation of HCl in the

reaction mixture was revealed in previous studies demonstrat-
ing the reaction of TPOP with nickel72 and copper73 chlorides.
TPOP reduced the chlorides during the complex formation and
resulted in the formation of HCl. Such formed HCl would
instantly react with present amines to produce the correspond-
ing ammonium salts. In our case, complexes might be formed
during the initial degassing/cleaning step (argon bubbling at
150 °C) and the overall reaction might be represented by the
following scheme:

+ + +

→ + · + 

x x x

x x

2MeCl 5 (RO) P 2 HDA H O

2Me[P(OR) ] 2 HDA HCl (RO) P O
x

x

3 2

3 2 3

TPOP plays a double role here, as a ligand in the formed
metal complexes and as reducing agent, which underlines the
importance of adding this reagent in excess. The exact
compositions of the formed metal complexes depend on the
nature of the metal and on the particular conditions of the
synthesis (e.g., amount of ODE, HDA, TPOP, temperature,
etc.) and cannot be revealed at the present moment. The
complexes of interest coexist with excesses of TPOP and HDA,
which most probably participate in the reaction as ligands and
cannot be easily separated and studied. Details of how HDA·
HCl influences the shape of phosphide NPs would strongly
depend on the surface chemistry in every particular case, and it
is going to be a subject of our future work.

5. NEGATIVE RESULTS
Even though phosphide NPs of Ni, Co, Cu, Fe, and Mo could
be produced using TPOP as phosphorus source, phosphides of
other tested metals, such as In, Sn, Mn, Pd, and W, could not
be produced in the same conditions. In some cases, e.g., In and
Sn, no reaction was detected at all. The color of the solution
did not change even during prolonged heat treatment, and no
product could be precipitated from the reaction solution.
Similarly, only an unidentified, white-yellow flaky product was
obtained from the reaction of TPOP with MnCl2 under the
same conditions (see XRD pattern in the Supporting
Information). The replacement of chlorides by other metal
precursors was not successful. In this direction, for Mn and Sn,
MnCl2, Mn(acac)2, Mn2(CO)10, SnCl2, SnCl4·5H2O, Sn(acac)2,
and SnC2O4 were tested without success. On the other hand,
metallic W and Pd NPs were obtained using WCl6 and
Pd(acac)2 as metal sources.

6. CONCLUSION
In summary, we detailed a straightforward, cost-effective and
up-scalable procedure to produce phosphide NPs. The keys to
this synthesis protocol were the use of cheap, stable, easy-to-
handle precursors in a “heating up” synthetic process.
Particularly, TPOP was used as an inexpensive and air-stable
source of phosphorus, and mainly metal chlorides, as a similarly
convenient source of metals. Stable and low-toxicity precursors
not only significantly simplified the synthetic procedure but
also rendered unnecessary the use of the glovebox as well as
many other usual precautions. Additional simplification of the
synthetic procedure was achieved through the introduction of
the “heating up” methodologythe simplest and easiest to
scale up, compared to the classical injection-based protocols.
Both amorphous and crystalline NPs could be prepared

Figure 9. FTIR spectra of TPOP, HDA, as-produced Ni2P and Co2P
(below), and Ni2P and Co2P after ligand removal (above).

Figure 10. TEM images of the Co2P NPs prepared with high (left)
and low (right) argon flows. All scale bars are 100 nm.
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through careful reaction temperature/time adjustment. Addi-
tionally the shape and size of the NPs could be controlled for
particular materials by modifying the protocols for each
individual compound. Moreover, we demonstrated the
scalability of the detailed protocol and described a procedure
to displace the organic ligands from the surface of the as-
synthesized materials. With these possibilities at hand it will be
possible to further explore the many interesting properties and
applications of TMP.
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Colloidal Ni2�xCoxP nanocrystals for the hydrogen
evolution reaction†
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A cost-effective and scalable approach was developed to produce monodisperse Ni2�xCoxP nanocrystals

(NCs) with composition tuned over the entire range (0 # x # 2). Ni2�xCoxP NCs were synthesized using

low-cost, stable and low-toxicity triphenyl phosphite (TPP) as a phosphorus source, metal chlorides as

metal precursors and hexadecylamine (HDA) as a ligand. The synthesis involved the nucleation of

amorphous Ni–P and its posterior crystallization and simultaneous incorporation of Co. The

composition, size and morphology of the Ni2�xCoxP NCs could be controlled simply by varying the ratio

of Ni and Co precursors and the amounts of TPP and HDA. Ternary Ni2�xCoxP-based electrocatalysts

exhibited enhanced electrocatalytic activity toward the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) compared to

binary phosphides. In particular, NiCoP electrocatalysts displayed the lowest overpotential of 97 mV at

J ¼ 10 mA cm�2 and an excellent long-term stability. DFT calculations of the Gibbs free energy for

hydrogen adsorption at the surface of Ni2�xCoxP NCs showed NiCoP to have the most appropriate

composition to optimize this parameter within the whole Ni2�xCoxP series. However, the hydrogen

adsorption energy was demonstrated not to be the only parameter controlling the HER activity in

Ni2�xCoxP.

Introduction

The development of highly active electrocatalysts that are not
based on Pt or Pt-group metals (PGMs) for the HER under acidic
conditions has become a priority to reduce cost and allow
extensive commercialization of PEM fuel cells. In this direction,
particular transition-metal phosphides are being evaluated as
potentially viable alternatives to PGM-based electrocatalysts.1–14

Some transition metal phosphides are characterized not only by
their low cost and toxicity, but also by their excellent stability
and electrical conductivities and appropriate densities of states
to allow an effective HER. While binary phosphides have
reached performances relatively close to those of PGMs, ternary
and multinary phosphides, with additional degrees of freedom

to tune the electronic band structure and surface chemistry, are
expected to further close the gap with better HER catalysts.15–21

A crucial challenge that currently limits the use of metal
phosphides in their wide range of applications is the lack of
cost-effective approaches to produce nanostructures of these
materials with properly adjusted properties. This limitation is
particularly critical for multinary phosphides. Currently,
multinary metal phosphide NCs are generally produced from
the phosphorization of metal or metal oxide nanoparticles
using toxic and expensive phosphorus sources such as phos-
phane, trioctylphosphine (TOP), (trimethylsilyl)phosphine
(TMSP), and red/white phosphorus. As it involves two steps,
this common strategy presents limitations in terms of cost and
control of composition and structural parameters of multinary
phosphides.

Among ternary phosphides, Ni2�xCoxP has been demon-
strated as an excellent catalyst for the HER and OER as well as
an excellent electrode material for supercapacitors and lithium
ion batteries.22–29 Microstructured Ni2�xCoxP has been synthe-
sized through hydrothermal methods by reacting metal chlo-
rides with white phosphorus or NaH2PO2.30,31 Ni2�xCoxP has
also been synthesized through annealing of NixCoy alloys within
a phosphane gas atmosphere22,23 or through the reaction of pre-
formed colloidal NixCoy NCs with trioctylphosphine (TOP).32,33

We recently demonstrated triphenyl phosphite (TPP) as a low
cost, stable and relatively low-toxicity phosphorus precursor
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that can be used to produce a range of binary metal phos-
phides.34 Motivated by the expectation of expanding the use of
TPP to the synthesis of ternary metal phosphides, we show here
the possibility of producing Ni2�xCoxP (0 # x # 2) NCs using
metal chlorides and this phosphorus source. We further scaled
up the synthesis procedure to the gram scale and tested these
Ni2�xCoxP NCs for the HER in acidic solution. The performance
of these materials toward the HER is analyzed as a function of
the composition and explained using DFT calculations of the
Gibbs free energy for hydrogen adsorption on the surface of
these materials.

Experimental
Chemicals

Triphenyl phosphite (TPP, 99%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar.
1-Octadecene (ODE, 90%), hexadecylamine (HDA, technical
grade 90%), nickel(II)chloride (NiCl2, 98%), cobalt(II)chloride
(CoCl2, 98%), hexauorophosphoric acid (HPF6, 65 wt%),
carbon-supported Pt NCs (Pt/C, 10 wt% Pt) and Naon (5 wt% in
a mixture of low aliphatic alcohols and water) were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. Chloroform, isopropanol and acetone were
of analytical grade and obtained from various sources. Milli-Q
water was supplied by a PURELAB ex from ELGA. All precur-
sors and solvents were used as received, without further
purication.

Synthesis of Ni2�xCoxP NCs

All reactions were carried out under an argon atmosphere using
standard Schlenk line techniques. In a typical synthesis, the
appropriate amounts of NiCl2 and CoCl2 (overall 1.0 mmol) and
2.4 g (10 mmol) of HDA were combined with 10.0 mL of ODE
and 2.6 mL (10 mmol) of TPP in a 50 mL ask equipped with
a condenser. The system was heated to 150 �C under argon ow
(30 mL min�1) and maintained at this temperature for 1 h to
remove low boiling point impurities, moisture and oxygen. The
temperature was then increased to the solvent boiling point
(about 290 �C) in 20 min and kept there for 1 h. Aerward, the
mixture was allowed to cool down to 200 �C by removing the
heating mantle and then cooled rapidly down to room
temperature with a water bath. The black product was isolated
by precipitation with acetone. To remove as much organics as
possible, two redispersion and precipitation cycles using chlo-
roform and acetone were additionally carried out.

The synthesis of NiCoP NCs was scaled up in a 500 mL ask
containing 1.3 g (10 mmol) of NiCl2 and 1.3 g (10 mmol) of
CoCl2, 52 mL (200 mmol) of TPP, 48 g (200 mmol) of HDA and
100 mL of ODE. The temperature was maintained at 150 �C for
2 h under argon ow and aerward increased to the solvent
boiling point. Aer 2 h reaction, the mixture was cooled down
and puried as detailed above.

Different sizes of spherical NiCoP NCs were prepared
following the same procedure, using 65 mg (0.5 mmol) of NiCl2
and 65 mg (0.5 mmol) of CoCl2, but different amounts of TPP.
Different morphologies were produced by tuning the amount of
HDA in the reaction as detailed in the Results section.

Ligand removal

Ni2�xCoxP NCs dispersed in chloroform (�50mg in 10mL) were
mixed with an equal volume fraction of 6.3 wt% hexa-
uorophosphoric acid (HPF6) in formamide solution to form
a two phase system. The mixture was vigorously stirred at room
temperature. The nal formamide solution containing the NCs
was washed several times with chloroform to remove all the
remaining organic ligands. The precipitate was collected aer
drying at room temperature.

Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization was
carried out using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV and
a JEOL 1011 operating at 100 kV. Carbon-coated TEM grids from
Ted-Pella were used as substrates. High-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) studies were conducted using a eld emission gun
FEI Tecnai F20 microscope at 200 kV with a point-to-point
resolution of 0.19 nm. High angle annular dark-eld (HAADF)
STEM was combined with electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) in the Tecnai F20, by using a GATAN QUANTUM lter.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses were carried out
using a ZEISS Auriga microscope with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) detector operating at 20 kV. Powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected directly from the as-
synthesized NCs dropped on a Si (501) substrate using a Bruker-
AXS D8 Advanced X-ray diffractometer with Ni-ltered (2 mm
thickness) Cu K radiation (l ¼ 1.5406 Å) operating at 40 kV and
40 mA. A LynxEye linear position-sensitive detector was used in
reection geometry. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was
carried out on a SPECS system equipped with an Al anode XR50
source operating at 150 mW and a Phoibos 150 MCD-9 detector.
The pressure in the analysis chamber was below 10�7 Pa. The
area analyzed was about 2 mm � 2 mm. The pass energy of the
hemispherical analyzer was set at 25 eV and the energy step was
set at 0.1 eV. Data processing was performed with the CasaXPS
program (Casa Soware Ltd., UK). Binding energy values were
corrected using the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV. Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on an Alpha Bruker
FTIR spectrometer with a platinum attenuated total reectance
(ATR) single reection module.

Electrochemical measurements

Catalyst inks for electrochemical measurements were prepared
by mixing 5 mg of Ni2�xCoxP NCs, 5 mg of carbon powder
(Vulcan XC-72), 2 mL of deionized water/isopropanol (v/v ¼
1 : 1) and 35 mL of 5 wt% of Naon solution. The mixture was
sonicated for 30 min to form a homogeneous catalyst ink. A
glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 5 mm in diameter) was polished
using diamond paper and 0.05 mm alumina slurry sequentially,
followed by ultrasonication in ethanol and water for 1 min. The
cleaned GCE was dried under argon ow at room temperature.
Onto the GCE, 10 mL of catalyst ink was dropcast and then dried
at room temperature.

Electrochemical measurements were conducted at room
temperature on a BioLogic Electrochemical workstation in
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a standard three-electrode cell using the modied GCE as
a working electrode, Pt mesh as a counter electrode and Ag/
AgCl as a reference electrode. HER polarization curves were
obtained in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, which was degassed by
bubbling hydrogen for 30 min before measurement. HER
polarization curves were tested from 0 to �0.7 V versus Ag/AgCl
at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1. The time dependency of catalytic
currents during electrolysis for NiCoP NCs was tested in 0.5 M
H2SO4 at h ¼ 150 mV under stirring to remove the generated
gas bubbles.

DFT modeling

The density functional calculations were conducted by using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP),35,36 we selected
the Projector Augmented Wave method (PAW) to describe the
interaction between the atomic cores and electrons, with
a kinetic cut-off of 300 eV.37 The Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange–correlation functional was applied.38 The Ni2�xCoxP
(0001) surfaces were modelled by using a supercell slab con-
taining four atomic layers to eliminate the polarity with
a vacuum gap of �15 Å. A Monkhorst–Pack grid of 6 � 6 � 1
size was used to sample the surface Brillouin zone. The lowest
two layers were xed and the other layers were fully relaxed.
The convergence criterion for total energies was set to 10�6 eV,
and simultaneously residual forces were converged to 0.01 eV
Å�1 during relaxation. All bulk and slab structures of Ni2�x-
CoxP crystals are presented in Fig. S1 and S2 (ESI†). The
differential adsorption energy DEH can be calculated using the
equation:

DEH ¼ E(Ni2�xCoxP + H*) � E(Ni2�xCoxP) � 1/2E(H2)

where E(Ni2�xCoxP + H*) represents the total energy of
Ni2�xCoxP with H atoms adsorbed on surfaces, E(Ni2�xCoxP)
is the total energy of Ni2�xCoxP slabs, and E(H2) is the energy
of a hydrogen molecule in the gas phase. Ni2�xCoxP crystals
with an adsorbed H atom are presented in Fig. S2.† Our
calculations showed that a H atom would always be adsorbed
on the same active site of the (0001) surface of Ni2�xCoxP,
specically on the hollow site where the H atom bonds with
three metal atoms.

DEH does not include the contributions from the vibrational
motion and the entropy. The Gibbs free energy for hydrogen
adsorption can be calculated with the equation including these
corrections:

DGH* ¼ DEH + DEZPE +D0/298.15 KDHH � TDSH

where DEZPE represents the zero point correction between
adsorbed hydrogen and hydrogen in the gas phase, which can
be obtained from frequency calculation, D0/298.15 KDHH

means enthalpy change from 0 K to 298.15 K, which
approaches half of D0/298.15 KDHH2

, and TDSH is the entropy
change from H* to H2 in the gas phase, which is approximately
equivalent to 1/2TDSH2

.39,40 Detailed data are presented in
Table S1.†

Results and discussion

Ni2�xCoxP (0 # x # 2) NCs were produced from the reaction in
the solution of nickel and cobalt chlorides with TPP in the
presence of HDA (see the Experimental section for details). The
composition was tuned by simply adjusting the ratio of nickel
and cobalt chlorides in the precursor solution. Fig. 1 displays
representative TEM micrographs of the Ni2�xCoxP NCs
produced following this procedure. Spherical NCs were ob-
tained for Ni2�xCoxP NCs with x # 1.0 and elongated NCs or
nanorods for x $ 1.2. The NC size and aspect ratio increased
when increasing the amount of Co. Table 1 displays the
nominal composition and the experimental metal ratios
measured by SEM-EDX. Note that the nal NC composition
correlated well with the introduced nominal metal ratios.

Ni2P and Co2P share the same hexagonal crystal phase (P62m
space group) and have similar lattice parameters. Thus, taking
into account the small size of the crystal domains, Ni2�xCoxP
NCs with different compositions displayed very similar XRD
patterns (Fig. 2). However as the amount of Ni decreased, the
crystallinity of the NCs decreased.

HRTEM micrographs of NiCoP (Fig. 3) and Ni0.4Co1.6P
(Fig. S4 and S5†) NCs conrmed their hexagonal phase and
demonstrated the NCs to be single crystals. A slight decrease of
the unit cell volume from NiCoP (a ¼ b ¼ 5.834 Å and c ¼
3.353 Å) to Ni0.4Co1.6P (a ¼ b ¼ 5.795 Å and c ¼ 3.371 Å) was
detected by HRTEM. This small variation of the unit cell volume
was consistent with the increased amount of Co, which has
a slightly larger ionic radius than Ni. EELS compositional maps
(Fig. 3d, S6 and S8†) showed the twometals, Ni and Co, and also
P to be homogeneously distributed within each NC, although
a slight excess of Co was detected at the NC surface and a small
excess of Ni was measured within the NC core (Fig. 3e). All NCs
analysed had similar metal ratios and no binary NC could be
detected aer extensive EELS characterization of the ternary
phosphide samples (Fig. S7 and S9†).

XPS analysis (Fig. 4 and S10†) of the Ni 2p3/2 region of NiCoP
NCs showed Ni to be present at the NC surface in two different
chemical states, which we associated with NiP (852.9 eV) and
a Ni2+ or Ni3+ chemical environment (856.7 eV).41–45 An addi-
tional satellite peak was also observed at 862.2 eV.46 The ratio
between the two nickel chemical states was Ni2+/3+/NiP ¼ 1.45.
The Co 2p3/2 spectrum was tted with four peaks associated
with CoP (778.2 eV), a Co2+ chemical environment (781.7 eV),
and two satellite peaks (785.6 eV and 788.0 eV).47,48 The amount
of Co2+ was three times larger than that of CoP : Co2+/CoP ¼
3.05. Two phosphorus chemical states were identied from the
XPS analysis of the P 2p electronic states. A P 2p3/2 peak at
129.5 eV matched with the binding energy expected from P in
a metal phosphide environment, and thus we related it to P
within the NiCoP structure.46,47 A second P 2p3/2 peak at higher
binding energy, 133.1 eV, was assigned to a phosphate envi-
ronment.46,49 The ratio between the two phosphorus chemical
states was MP/PO ¼ 1.02. From the XPS analysis, we conclude
the following: (i) the NC surface, the outermost 1–2 nm, was
oxidized to NiCoPOx; and (ii) below this surface phosphate
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layer, the chemical environment of Ni, Co and P corresponded
to that of NiCoP with a slight sharing of electrons from Ni and
Co, showing electronic states with higher binding energies than
the metal, with P, which showed lower binding energies than
zero-valent P.

In terms of stoichiometry, XPS analysis showed a clear excess
of phosphorus at the NC surface: P/(Ni + Co) ¼ 2.9. This excess
of P might be related to the presence of TPP as a surface ligand
and to the stripping of metal ions from the NC surface during
the purication procedure.33 The metal ratio obtained from XPS
analysis showed a slight excess of cobalt, Ni/Co¼ 0.9, which was
consistent with the EELS compositional maps showing an
excess of Co at the NC surface (Fig. 3e). This slight surface
segregation of Co was also consistent with the higher ratio
Co2+/CoP measured, when compared with Ni2+/3+/NiP, and it
could have been generated by the surface oxidation itself, owing
to the slightly lower electronegativity of Co than Ni, and thus its
higher affinity to oxygen.

To study the mechanism of the formation of Ni2�xCoxP NCs,
we analysed aliquots of a reacting mixture at different reaction
temperatures and times (Fig. 5). We selected the NiCoP
composition for this study. From the rst solid product recov-
ered, at 230 �C, only Ni and P were detected by EDX. The XRD
pattern of these initial NCs displayed a weak and broad peak at
ca. 62�, indicating a close to amorphous atomic structure. As the
reaction temperature increased to 260 �C, Co was introduced

Fig. 1 TEM images of Ni2�xCoxP NCs with different compositions: x¼ 0 (a), 0.2 (b), 0.6 (c), 1 (d), 1.2 (e), 1.4 (f), 1.8 (g), and 2 (h). Scale bars¼ 50 nm.

Table 1 Ni : Co metal ratios (nominal and EDX) and average NC size
(TEM) of Ni2�xCoxP NCs

Ni : Co ratio Average size (nm)

Nominal EDX Length Width

2.00 : 0.00 2.00 : 0.00 7.6 � 0.8
1.80 : 0.20 1.81 : 0.19 9 � 1
1.40 : 0.60 1.40 : 0.60 13 � 2
1.00 : 1.00 1.03 : 0.97 12 � 2
0.80 : 1.20 0.82 : 1.18 11 � 1 7 � 1
0.60 : 1.40 0.54 : 1.46 9.0 � 0.7 5.3 � 0.6
0.20 : 1.80 0.17 : 1.83 10 � 1 3.6 � 0.7
0.00 : 2.00 0.00 : 2.00 33 � 6 6 � 1

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of Ni2�xCoxP NCs. From bottom to top: x¼ 0, 0.2,
0.6, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, and 2. Reference patterns of Ni2P (PDF #65-9706)
and Co2P (PDF #54-0413) are also displayed at the bottom and top of
the graph, respectively.
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into the NCs and the Co/Ni ratio increased to ca. Co/Ni ¼ 0.46.
The XRD pattern of the material produced at 260 �C showed
a broad reection at around 61�. Additionally, a small peak at
ca. 40�, around the position of the main XRD peak of the
hexagonal phase of NiCoP, started to appear, demonstrating the
formation of a crystalline lattice with the appropriate phase. By
the time when the solution reached the set reaction tempera-
ture, 290 �C, the ratio of Co/Ni had increased to Co/Ni¼ 0.67. At
this point, the broad XRD peak had shied to about 51�, while
the peak corresponding to the (111) reection of NiCoP had
become much more intense. As the reaction time increased,
with the solution at 290 �C, more cobalt was introduced into the
lattice, up to a nal Co/Ni ¼ 0.94 for this particular sample.
Meanwhile, NC crystallinity continuously improved (Fig. 5). It

should be pointed out that Ni2P and Co2P hexagonal phases
display two different metal coordination sites, the tetrahedral
geometry (M1) site and the square pyramidal geometry (M2) site
(Fig. S11†). The square pyramidal geometry site is larger than
the tetrahedral site.50 Therefore, in a NiCoP crystal, the slightly
larger Co2+ ions are expected to occupy the larger M2 site, while
slightly smaller Ni2+ ions would preferentially occupy the M1
sites.51

To analyze the inuence of TPP and HDA on the Ni2�xCoxP
NC size and geometry, NCs were grown from solutions con-
taining different amounts of these compounds. Fig. 6 shows the
TEM images, size distribution histograms and XRD patterns of
the NiCoP NCs obtained from the reaction of 1 mmol of metal
chlorides with different amounts of TPP, from 3 to 20 mmol. As
the amount of TPP increased, the average size of the obtained
NiCoP NCs increased from 8 � 1 to 24 � 3 nm. We believe that
TPP plays a double role in the formation of the precursor metal
complexes: as a phosphorus source and as a reducing agent. It is
through this second role that it controls the NC size. As the
amount of TPP increases, a faster growth rate is obtained during
the rst stage of the synthesis, and thus the free monomer
concentration is more rapidly reduced, limiting the number of

Fig. 3 HRTEM micrograph of NiCoP NCs (a), details of the NC in
orange (b) and its corresponding power spectrum (c). STEM-EELS
elemental composition maps (d) and quantification maps (e) of NiCoP
NCs.

Fig. 4 XPS spectra of NiCoP NCs in the Ni 2p (a), Co 2p (b) and P 2p (c) regions.

Fig. 5 (a) XRD patterns obtained from aliquots extracted from a NiCoP
NC reaction mixture at different temperatures and reaction times. (b)
Ratio of the Co and Ni composition, Co/Ni, in the solid products
precipitated from aliquots, as measured by EDX.
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nucleation events, and thus the number of NCs formed,
resulting in larger NCs.52

Fig. 7 shows TEM images, size distribution histograms and
XRD patterns of NiCoP NCs obtained from the reaction of
1 mmol of metal chlorides with 10 mmol TPP, in the presence of
different amounts of HDA, from 10 mmol to 1 mmol. With
excess amounts of HDA, quasi spherical NiCoP NCs were
formed. However, as the amount of HDA was reduced, the
NiCoP NC morphology became elongated, and at equivalent
metal and HDA concentrations, NiCoP nanorods were
produced. We observed the presence of HDA to be essential for
the metal chlorides to be dissolved in the ODE solution. HDA
probably reacts with the metal ions to form a complex,
promoting in this way the precursor dissolution. We also
experimentally observed that the dissolution of cobalt chloride
requires lower amounts of HDA compared with nickel chloride,
and that the reactivity of the formed cobalt monomer was lower
than that of nickel, as cobalt incorporated at higher reaction
temperature into the growing Ni2�xCoxP NCs. Additionally,
HDA binds at the surface of Ni2�xCoxP NCs inuencing their
growth and rendering them colloidally stable in non-polar
solvents. On the other hand, using cobalt(II) and nickel(II)
chlorides as metal precursors, two-fold larger amounts of
chlorine ions than metal ions were present in solution. We
initially hypothesized that chlorine ions could play a strong role
in directing the asymmetric growth of the NCs. Such an effect of
chlorine ions was previously reported for CdSe NCs for
example.53,54 When present at relatively high concentration
compared with HDA, chlorine could preferentially bind at

particular Ni2�xCoxP NC facets controlling the nal NC shape.
However, we produced Co2P NCs using the exact same protocol
as detailed above, but using cobalt(II) nitrate instead of chloride
as a cobalt precursor. With no chlorine in solution, we also
obtained Co2P nanorods (Fig. S12†). Thus, we had to discard
a role of chlorine in the geometry control of the NCs. Taking
into account the collected experimental evidence, we conclude
that HDA itself preferentially binds to specic Ni2�xCoxP NC
facets. Whenmoderate amounts of HDA are present in solution,
this preferential binding translates into the growth of asym-
metric NCs. However, when excess amounts of this molecule are
introduced into the reaction mixture, a homogeneous HDA
coverage throughout the whole surface is obtained, resulting in
spherical NCs. Because cobalt interacts more strongly than Ni
with HDA, the inuence of this surface ligand on the control of
the growth of cobalt-rich NCs is also more severe than in nickel-
rich NCs, which explains that we can obtain more elongated
NCs at higher cobalt content and at a set HDA concentration.
XRD patterns showed the increase of the relative intensity of the
(111) reection with the nanorod formation, conrming this
one to be the preferential growth direction.

The synthetic protocol proposed here was characterized by
an excellent reproducibility and production yields above 90%
aer purication. The two types of precursors used, metal
chlorides and TPP, are relatively low cost, are stable under
ambient conditions and present a low-toxicity. The synthetic
protocol was designed to make use of a heating up strategy to
facilitate up-scaling. We explored the scale up of the present
synthetic procedure for the production of Ni2�xCoxP NCs at the

Fig. 6 Representative TEMmicrographs (a), size distribution histograms (b) and XRD patterns (c) of NiCoP NCs produced using 1 mmol of metals
and 3 mmol, 10 mmol or 20 mmol of TPP, as indicated. Scale bars ¼ 100 nm.
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gram scale. We simply increased the amounts of metal chlo-
rides, TPP and HDA by a factor of 20 but increased the volume of
solvent, ODE, by just a factor of 10, thus raising the solution
concentration two-fold. We also prolonged both the
initial solvent cleaning step and the reaction time to 2 h. The
Ni2�xCoxP NCs produced from this straightforward scaling up
showed an excellent quality with very narrow size distributions,
a high reproducibility and above 90% yields (Fig. 8).

FTIR spectra were consistent with the presence of HDA
ligands at the Ni2�xCoxP NC surface (Fig. 9). FTIR peaks at 2910

and 2847 cm�1 were attributed to C–H stretching vibrations of
alkyl groups from HDA. The peaks at 1464 and 722 cm�1 were
assigned to C–H bending vibrations and the peak at 1605 cm�1

corresponded to the N–H bending vibration. For free HDA, two
clear peaks at 1050 and 914 cm�1 were assigned to the C–N and
C–C stretching vibration, respectively. However, those peaks
merged into a broad band centred at 1032 cm�1 in the FTIR
spectrum from the Ni2�xCoxP NCs. Organic ligands were strip-
ped from the Ni2�xCoxP NC surface through mixing them with

Fig. 7 Representative TEM micrographs (a), size distribution histograms, including width and length for the elongated NCs (b) and XRD patterns
(c) of NiCoP NCs produced from the reaction of 1 mmol of metals in the presence of 10mmol, 2 mmol and 1 mmol of HDA. Scale bars¼ 100 nm.

Fig. 8 (a) Representative TEM micrograph and (b) size distribution
histogram of the NiCoP NCs produced in a scaled-up procedure
resulting in over 1 g of NCs per batch (c).

Fig. 9 FTIR of TPP, HDA, and NiCoP NCs before and after ligand
removal.
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HPF6 in formamide solution to form a two phase system that
was vigorously stirred at room temperature. The absence of
stretching modes of C–H, C–C and C–N in the nal Ni2�xCoxP
NCs conrmed the elimination of HDA from the NC surface.

The electrocatalytic activity of Ni2�xCoxP NCs with different
compositions was tested toward the HER under acidic condi-
tions. Electrodes were prepared by drop casting an ink prepared
by mixing Ni2�xCoxP NCs with carbon powder and Naon onto
a GCE (see the Experimental section for details). Electro-
chemical measurements were conducted at room temperature
in a standard three-electrode cell using the Ni2�xCoxP NC-based
catalyst as a working electrode, a Pt mesh as a counter electrode
and Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode. The HER polarization
curves were obtained in H2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous
solutions. Fig. 10a shows linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs)
of the electrodes produced from Ni2�xCoxP NCs with different
compositions. Data for the GCE and a commercial Pt/C elec-
trocatalysts were also plotted as a reference. Fig. 10b shows the
overpotential at J ¼ 10 mA cm�2 as a function of the composi-
tion. As expected, the Pt/C catalyst showed an excellent HER
performance with a very low overpotential, while the bare GCE

showed negligible HER activity. Binary Ni2P exhibited HER
activity with an overpotential of 136 mV at J ¼ 10 mA cm�2. As
cobalt was introduced within ternary Ni2�xCoxP NCs, improved
performances were obtained and the overpotential at J ¼ 10 mA
cm�2 decreased down to 97 mV for NiCoP NCs. When
increasing the amount of Co above the Co : Ni ¼ 1 : 1 metal
ratio, worse electrocatalytic properties were again measured
until an overpotential of 118 mV for Co2P. Note that this
compositional dependence was not correlated with the different
NC sizes or with their particular geometry, although these two
parameters may inuence electrochemical performance. The
overpotential of the electrode based on NiCoP NCs was lower
than that obtained from most other non-noble metal-based
electrocatalysts reported for the HER in acid media, including
MoS2, CoSe2, WS2, Ni3S2, Co2P, FeP, WS2(1�x)P2x and CoMoS3
(Tables S3 and S4†).

To understand the variation of catalytic activity with the
composition, we investigated the HER pathways on Ni2�xCoxP
catalysts by DFT calculations. A series of Ni2�xCoxP (x ¼ 0, 0.33,
0.67,1, 1.33, 1.67, 2) crystals with the hexagonal phase were
created (Fig. S1†). The HER pathway is generally depicted as

Fig. 10 (a) Polarization curves of the GCE, Ni2�xCoxP and Pt/C in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. (b) Overpotential at 10 mA cm�2 as a function of
composition for the different Ni2�xCoxP electrocatalysts. (c) Free-energy diagram for atomic hydrogen adsorption on the Ni2�xCoxP (0001)
surface. (d) Overpotential at 10 mA cm�2 as a function of the Gibbs free energy for atomic hydrogen adsorption at the Ni2�xCoxP surface.
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a three-state diagram, with an initial state of H+ + e, an inter-
mediate adsorbed H*, with * being the adsorption site, and
a nal product of 1/2H2 in acidic media.55,56 The lower the Gibbs
free energy of the adsorbed atomic hydrogen, DGH*, the
stronger the bond between this adsorbed hydrogen and the
catalyst. Materials that bind hydrogen atoms too strongly do not
allow the release of hydrogen, thus blocking active sites and
failing to efficiently evolve hydrogen. On the other hand,
materials that bind hydrogen too weakly hinder the step of
proton/electron-transfer because they fail to stabilize the
intermediate state, thus also preventing an efficient HER from
taking place.40 DGH* is thus a reasonable descriptor to evaluate
the HER activity of catalysts. Taking into account this unique
descriptor, the Sabatier principle predicts a volcano distribu-
tion of the catalyst performance as a function of DGH*, peaking
at DGH* ¼ 0.

To gain deep insight into the observed dependence of the
Ni2�xCoxP catalyst performance toward the HER, we calculated
DGH* on the most active (0001) surface of Ni2�xCoxP crystals.
Fig. 10c shows the relationship between the value of DGH* and
Co content, indicating that the value of DGH* decreased with
increasing Co content. When the percentage of Co was 50%
(NiCoP), the value of DGH* was �0.025 eV, which is the
minimum |DGH*| value among all the Ni2�xCoxP compositions
tested (calculation details are given in Table S1†). This result is
consistent with the experimental results showing the NiCoP
catalysts to have the highest activity toward the HER among the
Ni2�xCoxP series measured.

We observed that the DFT calculated DGH* rapidly separated
from the optimum value when increasing the cobalt concen-
tration above x ¼ 1. However, the DGH* variation in the Ni rich
side was not so abrupt. This result does not match with the
moderate performance change obtained when moving from
NiCoP to Co2P, if compared with the stronger loss of perfor-
mance measured when moving from NiCoP to Ni2P. Therefore,
additional parameters, beyond DGH*, need to be considered to
explain the compositional dependence of the Ni2�xCoxP catalyst
performance toward the HER.

The stability of NiCoP for the HER was analysed through
chronoamperometric measurements. The NiCoP catalyst
exhibited a high stability toward the HER at about 30 mA cm�2

for 12 h, with a current density decrease of ca. 11% (Fig. S14†).

Conclusions

In summary, monodisperse Ni2�xCoxP (0 # x # 2) NCs were
synthesized using metal chlorides as metal sources, TPP as
a phosphorus precursor and HDA as a ligand. Different
compositions, sizes and morphologies could be prepared
simply by tuning the ratio of metal chlorides, TPP and HDA,
respectively. The synthetic approach was up-scaled to the
production of Ni2�xCoxP at the gram scale with yields above
90%. Ni2�xCoxP NCs, mixed with carbon black and Naon,
showed notable HER activities. In particular, NiCoP electro-
catalysts showed the best performances with an overpotential of
97 mV at 10 mA cm�2, and signicant long-term stability. The
dependence of the catalyst performance with the composition

qualitatively matched the variation of the Gibbs free energy for
atomic hydrogen adsorption at the Ni2�xCoxP surface. Ni-rich
compositions were characterized by too low adsorption energies
that were not effective for proton reduction, while Co-rich NCs
showed too high binding energies that limited hydrogen
desorption, thus blocking adsorption sites. This low-cost and
straightforward synthesis method for Ni2�xCoxP NCs showed
potential application for industrial production of catalysts for
the HER. Furthermore, such a synthetic protocol is expected to
be expanded as a general strategy to produce other multinary
metal phosphides to be used in their wide range of applications.
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SnP nanocrystals as anode materials for Na-ion
batteries†

Junfeng Liu, ‡a Shutao Wang, ‡bc Kostiantyn Kravchyk,*bc Maria Ibáñez, bc

Frank Krumeich, b Roland Widmer,d Déspina Nasiou,e Michaela Meyns, *a

Jordi Llorca,f Jordi Arbiol, eg Maksym V. Kovalenko bc and Andreu Cabot *ag

Tin monophosphide is a layered material consisting of Sn–P–P–Sn sandwiches that are stacked on top of

each other to form a three dimensional crystallographic structure. Its composition and crystal structure

makes it an excellent candidate anode material for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs). However, SnP is yet to be

explored for such and other applications due to its challenging synthesis. In the present work, we report

the synthesis of SnP nanocrystals (NCs) from the reaction of hexamethylphosphorous triamide (HMPT)

and a tin phosphonate prepared from tin oxalate and a long chain phosphonic acid. SnP NCs obtained

from this reaction displayed a spherical geometry and a trigonal crystallographic phase with

a superstructure attributed to ordered diphosphorus pairs. Such NCs were mixed with carbon black and

used as anode materials in SIBs. SIBs based on SnP NCs and sodium(I) bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (NaFSI)

electrolyte displayed a high reversible capacity of 600 mA h g�1 at a current density of 100 mA g�1 and

cycling stability for over 200 cycles. Their excellent cycling performance is associated with both the

small size of the crystal domains and the particular composition and phase of SnP which prevent

mechanical disintegration and major phase separation during sodiation and desodiation cycles. These

results demonstrate SnP to be an attractive anode material for sodium ion batteries.

Introduction

The low cost and high abundance of sodium resources in the
Earth's crust make sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) a cost-effective
alternative to lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) for large scale
energy storage.1,2 Having a similar operating mechanism,
progress achieved for LIBs can be in large part transferred to
SIBs. This is for instance the case for layered cathode materials
developed for LIBs and applied in SIBs. However, the larger size

of sodium ions has associated slower/unfavorable intercalation/
alloying kinetics and larger volumetric changes that particularly
affect the anode materials. In this regard, commercial graphite
anodes used for LIBs are not suitable for SIBs. While graphite is
readily lithiated to LiC6, graphite intercalation compounds with
high Na densities are energetically unfavorable.3

Phosphorus, tin, antimony and alloys based on these
elements are among the best candidate anode materials for
SIBs. These elements are able to alloy with sodium to reach high
theoretical capacities.4–7 In particular, elemental phosphorus
has a very high theoretical capacity of 2596 mA h g�1 corre-
sponding to the formation of Na3P.8–10 However, phosphorus
has a limited electrical conductivity. Additionally, it displays
a huge volumetric change of 490% during formation of the Na-
rich phase. This extreme volume expansion results in pulveri-
zation and peeling off from the current collector, causing loss of
electrical conductivity.

To overcome the limitations of pure phosphorus and improve
cycling performance, combinations of phosphorus with metals
forming metal phosphides (MxPy) have been proposed, where M
is inactive Co,11–13 Ni,14,15 Cu,16,17 and Fe18–20 or electroactive Ge21,22

and Sn23–35 with regard to Na. The superior performance of metal
phosphides over pure phosphorus is mainly attributed to the
presence of metal atoms acting as electronic pathways drastically
enhancing electronic conductivity.
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Among them, tin phosphides, with two electroactive
elements, have certainly attracted much attention as low-cost
anode materials for SIBs with high theoretical capacity,
1132 mA h g�1 for Sn4P3, associated with the formation of Na3P
and Na15Sn4.23–35

Besides, pure tin as an anode material has shown excellent
performance for Na-ion batteries.36–40 But Sn has a much lower
theoretical capacity 847 mA h g�1 compared with P, and it also
exhibits poor cyclability due to the severe volume change up to
420% during sodiation and desodiation processes, resulting in
pulverization of the electrode and rapid degradation of
capacity.36,37

Besides an appropriate composition of the active anode
material, to alleviate the pulverization problem and improve the
cycling performance, the use of nanostructured materials is
crucial. Nanomaterials can reduce the accumulated stress
during sodiation, even at high charge/discharge rates, thus
potentially preventing mechanical disintegration. Nano-
materials can also enhance electron and ion transport when
within a conductive matrix and at the same time improve the
kinetics of sodium insertion/removal.41,42

Reliable strategies to produce metal phosphide nanocrystals
(NCs) with controlled parameters are not yet well developed, at
least not at the level of oxides and chalcogenides. Particularly
challenging has been the synthesis of phosphides of main
group metals such as Ga, In, Ge and Sn.43–49 In the past, various
synthetic approaches of tin phosphides were developed.23–34 As
an example, 200 nm Sn4P3 particles were synthesized in solu-
tion using tin(II) acetylacetonate and trioctylphosphine (TOP),
and used as a SIB anode reaching a capacity of 719.8 mA h g�1 in
the initial cycle.25 While demonstrating high capacity values
and low redox potentials,25,26 Sn4P3 showed poor cycling
performance. Its moderate stability was related to mechanical
disintegration, which may be aided by the fact that Sn4P3 dis-
integrated into Na15Sn4 and 3Na3P during the initial sodiation
and it did not form again during desodiation.

Alternative phosphorus-richer tin phosphides have higher
theoretical mass capacities. However, due to the challenge that
the synthesis of tin phosphide phases different from Sn4P3 has
so far represented, just one phosphorus-rich tin phosphide,
SnP3, prepared by reactive ball milling of Sn, red phosphorus
and carbon black has been tested as an anode material for
SIBs.30

A tin phosphide yet to be explored for a number of potential
applications, including SIBs, is the monophosphide, SnP. SnP is
a metastable tin phosphide phase, but displays a large kinetic
stability at temperatures below 500 �C.50 SnP has a layered struc-
ture composed of Sn–P–P–Sn sandwiches stacked together to
form a three-dimensional crystal.51 Its layered structure, metallic
character and stoichiometric composition, which provides
a theoretical capacity of 1209 mA h g�1, make SnP an excellent
candidate anode material for SIBs. Actually, the existence of
diphosphorus pairs in the SnP structure has already been
demonstrated to prevent phase segregation during lithiation/
delithiation cycles,52 resulting in a superior stability in LIB anodes.

In this work, we present a reliable synthetic approach to
produce SnP NCs making use of stable and safe metal

precursors. We further test the performance and stability of
these SnP NCs as anode materials for SIBs.

Experimental
Chemicals

Tin(II) oxalate (98%), tin(II) acetylacetonate (Sn(acac)2, 99.9%),
bis[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]tin(II), tin(II) stearate (90%), oleyl-
amine (OAm, >70%), and 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. n-Tetradecylphosphonic acid
(TDPA, 97%) was purchased from PlasmaChem GmbH. n-
Octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) was obtained from PCI
synthesis. Hexamethylphosphorous triamide (HMPT, 97%) was
bought from Alfa Aesar. Dimethoxyethane (DME, battery grade)
was purchased from Novolyte technologies Inc. Sodium(I) bis-
(uorosulfonyl)imide (NaFSI, 99.7%) was purchased from Sol-
vionic SA. Carbon black (CB, Super C65) was bought from
Timcal Ltd. Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, Grade: 2200, Lot no.
B1118282) was bought from Daicel FineChem Ltd. A glass
microber separator (GF/D, Cat no. 1823-257) was bought from
Whatman plc. Cu foil (9 mm) was purchased from MTI Corpo-
ration. Coin-type cells were bought from Hohsen Corp., Japan.
Chloroform and ethanol were of analytical grade and obtained
from various sources. All chemicals were used as received,
without further purication. All syntheses were carried out
applying standard airless techniques: reactions were carried out
using a vacuum/argon gas Schlenk line; air and moisture-
sensitive chemicals were stored and handled in an argon l-
led glovebox.

Synthesis of SnP NCs

Caution: Because this procedure involves the high-temperature
decomposition of a phosphorus precursor that can liberate
toxic and ammable phosphine gas, the reaction should only be
carried out by appropriately trained personnel under rigorously
air-free conditions and the Schlenk line should be connected
with gas absorption solutions.

In a typical synthesis, 103 mg of tin oxalate (0.5 mmol),
139 mg of TDPA (0.5 mmol), 5 mL of OAm and 10 mL of ODE
were introduced into a 50 mL three-necked ask containing
a stir bar. The ask was also equipped with a thermocouple and
its adapter, a Liebig condenser, and a septum. The reaction
mixture was stirred and heated to 100 �C under vacuum for
60 min to remove air, water and low-boiling point impurities.
The solution was then placed under argon, heated to 180 �C in
10 min, and maintained at this temperature for additional
30 min to obtain a clear and transparent solution. Aerward,
the solution was further heated to 270 �C within 15 min. At this
temperature, 0.200 mL of HMPT (1.15 mmol) was injected into
the ask and the reaction was kept at this temperature for
60 min. The ask was allowed to cool to 200 �C by removing the
heating mantle and then cooled rapidly to room temperature
with a water bath. The contents of the reaction mixture were
transferred into centrifuge tubes, followed by centrifugation at
5000 rpm (3200 g) for 5 min. The isolated powder was re-
suspended using 1 : 3 (v/v) chloroform and ethanol and then

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 10958–10966 | 10959
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centrifuged again. This entire process was repeated twice.
Finally the powder was suspended in 5 mL of chloroform in
a vial.

Ligand removal

At room temperature and under continuous stirring, 5 mL of an
aqueous 1 M hydrazine hydrate solution were introduced into
a ask containing �20 mg of NCs in 5 mL of hexane. The
mixture was stirred until the NCs moved from hexane to the
aqueous phase. The product was further washed twice with
hexane and ethanol and centrifuged at 3000 rpm. A nano-
powder was collected aer drying the precipitate at room
temperature.

Characterization

The size and shape of the NCs were examined by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating
at 120 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and annular dark
eld scanning TEM (ADF-STEM) images were obtained by using
a eld emission gun FEI Tecnai F20 microscope with a point-to-
point resolution of 0.19 nm at 200 kV equipped with an
embedded Quantum Gatan Image lter (Quantum GIF) for
spectrum imaging (SI) electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
analyses. Images have been analyzed by means of Gatan Digital
Micrograph soware. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
analyses were done on a ZEISS Auriga microscope equipped
with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector
operating at 20 kV that allowed studying the composition. Ex
situ EDS maps were collected on a FEI Talos F200X microscope
operated at 200 kV. For SEM characterization, the materials
were dispersed in chloroform and drop cast on silicon
substrates. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
collected directly from the as-synthesized NCs dropped on the
Si(501) substrate with a Bruker AXS D8 Advance X-ray diffrac-
tometer with Ni-ltered (2 mm thickness) Cu Ka radiation (l ¼
1.5406 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. A LynxEye linear
position-sensitive detector was used in reection geometry. X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on
a SPECS system equipped with an Al anode XR50 source oper-
ating at 150 mW and a Phoibos 150 MCD-9 detector. Ex situ XPS
measurements were carried out in normal emission using
a monochromatized Al Ka X-ray radiation source and a Scienta
R3000 display analyzer. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectra were acquired using a PerkinElmer FTIR 2000 spectro-
photometer. Spectra were recorded from 400 cm�1 to
4000 cm�1.

Electrode fabrication, cell assembly and electrochemical
measurements

Electrodes were prepared by mixing SnP NCs (64 wt%) with CB
(21 wt%), CMC (15 wt%) and water using a planetary ball mill
(500 rpm, 1 h). The resulting aqueous slurries were coated on
Cu foil current collectors and then dried at 80 �C for 12 h under
vacuum. All electrochemical measurements were conducted in
air-tight coin-type cells assembled in an argon-lled glovebox.
Elemental sodium was employed as both the reference and the

counter electrode. As electrolyte, 5 M NaFSI in DME was used.
Glass ber was used as the separator. Galvanostatic cycling tests
were carried out at room temperature on a MPG2 multichannel
workstation (BioLogic). Capacities were normalized by the mass
of SnP.

Results and discussion

Tin phosphide NCs were prepared in solution by reacting HMPT
with a source of tin at 250–270 �C. The reaction was carried out
in an ODE solution containing TDPA and OAm, as detailed in
the Experimental section. Owing to the relatively low boiling
point of the phosphorus precursor used, HMPT was injected at
the reaction temperature. Heating procedures, involving mixing
all the reactants at room temperature and then heating the
solution to the reaction temperature, were not fully reproduc-
ible due to the partial loss of HMPT during the process.

To optimize the synthetic procedure, different tin precursors
were initially tested (Fig. S1†). Under the reaction conditions
applied, bis[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]tin resulted in particles
with broad size and phase/composition distributions, including
metallic Sn, Sn4P3 and SnP. Tin acetylacetonate resulted in
a mixture of Sn and Sn4P3 phases. Tin stearate mainly yielded
SnP particles, with just minor impurities of other phases.
Among the different compounds tested, tin oxalate was the only
one yielding pure phase SnP upon reaction with HMPT in the
presence of a phosphonic acid and OAm. This experimental
result and the advantageous stability, low cost and low toxicity
of tin oxalate made us select this precursor as the most conve-
nient one to continue this work.

The reaction temperature was limited by the low boiling
point of HMPT. This limitation was especially severe for tin
precursors with moderate reactivity, since during the reaction,
the phosphorus precursor could partially leave the reaction
mixture. At 250 �C, the SnP NCs produced from tin oxalate were
highly aggregated in a raspberry-like fashion, with an average
size of 8 nm and a low crystallinity (Fig. S2†). Using tin oxalate,
270 �C was found to be the optimum temperature to produce
well-dispersed SnP NCs with high crystallinity (Fig. 1).

To assess the role of TDPA, reactions with different amounts
of this compound were carried out (Fig. S4†). In the absence of
TDPA, tin oxalate did not fully dissolve in the ODE–OAm solu-
tion. Thus, upon injection of HMPT, Sn4P3 particles with a drop-
like morphology and sizes above 200 nm mixed with small
amounts of metallic Sn were produced (Fig. S4a and e†). Such
morphology was similar to that obtained in a previous work
from the reaction of tin(II) acetylacetonate with tri-
octylphosphine (TOP) at 350 �C.25 In this previous work, tin(II)
acetylacetonate was found to decompose to SnO, which was
reduced to Sn and later reacted with TOP to yield Sn4P3.25 Under
our reaction conditions, XRD and SEM-EDX analysis also
demonstrated that in the absence of TDPA, tin oxalate initially
decomposed to SnO, which later reacted with HMPT to yield
Sn4P3 particles (Fig. S5 and S6†).

With a TDPA/Sn ratio of 0.5, chains of aggregated NCs con-
taining a blend of SnP and Sn phases were produced (Fig. S4b†).
Phosphonic acids strongly coordinate to tin, helping to dissolve
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the tin oxalate in the ODE solution. However, with a low amount
of TDPA, part of the oxalate was not dissolved, and a mixture of
phases was obtained. With a larger amount of TDPA, TDPA/Sn
¼ 1, all the tin oxalate was well dissolved and a clear solution
was obtained at 180 �C. Aer injecting HMPT, it took about 30 s
for the color of the growth solution to change from colorless to
black. The long nucleation time might be related to a strong
binding of phosphonate to tin ions. Under these conditions,
dispersed spherical 34 � 5 nm NCs of pure SnP were obtained,
and no extra phases were found from the XRD characterization
(Fig. 1). The geometrical particle size matched well with the
crystallographic size obtained from the Scherrer analysis of the
XRD pattern, indicating the high crystallinity of the SnP NCs
obtained. XRD characterization of the reaction product at
different reaction times showed SnP to be directly produced
from the reaction of the tin phosphonate complex and HMPT,
with no intermediate phase forming (Fig. S10 and S11†). No
solid material was obtained before injecting HMPT. This XRD
analysis also showed the NC crystallinity to improve with the
reaction time (Fig. S10†). When excess TDPA (TDPA/Sn ¼ 2) was
used, no solid was formed aer 1 h of reaction with HMPT.

The complex collected aer mixing tin oxalate with TDPA at
180 �C was a white viscous compound with very low solubility in
any organic solvent tested. These characteristics were similar to
those of the compound prepared using a cadmium
precursor.53,54We thus hypothesize that the formed tin complex,
most probably a tin tetradecylphosphonate, is a coordination
polymer similar to cadmium octadecyl-phosphonate, which was
identied as composed of layers of cadmium ions bridged
together by phosphonate groups.53,54

Exchanging TDPA with a longer phosphonic acid, e.g. ODPA,
maintaining otherwise identical conditions (ODPA/Sn ¼ 1,
reaction temperature ¼ 270 �C), resulted in smaller SnP NCs,
with an average size of 23 � 4 nm (Fig. S7 and S8†). We ascribed
this reduced NC size to the lower reactivity of the tin phos-
phonate complex formed from the longer chain phosphonic
acid (ODPA) when compared with the shorter one (TDPA), as
also observed for cadmium chalcogenides.55

In agreement with XRD patterns, HRTEM analysis showed
NCs to have the trigonal SnP crystallographic phase (S. G.: P�3ml)

with lattice parameters a ¼ b ¼ 4.3922 Å and c ¼ 6.0400 Å
(Fig. 2).51 As described by J. Gullman, the SnP trigonal structure
is formed by Sn octahedra lled with diphosphorus pairs that
may have four different orientations (Fig. 2d).51 In a perfect
random distribution of the diphosphorus pair orientations, no
extra reections should be observed in the power spectra
(Fig. 2e). However, the power spectrum of several NCs showed
streaky extra spots as those observed in Fig. 2b when visualizing
the NC along the [10�10] zone axis. These streaky extra spots
were in perfect agreement with the presence of stacking faults

Fig. 1 TEM micrograph (a) and XRD pattern (b) of the NCs produced
from the reaction of tin oxalate with HMPT at 270 �C. Reaction was
carried out in ODE and in the presence of OAm and TDPA: TDPA/Sn ¼
1. The inset within the XRD graph shows the SnP crystal structure along
two different directions.

Fig. 2 (a) HRTEM micrograph of a SnP NC with a trigonal structure.
Magnified details of the NC squared in orange (b) and its corre-
sponding power spectrum (c). Stacking faults are revealed as the
streaky extra spots (indicated by red arrows) in the power spectrum. (d)
Simulated SnP structure along the [10�10] zone axis showing all the
possible diphosphorus pair orientations occupied. (e) Simulated
electron diffraction for a disordered non-faulted crystal, where no
streaky extra spots are observed. (f) HRTEMmicrograph of another SnP
NCwith the trigonal structure. (g and h) Details of the NC area squared
in blue (g) and its corresponding power spectrum (h). In the power
spectrum, some extra spots, which should not exist in the pure
hexagonal structure, were found. These extra points, circled in red,
could not be indexed by using the simple trigonal SnP structure with
a random distribution of the orientation of the diphosphorus pairs.
Only the brightest spots from the FFT, circled in green, could be
indexed. (i) Atomic arrangement of the Sn (cyan) and the P (yellow)
atoms in the SnP structure along the [�110�1] zone axis including
a random distribution of the diphosphorus pair orientation. (j) 3D
atomic model of a 10 nm diameter SnP NC along the [�110�1] zone
axis. (k) ADF-STEM micrograph and STEM-EELS elemental composi-
tion maps of several SnP NCs: Sn (red) and P (green).
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along the (0001) planes, i.e. in the sequence of the sandwiches
composed of lled octahedral, as suggested by Y. Kim et al.51,52

In other NCs, non-streaky extra spots were observed (red circles
in Fig. 2h, see also S12–S14†) which indicated the presence of an
ordered superstructure as hypothetically suggested by J. Gull-
man.51 We attributed this superstructure to the ordered orien-
tation of the diphosphorus pairs within the layers of lled
octahedra. The structure model for a compound of the SnP type
with the atomic pairs all oriented parallel to the c-axis was
predicted by Hulliger,56 but it was not previously experimentally
reported.

Annular dark eld scanning TEM (ADF-STEM) and STEM-
EELS elemental composition maps revealed that Sn and P
were uniformly distributed throughout each NC (Fig. 2k). SEM-
EDS analysis showed that the as-synthesized SnP NCs had an
excess of phosphorus, P/Sn ¼ 1.2 (Fig. S6†), which we attributed
to the presence of phosphonate as a surface ligand.

The presence of a phosphonate surface ligand was
conrmed by FTIR analysis (Fig. 3). The FTIR spectra of SnP NCs
displayed peaks at 2922 and 2853 cm�1 attributed to the C–H
stretching vibrations of alkyl groups of the tetradecylphospho-
nate group. For free TDPA, the vibrations associated with
phosphorus are found in the region between 1200 and
900 cm�1. Within this region, the absorbance band corre-
sponding to the stretching of P]O (1167 cm�1) and P–O bonds
(1045, 985, and 952 cm�1) can be localized. In the FTIR spectra
of SnP NCs, these features were merged within a broad absor-
bance band centred at 1045 cm�1. This band evidenced the
presence of the phosphonate group while at the same time
indicated a chemical alteration in the phosphonic acid head
group which we assigned to its binding at the surface of NCs.
Aer ligand removal, the absence of vibration modes of C–H,
P]O and P–O bonds indicated that all phosphonate was
removed by hydrazine hydrate.

XPS analysis was used to characterize the chemical envi-
ronment of atoms at the surface of SnP NCs (Fig. 4). Sn 3d
electronic states were found at binding energies of 486.4 eV (Sn
3d5/2) and 494.9 eV (Sn 3d3/2), which suggested a SnO environ-
ment. In the P 2p region, three main distinct peaks were
observed at 133.1 eV, 133.9 eV and 138.9 eV. The peak at

138.9 eV does not correspond to a P 2p electronic state but to Sn
4s electrons. On the other hand, the two main components at
lower binding energies were assigned to the P 2p3/2 (133.1 eV)
and P 2p1/2 (133.9 eV) electronic states of phosphorus in
a phosphate chemical environment.57 The minor peaks at 131.2
and 132.1 were associated with the metal–phosphide bond P–Sn
in the hexagonal SnP structure, which represented 10% of the
total phosphorus detected at the NC surface.

EDX analysis of the NCs aer ligand removal showed the
phosphorus-to-tin ratio to be P/Sn ¼ 0.96 � 0.02. This phos-
phorus deciency could be explained by considering a tin-rich
surface aer removal of the phosphate ligands. This de-
ciency was also consistent J. Gullman's work, reporting SnP
single crystals to have a signicant amount of phosphorus
vacancies and an overall stoichiometry: SnP0.94.

For electrochemical measurements, SnP electrodes were
prepared by mixing SnP NCs with CB, CMC and water, and
casting the resulting slurries onto copper current collectors.
Coin-type cells were employed for the electrochemical tests. The
cell contained a sodium disk as the counter and the reference
electrode, the SnP electrode as the working electrode and
a glass-ber separator soaked with sodium electrolyte placed in-
between both electrodes.

Fig. 5a shows the cyclic voltammetry curves of the SnP
electrodes at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s�1. In the rst cathodic cycle
(sodiation step), a small broad peak at about 0.5–0.9 V vs. Na+/
Na was attributed to the formation of a solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI) layer due to irreversible reduction of the electrolyte
during the rst cycle.58,59 Upon further sodiation, a large
reduction peak at 0.07 V vs. Na+/Na appeared, which was
ascribed to sodium insertion in SnP forming a Na–Sn alloy and
sodium phosphide phase.26,29

In the reverse scan, the SnP electrode displayed two peaks at
0.46 V and 0.7 V, which can be associated with gradual des-
odiation of the Na–Sn alloy phase.26,60 In addition, the second
peak at a higher potential, 0.7 V, can be assigned to desodiation
of the sodium phosphide phase.26,61 Upon further cathodic
cycles, three peaks at 0.57 V, 0.23 V and 0.01 V appeared. The
peak at 0.57 V was attributed to the reaction of phosphorus with

Fig. 3 FTIR spectra of TDPA, OAm and SnP NCs before and after
ligand removal.

Fig. 4 XPS spectrum of the Sn 3d (left) and P 2p (right) regions ob-
tained from SnP NCs. The Sn 3d spectrum was fitted with 4 peaks
corresponding to 2 chemical states, matching the main one with the
SnO binding energy (Sn 3d5/2 binding energy ¼ 486.4 eV). Within the P
2p region, a band corresponding to Sn 4s electronic states is found.
The P 2p band was fitted with four peaks, corresponding to 2 chemical
states, matching the main one with the phosphate binding energy (P
3p3/2 binding energy ¼ 133.1 eV).
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sodium,26,62 and the peaks at 0.23 V and 0.01 V to the gradual
sodiation of Sn.61

To identify the crystallographic phase evolution of the SnP
electrode, in situ XRD analyses were performed (Fig. 5b). A
steady decrease of the intensity of the SnP diffraction peaks and
a concomitant peak broadening indicated that the sodiation of
SnP NCs occurred with concomitant amorphization of the
material. Aer desodiation, the SnP trigonal structure was not
recovered and the material remained amorphous. Previous
studies using Sn4P3 particles observed ametallic tin segregation
during cycling, which was related to the anode performance
deterioration.25 No phase segregation was observed during the
sodiation and desodiation of SnP in the present work from XRD
analysis. SEM-EDX analysis of the initial SnP electrode and the
same electrode aer several cycles did not show evidence of
signicant phase segregation at the micron scale (Fig. S16†).
However, segregation at the nanometer scale, into amorphous
phases or very small and defective crystalline domains, could
not be discarded.

The sodiation/de-sodiation mechanism was investigated
also by ex situ XPS analysis for pristine, discharged and
charged electrodes (Fig. 5c). Aer discharge, the Sn 3d peak
position did not change much in comparison with that of the
pristine sample. Upon charge, however, the Sn 3d peak shif-
ted towards lower binding energy indicating the reduction of
Sn4+/2+ towards formation of metallic Sn. The peak of phos-
phorus at 129 eV corresponding to the metal–P bond fully
vanished aer discharge. For the following charge, the small
shi of the phosphorus peak at 133.8 eV corresponding to
slight reduction of phosphorus from P5+ (phosphate chemical
environment) toward a lower oxidation state was observed.

As observed from CV and XPS measurements, the initial
discharge process of SnP most likely takes place with formation
of a Na–Sn alloy and sodium phosphide phases. Upon the
following charge, the SnP structure cannot be recovered
following formation of a mixture of elemental Sn and P (not
visible from XPS spectra most probably due to the fast oxidation
of phosphorus in an ambient atmosphere).

To maximize the battery performance, both the anode
material and the liquid electrolyte need to be optimized. Elec-
trolytes based on NaClO4, NaPF6 and NaFSI salts were tested.
Measuring the cycling performance of SnP anodes with the
various sodium electrolytes, we concluded that the ultra-
concentrated sodium electrolyte based on NaFSI in dime-
thoxyethane (DME) provided the highest stability (Fig. S17 and
S18†). The enhanced electrochemical performance of SnP NCs
with NaFSI electrolyte was attributed to the formation of
a stable SEI that effectively suppresses further electrolyte
reduction during battery cycling.58,59,63 NaFSI is actually the only
electrolyte that, to a certain extent, can decrease sodium
dendritic growth on Nametal during cycling.55,56 This advantage
is related to its improved SEI stability. In addition, the NaFSI
electrolyte has a high oxidation stability and ionic
conductivity.58

Fig. 6a shows rate-capability measurements of Na-ion half-
cells based on SnP NCs at various current densities of 0.05–
2.5 A g�1 yielding capacities of 645–396 mA h g�1, respectively.

Fig. 5 (a) Cyclic voltammetry curves of the initial five charge–
discharge cycles for electrodes comprising SnP NCs (scan rate ¼
0.1 mV s�1) measured using 5 M NaFSI (sodium(I) bis(fluorosulfonyl)
imide) in dimethoxyethane (DME) electrolyte. (b) Structural evolution
of SnP NCs during electrochemical sodiation. In situ XRD patterns
collected during the first discharge/charge of the SnP NCs using
a current rate of 10 mA h g�1 in the potential range of 5 mV to 1.5 V. (c)
Ex situ XPS spectra of electrodes composed of SnP NCs before (pris-
tine) and after discharge and charge. Prior to measurements, the
electrodes were rinsed from the Na electrolyte using pure dime-
thoxyethane solvent.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 10958–10966 | 10963
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Importantly, when the current rate was set back to 50 mA g�1

from the high current density of 2.5 A g�1, almost full capacity
recovery was achieved. These results indicated high electronic
conductivity and charge-transfer kinetics in the SnP-based
anode. As shown in Fig. 6b, the voltage proles during galva-
nostatic cycling were similar at all current densities. The gal-
vanostatic curves were rather smooth, which suggest slow,
gradual sodiation of SnP NCs.

The cycling stability tests of half-cells employing SnP NCs at
current densities of 0.1 A g�1 and 0.5 A g�1 showed high capacity
retention over 200 and 500 cycles (Fig. 6c and S18–S20†) with
a high coulombic efficiency of 98.3% and 99.0%. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the longest cycle life demonstrated so far
for tin phosphide-based anodes.26,29,30,60,64 We attribute the high
electrochemical cycling stability demonstrated for SnP NC-based
electrodes to two factors: (i) the small size of the particles, which

prevents them from accumulating sufficient stresses to
mechanically disintegrate during sodiation and desodiation
cycles and (ii) to the convenient crystal structure and composition
of the NCs, which maintained the SnP phase without major
segregation of tin and phosphorus during cycling.

Conclusions

To summarize, pure-phase SnP NCs were produced from the
reaction of HMPT and a tin phosphonate obtained from tin
oxalate and a long chain phosphonic acid. The tin precursor
and the type and amount of phosphonic acid were key param-
eters to produce pure and highly crystalline tin monophosphide
NCs. SnP NCs showed organized orientations of diphosphorus
pairs within their layered crystal structure. SnP NCs were tested
for the rst time as an anode material for SIBs. SnP NC-based
SIB anodes exhibited a specic capacity of about
600 mA h g�1 at a current density of 100 mA g�1 and very stable
cycling performance with negligible capacity fading over 200
cycles. This excellent performance was attributed to the sodia-
tion of the two components within the phosphide, the small
size of the crystal domains and the proper phosphorus-rich
composition.
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Fig. 6 Electrochemical performance of SnP NCs. Rate capability
measurements (a), galvanostatic charge–discharge voltage curves (b)
and cycling stability of Na-ion half-cells employing SnP anodes made
from SnP NCs at 0.1 A g�1 (c). All anodes had the same composition of
SnP(64%)/CB(21%)/CMC(15%) and were cycled at room temperature at
various current densities of 0.05–2.5 A g�1; 5 M NaFSI in DME solution
was used as the electrolyte for Na-ion cells. All batteries were cycled in
the potential range of 5 mV to 1.5 V. The obtained capacities were
normalized by the mass of SnP.
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A B S T R A C T

We present a procedure to produce single-phase PdP2 nanocrystals (NCs). The approach involves the reaction of
palladium(II) acetylacetonate and hexamethylphosphoroustriamide to nucleate defective Pd5P2 nanoparticles
that subsequently, with further phosphorous incorporation, crystallize into PdP2. The synthesized PdP2 NCs were
supported on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and applied as electrocatalysts for ethanol oxidation. The activity of
PdP2 toward the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) was over a threefold higher than that of Pd NCs prepared
under similar conditions. Even better performance was obtained from PdP2 NCs supported on rGO, which
showed current densities up to 51.4mA cm−2 and mass activities of 1.60 A mg-1Pd, that is 4.8 and 15 times higher
than Pd NCs. Besides, PdP2 NCs and PdP2/rGO catalysts showed improved stability during EOR than Pd NCs and
Pd/rGO.

1. Introduction

Direct liquid fuel cells are electrochemical devices able to directly
convert chemical energy stored within liquid fuels into electricity.
Among the possible liquids, ethanol has a high energy density (8.01 KW
h kg−1) [1,2], low toxicity, a relatively high boiling point for safe
storage and transportation, and the potential to be bio-sourced in large
quantities from the fermentation of biomass. Owing to these ad-
vantages, direct ethanol fuel cells (DEFCs) have become one of the most
appealing alternatives to electrochemical batteries and conventional
fossil fuel-based combustion engines in numerous fields of application.
However, the high price and limited performance of current fuel oxi-
dation electrocatalysts is limiting their deployment. These limitations,
extensive to most fuel cell technologies, are particularly severe in
DEFCs since the complete ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) involves the
release of 12 electrons per molecule and the cleavage of a CeC bond.

Extensive research on electrocatalysts for DEFCs has been carried
out on acidic conditions, which allow taking advantage of convenient
proton exchange membranes for the device fabrication. However, the

slow reaction kinetics and low stability of electrocatalysts in these
conditions are very tough barriers to be overcome [3,4]. As an alter-
native, effort has been moved toward developing electrocatalysts for
alkaline-type DEFCs. The enhanced kinetics of the catalytic reaction in
alkaline solution increases the efficiency in the use of precious metals
and even permits the use of less expensive catalysts.

Pt and Pt-based alloys have been extensively studied as the most
active catalysts for DEFCs. Alternatively, Pd is a more abundant and less
demanded element, what currently translates into significantly lower
costs. Pd [5] and Pd-based electrocatalysts, such as PdNi [6,7], Pd2Ru
[8], PdCu [9–11], PdAu [12] and Pd2Sn [4,13], have demonstrated
electrocatalytic activities in the electrooxidation of different types of
liquid fuels and particularly ethanol comparable to those of Pt-based
catalysts. Pd and Pd-based materials are also excellent catalysts for the
Suzuki coupling reaction [14–16] and oxygen reduction reaction [17].
An especially interesting case is that of Pd-based phosphides, which
have shown excellent activity toward hydrogen evolution, oxygen re-
duction, formic acid oxidation and hydrodesulfurization [18,19]. Ad-
ditionally, palladium phosphides are characterized with high electrical
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conductivities and show improved corrosion resistance with respect to
Pd. However, surprisingly, palladium phosphides have not been in-
vestigated as electrocatalysts for the EOR.

Actually, few attempts have been done to produce palladium
phosphide NCs at all. Most attempts to produce palladium phosphides
were based on the reaction of premade Pd with a phosphorus precursor
such as trioctylphosphine (TOP) or white phosphorous at relatively
high temperatures [18,20–22]. Following this strategy, quasi amor-
phous palladium phosphide particles with irregular shapes and broad
size distributions were obtained [21,22]. The synthesis of crystalline
palladium phosphide NCs have proved to be very challenging. Single-
phase Pd5P2 crystallites with a few hundred nanometers were prepared
using Pd(acac)2 as metal precursor and TOP as phosphorus precursor
[19]. Using the same strategy, Pd5P2 nanoparticles encapsulated within
mesoporous silica were also prepared [19].

Herein, we report a procedure to produce single-phase colloidal
PdP2 NCs. Compared with previous synthesis strategies based on the
reaction of premade metallic Pd with a phosphorous source, our pro-
tocol involved the nucleation of Pd5P2 and their subsequent crystal-
lization and growth into PdP2 NCs with the incorporation of additional
P. After ligand exchange, PdP2 NCs were uniformly deposited on re-
duced graphene oxide sheets and tested as electrocatalyts for the EOR.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals

Hexamethylphosphoroustriamide (HMPT, 97%), and palladium(II)
acatylacetonate (Pd(acac)2, Pd 34.7 wt%) were purchased from Alfa
Aesar. Oleylamine (OAm, approximate C18 content 80–90%) was
purchased from ACROS Organics. TOP (97%), methylamine hydro-
chloride (MAHC, 98%), ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN, 99%), am-
monium chloride (NH4Cl, 99.5%), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 85%),
Nafion (5wt% in a mixture of low aliphatic alcohols and water), gra-
phite, potassium permanganate (KMnO4, 99%), sodium nitrate (NaNO3,
99%), sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 95–98%), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30 wt% in H2O) were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich. Chloroform, ethanol and acetone were of analytical grade and
obtained from various sources. MilliQ water was obtained by using a
PURELAB flex from ELGA. All chemicals were used as received without
further purification.

2.2. Synthesis of PdP2 NCs

Caution: Because this procedure involves the use and high-tem-
perature decomposition of HMPT that can liberate toxic and flammable
phosphine gas or toxic phosphorus oxides, the reaction should only be
carried out by appropriately trained personnel using rigorously air-free
conditions and the Schlenk line should be connected with gas absorp-
tion solutions.

In a typical synthesis, 60.9 mg (0.2mmol) of Pd(acac)2, 67.5mg
(1mmol) of MAHC or 53.5mg (1mmol) ammonium chloride, and
10mL of OAm were mixed in a 50mL three-neck flask. The reaction
system was purged with argon at 120 °C for 1 h. Then 0.1 mL
(0.57mmol) of HMPT was injected into the solution and the tempera-
ture was further increased to 300 °C in 20min. During the heating up,
the solution became black at around 250 °C. The flask was maintained
at 300 °C for 1 h before the solution was allowed to cool to room tem-
perature. The isolation of the resultant black precipitate was achieved
with excess ethanol followed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm (3200 g).
Purification was achieved by multiple dispersion/precipitation steps
using chloroform and ethanol. Finally the powder was suspended in
5mL of chloroform in a vial.

2.3. Synthesis of Pd NCs

Reference Pd NCs were prepared in a similar way as PdP2 NCs, i.e.
by mixing the same amounts of Pd(acac)2, MAHC and OAm and at the
same condition as in the synthesis of PdP2 NCs, but without injection of
HMPT. The reaction was kept at 300 °C for 1 h and then washed fol-
lowing the same procedures as in the synthesis of PdP2 NCs.

2.4. Synthesis of rGO

Graphene oxide was produced by a modified Hummers method as
originally presented by Kovtyukhova [23]. Briefly, in a 500mL flask,
2.0 g of graphite, 1.5 g of NaNO3 and 96mL of concentrated H2SO4

were vigorously stirred in ice-water bath. Then, 9.0 g of KMnO4 was
slowly added to the flask over 30min. Stirring was continued for 1.5 h
in the ice-water bath and then followed by another 2 h at 35 °C.
Afterward, 280mL of H2O was added into the mixture. During the
process, the solution was heated to 98 °C and kept at this temperature
for 2 h. 5mL of 30wt% H2O2 were added to the solution after the
temperature was decreased to 60 °C. To remove ionic impurities, the
obtained solution was washed by vacuum filtration and rinsing with
aqueous 3 wt% HCl for 3 times, followed by H2O for another 3 times.
The resulting product was dried under vacuum at 60 °C and then cal-
cined in a tube furnace at 500 °C for 2 h in flowing argon. As a result,
the reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was obtained.

2.5. Ligand exchange

The ligand exchange procedure used here was similar to that pre-
viously reported by Fafarman et al. [24]. In a typical procedure, 0.5mL
of 130mM NH4SCN in acetone was added to 1mL of a dispersion of as-
synthesized PdP2 NCs in chloroform (∼10mg in 1mL). The resulting
solution was agitated for 1min; a complete flocculation was observed
within seconds. The slurry was centrifuged at 3000 rpm (1200 g) for
1min and the supernatant discarded. Another 1mL of acetone was
added to the precipitate; the mixture was sonicated for 1min followed
by centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 1min. The washing steps were repeated
another time and the obtained precipitate was dried at room tem-
perature.

2.6. Catalyst preparation

The catalyst ink for electrochemical measurements was prepared by
mixing 5mg of PdP2 NCs and 5mg of rGO in 5mL of deionized water.
The mixture was sonicated for 1 h to form a homogeneous catalyst ink.
For comparison, catalysts of Pd, Pd/C, Pd/rGO and PdP2 were also
prepared through dissolving 10mg of as-synthesized Pd, Pd and rGO
(1:1 wt ratio) or PdP2 NCs in 5mL of deionized water by sonication for
1 h.

The working electrode was prepared using a glassy carbon electrode
(GCE, 5mm in diameter) which was previously polished using diamond
paper and 0.05 μm alumina slurry sequentially, followed by ultra-
sonication in ethanol first and water later, for 1min each. The cleaned
GCE was dried under argon flow at room temperature. The electrode
was modified by drop casting 10 μL of the catalyst ink and posterior
drying at room temperature. To immobilize the catalysts on the elec-
trode, 10 μL of a 0.5 wt% Nafion solution was dropped on the surface of
the electrode.

2.7. Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical measurements were conducted at room tempera-
ture on a BioLogic electrochemical workstation using a standard three-
electrode cell with the modified GCE as working electrode, a Pt mesh as
counter electrode and Hg/HgO (1M KOH) as reference electrode. All
the cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were conducted at room
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temperature. The electrolyte solutions were purged with argon for
30min before use. The background was obtained by CV measurement
in 0.5M KOH solution from −1.0 to 0.3 V vs. Hg/HgO at 50mV s−1.
Afterward, for EOR measurement, the working electrodes were tested in
0.5M KOH with 0.5M ethanol solution under the same conditions. The
chronoamperometry measurements were conducted at −0.1 V vs. Hg/
HgO for 10,000 s in the electrolyte of 0.5M KOH and 0.5M ethanol in
order to evaluate the stability of the catalysts.

2.8. Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization was car-
ried out using a ZEISS LIBRA 120, operating at 120 kV and a JEOL 1011
operating at 100 kV. Carbon-coated TEM grids from Ted-Pella were
used as substrates. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies were con-
ducted using a field emission gun FEI™ Tecnai F20 microscope at 200 kV
with a point-to-point resolution of 0.19 nm. Annular dark-field
(HAADF) STEM was combined with electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) in the Tecnai F20, by using a GATAN QUANTUM filter. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) analyses were done in a ZEISS Auriga mi-
croscope with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector
operating at 20 kV. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were col-
lected directly from the as-synthesized NCs dropped on Si (501) sub-
strate on a Bruker-AXS D8 Advanced X-ray diffractometer with Ni-fil-
tered (2 μm thickness) Cu K radiation (λ=1.5406 Å) operating at
40 kV and 40mA. A LynxEye linear position-sensitive detector was used
in reflection geometry. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was
done on a SPECS system equipped with an Al anode XR50 source op-
erating at 150 mWand a Phoibos 150 MCD-9 detector. The pressure in
the analysis chamber was below 10−7 Pa. The area analyzed was about
2mm×2mm. The pass energy of the hemispherical analyzer was set at
25 eV and the energy step was set at 0.1 eV. Data processing was per-
formed with the CasaXPS program (Casa Software Ltd., UK). Binding
energy values were centered using the C 1 s peak at 284.8 eV. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on an Alpha
Bruker FTIR spectroscopy with a platinum attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) single reflection module. FTIR spectra data were recorded from
400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. NC synthesis

PdP2 NCs were produced within OAm from the reaction of Pd(acac)2
with HMPT in the presence of MAHC (see details in the experimental
section). All elements were introduced in the reaction flask at a low
temperature and the mixture was heated up to 300 °C. During the

heating up process, the solution became black at around 250 °C, in-
dicating the precursor reaction at this temperature.

Fig. 1a shows a TEM micrograph of the NCs obtained after 1 h re-
action at 300 °C. NCs showed elongated, tear drop-like geometry and
had an average size of its longer axis of 12 ± 2 nm. XRD patterns
showed the NCs to have a PdP2 monoclinic phase, with I2/c space
group (Fig. 1b). No additional XRD peak corresponding to secondary
crystal phases was detected. HRTEM analysis confirmed the monoclinic
phase of the NCs and allowed determining the lattice parameters:
a= 6.207 Å, b=5.857 Å and c= 5.874 Å (Fig. 2a). Annular dark field
scanning TEM (ADF-STEM) and STEM-EELS elemental composition
maps revealed all NCs to contain Pd and P and to have both elements
uniformly distributed throughout each NC (Fig. 2b). SEM-EDS analysis
showed the NCs to have an atomic ratio of P/Pd= 2.0 (Figure S1).

To gain inside of the NC growth mechanism, aliquots were extracted
at different reaction times. Spherical nanoparticles with a highly de-
fective/disordered Pd5P2 phase, as deduced from the XRD band at
about 2θ = 40°, and an average size of 7 nm were recovered from ali-
quots extracted after 1min reaction at 300 °C (Figure S2 and S3). As the
reaction time increased, additional P was progressively incorporated
into the Pd5P2 nanoparticles, which crystallized into elongated PdP2

NCs (Figure S2 and S3).
To determine the role of MAHC in the synthesis, the reaction was

performed in the absence of this compound. In these conditions, before
adding the P precursor, the solution changed to black at 120 °C, during
the heating up process. XRD analysis of the recovered solid showed that
it consisted of Pd (Figure S4). We conclude that in the absence of
MAHC, the Pd precursor is reduced by OAm at low temperature, re-
sulting in the formation of Pd NCs. Once HMPT was injected in the
solution containing the reduced Pd precursor, Pd NCs reacted with P to
produce very small Pd-P nanoparticles, which after reaction at 300 °C
for 1 h resulted in a mixture of small Pd5P2 and PdP2 NCs (Figure S5).

In the presence of 0.2mmol of MAHC, the precursors reacted at
higher temperature, about 250 °C, indicating that the presence of
MAHC prevented the reduction of the Pd precursor by OAm. After re-
acting at 300 °C for 1 h, teardrop shaped PdP2 NCs with some spherical
Pd5P2 particles were obtained. With larger amounts of MAHC, the shape
of the NCs became uniform and less spherical Pd-P quasi-amorphous
particles were observed in the products (Figure S6). This last point was
followed by the decrease of the XRD band at about 2θ = 40° assigned
to a disordered/defective Pd5P2 phase (Figure S7), which was observed
to decrease with the amount of MAHC introduced. This band com-
pletely disappeared when 1mmol MAHC was present in the reaction
system. At this point, pure phase PdP2 NCs were obtained.

To elucidate the role of chlorine and the amine group of MAHC, the
synthesis was carried out in the presence of NH4Cl instead of MAHC. In
these conditions, a similar reaction temperature with respect to the

Fig. 1. a) Representative TEM micrograph of
PdP2 NCs. The inset shows their size (long axis)
distribution histogram. b) XRD pattern of PdP2

NCs including the JCPDS 77-1421 reference.
The inset shows a unit cell of the PdP2 mono-
clinic phase (Pd in blue and P in pink) (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article).
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presence of MAHC, as observed from the color change of the solution,
and a similar product was obtained (Figure S8). This experimental re-
sult pointed toward Cl− ions having a main role on the stabilization of
the Pd precursor in solution, preventing its reduction with OAm and
yielding pure phase PdP2 when reacting with the P source. This result
also demonstrates that ammonium chloride could be used instead of
MAHC for the synthesis of PdP2 NCs. However, all the following results
were obtained using PdP2 NCs produced in the presence of MAHC.

To determine the role of the P precursor, HMPT was replaced by
TOP. Using TOP, no NCs were obtained at 300 °C, which we associated
to the much lower reactivity of TOP when compared with HMPT. When
reacting at 350 °C for 1 h, irregular and large-size NCs were produced
(Figure S9). XRD and EDS showed these NCs to consist of a mixture of
Pd5P2 and PdP2 phases (Figure S10). In this case, the produced NCs
were irregular in shape and highly polydisperse in size.

Fig. 3 shows the Pd 3d and the P 2p XPS spectra of the PdP2 NCs.
Two doublets were fitted to the Pd 3d states. The main Pd component,
accounting for 64% of the total Pd detected, was found at a Pd 3d5/2

binding energy 335.9 eV. This binding energy was slightly above that of
Pd(0) in pure Pd (335.1–335.5 eV) [25,26], which is consistent with the
chemical environment of Pd within a Pd phosphide. A more oxidized
component, accounting for 36% of the Pd detected, was found at a Pd
3d5/2 binding energy of 337.7 eV. This component was assigned to Pd
(II) species at the surface of the air-exposed NCs that had undergone
oxidation [27].

Two P chemical states were also identified from XPS analysis of the
P 2p electronic states. A main P 2p3/2 peak at 130.3 eV matched well
with P in a metal phosphide environment. This component accounted
for 64% of the detected P. The second component, accounting for 36%
of the P detected, was found at a higher binding energy, P 2p3/2 peak at
134.1 eV, and it was assigned to a phosphate environment. We believe
this phosphate to result from the partial oxidation of the PdP2 surface
due to air exposure [28–30].

The atomic ratio of Pd and P at the NC surface detected by XPS was
approximately 1, which points toward a Pd enriched surface compared
to the PdP2 core.

Fig. 2. a) HRTEM image of several PdP2 NCs and power spectrum fitting with the PdP2 phase of one of them. b) ADF-STEM image of several PdP2 NCs and EELS
compositional maps for Pd (blue) and P (green) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article).

Fig. 3. XPS spectra of PdP2 NCs in the Pd 3p (a) and P 2p (b) regions.
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3.2. NC surface treatment and catalyst preparation

FTIR spectra of as-produced PdP2 NCs displayed peaks at 2920 and
2852 cm−1 attributed to the C–H stretching vibration of the alkyl group
of OAm (Fig. 4). Additionally, peaks attributed to the bending vibration
of C–H in alkyl and alkenyl part of OAm, at 1457 and 968 cm−1, and to
the bending vibrations of NeH and C–N, at 1551 and 1059 cm−1, were
also identified. These features were slightly shifted compared with pure
OAm, consistently with its binding to the NC surface. While the pre-
sence of OAm at the NC surface rendered the NCs colloidally stable in
non-polar solvents and limited their growth, OAm might also block
catalytic sites and hinder charge transfer. Thus, it had to be removed
prior to NC catalytic application.

OAm was displaced from the NC surface using a short inorganic
ligand, ammonium thiocyanate, following the procedure reported by
Fafarman et al. (see experimental section for details) [24]. FTIR spectra
of the NCs after ligand displacement with ammonium thiocyanate
showed the presence of peaks at 2045 and 1596 cm−1, assigned to the
C^N antisymmetric and asymmetric vibration, and a broad peak at ca.
1400 cm−1 corresponding to the NeH stretching vibration of the amino
group of ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN).

Electrocatalysts were prepared by supporting the colloidal PdP2 NCs
onto reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Graphene is considered an ideal
electrocatalyst support owing to its excellent electric conductivity, large
surface area, superior mechanical flexibility and chemical stability
[31]. The use of graphene as the support material not only improves the
electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite catalyst, but also increases
the dispersion of the active components, which helps to prevent their
aggregation during the catalytic reaction. Graphene oxide (GO) sheets
were prepared here by a modified Hummers method as presented by
Kovtyukhova [23], and then reduced to rGO at high temperature
(Figure S11). rGO exhibited a rippled and crumpled morphology and
paper-like structure with single or few layers (Fig. 5), offering a large
surface area to support the PdP2 NCs. PdP2 NCs were supported by
mixing the proper amount of rGO and PdP2 NCs in water (see experi-
mental section for details). As shown in Fig. 5, PdP2 NCs were homo-
geneously distributed on the rGO sheet after solvent removal. The na-
nocomposite was drop-casted onto GCE and then dried at room
temperature. On top of it, Nafion was deposited to immobilize the
catalysts on the electrode (see details in the experimental section).

3.3. Cyclic voltammetry in base solution

CV of PdP2/rGO, unsupported PdP2, 12 ± 3 nm Pd (Figure S12)
and Pd/rGO electrocatalysts was initially investigated in a 0.5M KOH
aqueous solution (Fig. 6a). The same total amount of catalyst was used
to produce each of the tested electrodes, which translated into sig-
nificantly lower amounts of Pd in the PdP2 and especially on the PdP2/
rGO catalysts.

All catalysts showed similar coulombic features, but with small
differences in relevant regions of the voltammograms. The peaks in the
region between -0.6 V and -0.8 V vs. Hg/HgO were attributed to the
adsorption (cathodic scan) and desorption (anodic scan) of hydrogen. In
the anodic scan, the PdP2 catalyst showed a positive shift of peak po-
tentials compared to Pd, while in the cathodic scan, the PdP2 showed a
slight negative shift of the peak potential. The distinct anodic and
cathodic behaviors of PdP2 and Pd catalysts were related to their dif-
ferent electronic structure involving partial electron donation from Pd
to P sites, consistent with XPS results [32].

The peaks in the anodic scan region from −0.4 to −0.2 V vs. Hg/
HgO were attributed to the formation of palladium oxide on the NC
surface. Subsequently, a PdO reduction peak appeared at about −0.2 V
vs. Hg/HgO during the negative scans. The electrochemically active
surface area (ECSA) of the catalysts was estimated from the coulombic
charge for the reduction of PdO, i.e. from the area over the voltammetry
curve in the PdO reduction peak region [13]:

-1

PdP2 after ligand exchange

PdP2

OAm

NH4SCN

Fig. 4. FTIR of OAm, NH4SCN, as-synthesized PdP2 NCs and PdP2 after ligand
exchange by NH4SCN.

Fig. 5. TEM images of as-prepared rGO (a) and PdP2/rGO (b) catalyst.
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where QPdO= 405 μC cm−2 is the charge value given for the reduction
of a PdO monolayer, the coulombic charge Q is calculated by in-
tegrating the area of the PdO reduction peak, and Pdloading is the Pd
mass on the working electrode.

ECSA values obtained for Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2, and PdP2/rGO catalysts
were 49.4m2 g−1, 63.8m2 g−1, 97.9m2 g−1, and 105.1m2 g−1, re-
spectively. The Pd utilization effectiveness was estimated taking into
account that the active surface area for full utilization of 1 g of Pd
would be 448 m2 [13,33]. Thus, the Pd utilization efficiencies of PdP2,
PdP2/rGO, Pd/rGO and Pd were 21.8%, 23.4%, 14.2% and 11.0%, re-
spectively (Fig. 6e).

Besides slight differences related to the dissimilar geometry and size
of PdP2 and Pd NCs, the larger ECSA and Pd utilization efficiency of
PdP2 over Pd demonstrated PdP2 to have a highly Pd-rich surface, as

observed from XPS measurements. The oxidation of PdP2 beyond the
surface monolayer could also partially explain the higher ECSA ob-
tained for PdP2. Besides, the slightly improved Pd utilization efficiency
of PdP2/rGO over unsupported PdP2 might be attributed to the high
surface area of rGO which allowed a better dispersion of the PdP2 NCs.

3.4. Cyclic voltammetry in ethanol solution

The EOR electrocatalytic activities of Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/
rGO catalysts were investigated in a 0.5M KOH and 0.5M ethanol
aqueous solution (Fig. 6b). CVs from all catalysts showed the two well
defined anodic peaks associated with the ethanol oxidation in alkaline
media, one in the forward and one in the reverse scan. The oxidation
peak in the forward scan was associated with the oxidation of freshly
chemisorbed species coming from ethanol adsorption. The oxidation
peak in the reverse scan was related to the removal of carbonaceous
species that were not completely oxidized in the forward scan.

Fig. 6. a) Cyclic voltammetry measurements of Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO in a 0.5M KOH solution and b) in a 0.5M KOH+0.5M ethanol solution. c)
Chronoamperometric measurements of Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO in a 0.5M KOH+0.5M ethanol solution at −0.1 V vs. Hg/HgO. d) Tafel plot of the Pd, Pd/
rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO. e) Comparison of Pd utilization efficiencies. f) Comparison of specific activity and mass activity of the Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO. g)
Mass activity after chronoamperometric measurement for 10,000 s.
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The ethanol oxidation process may take place through two parallel
pathways [8]:

CH3CH2OH→CH3CH2OH(ad)→CH3CHO→CH3COOH (2)

CH3CH2OH→CH3CH2OH(ad)→CO(ad), CHx(ad)→CO2 (3)

In the path schematized in equation 2 (C2 pathway), ethanol is first
oxidized to acetaldehyde and subsequently to acetic acid or acetate in
alkaline solution. The CeC bond is not broken during this pathway. In
the path of equation 3 (C1 pathway), the CeC bond is broken and in-
termediate species such as CO and CHx fragments are produced, which
can be further oxidized to CO2 or carbonate in alkaline solution.

During the positive scan, to reach a current density of 1mA cm−2,
overpotentials of −0.48V and −0.45V vs. Hg/HgO were required for
PdP2/rGO and PdP2, respectively, which was less than the overpotential
required for Pd/rGO (−0.43V vs. Hg/HgO) and Pd NCs (−0.41V vs. Hg/
HgO), indicating a lower activation energy for ethanol oxidation on PdP2.
The forward oxidation current peaked at around −0.12V vs. Hg/HgO for
Pd, −0.09V for PdP2, −0.07V for Pd/rGO and −0.04V for PdP2/rGO
(Table 1). Higher potentials resulted in a decrease of current density asso-
ciated with the oxidation of the Pd surface. In the forward scan, peak cur-
rent densities for the EOR in Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/rGO were 10.6,
16.9, 22.1 and 51.4mA cm−2, respectively (Table 1). When the values were
normalized to reflect the amount of Pd, the mass peak current density of
PdP2 and PdP2/rGO were 0.344 and 1.60A mg-1Pd, respectively, which is ca.
3.3 and 15 times higher than that of Pd (0.104A mg-1Pd), and 1.03 and 4.8
times higher than that of Pd/rGO (0.332A mg-1Pd) (Fig. 6f). Overall, PdP2/
rGO showed very high specific and mass activities toward the EOR, com-
parable to the best Pt- and Pd-based catalysts reported to date (Fig. 7).

In terms of loading, while bare rGO showed no activity toward EOR
(Figure S13), with the increasing amount of PdP2 on rGO from 25% to
75%, the catalyst showed increasing specific activity and decreasing
mass activity. A 50wt% loading of PdP2 on PdP2/rGO was considered
the best compromise and was the composition selected to carry on all
measurements.

The ratio of the forward (JF) and reverse (JR) peak current densities
was calculated to get insight of the reaction pathway: the higher the JF/
JR ratio, the more efficient is the oxidation of ethanol and the less ac-
cumulation of carbonaceous species occurrs on the catalyst [4]. As
calculated from Fig. 6b, the JF/JR ratios for Pd, Pd/rGO, PdP2 and PdP2/
rGO were 0.82 and 1.00 to 0.99 and 1.22, respectively (Table 1). The
increased ratio suggested more efficient ethanol oxidation process for
PdP2 and especially PdP2/rGO than Pd.

To evaluate the stability of the catalysts, chronoamperometry (CA)
measurements were carried out in a solution of 0.5M KOH+0.5M
ethanol with a constant applied potential of −0.1 V vs. Hg/HgO. As
displayed in Fig. 6c, initial rapid decreases in current density were
observed for all the catalysts, followed by a sluggish decrease until a
pseudo-steady state. The sharp initial decrease was ascribed to the
adsorption and accumulation of strongly adsorbed reaction inter-
mediates on the surface of free active sites. Subsequently, the adsorp-
tion of ethanol depends on the liberation of the active sites resulting
from the oxidation of ethanol or the intermediates that form during the

initial state. After 10,000 s activity, the current obtained from PdP2

(0.90mA cm−2) and PdP2/rGO (1.56mA cm−2) was much higher than
that of Pd (0.15mA cm−2) and Pd/rGO (0.57mA cm−2). When com-
paring by mass activities, PdP2/rGO (48.5mA mg-1Pd) and PdP2 (14.0mA
mg-1Pd) showed about 32 and 9.5 times higher values than Pd (1.47mA
mg-1Pd), and 4.3 and 1.3 times higher values than Pd/rGO (Fig. 6g).
Notice that no morphological or structural change of the NCs was ob-
served to take place during EOR (Figure S14).

Fig. 6d shows a linear region of the Tafel plots obtained from the CV
curves in the range from −0.5 to −0.3 V vs. Hg/HgO. As the potential
further increased above −0.2 V, the Tafel plot became curved, in-
dicating a change in the factor limiting the reaction rate. As shown in
Fig. 6d, Pd NCs and Pd/rGO showed a Tafel slope of 176 and 171mV
dec−1, well above that of PdP2 and PdP2/rGO, with Tafel slopes of 155
and 133mV dec−1, respectively. These values were close to the theo-
retical value for the EOR as calculated by Liang (120mV dec−1) [49].
The lower Tafel slopes indicated that the charge-transfer kinetics of the
EOR on the PdP2 and especially PdP2/rGO catalysts were faster than
that on Pd in the alkaline medium, which can be ascribed to the positive
effect of P on the electronic state of Pd, the enhanced electron con-
ductivity of rGO and the uniform dispersion of PdP2 NCs on rGO.

4. Conclusions

In summary, single-phase PdP2 NCs were produced in the presence
of chlorine ions and using a highly active P precursor, HMPT. PdP2 NCs
showed high mass activity and long-term stability toward the EOR in
alkaline media. The enhanced properties were attributed to the effect of
P on the electronic structure of Pd and the Pd-rich surface of the pro-
duced PdP2 NCs. The activity and stability of the PdP2-based catalyst
were further improved by supporting PdP2 NCs onto rGO, taking ad-
vantage of an enhanced electrical conductivity and a high dispersion of
the PdP2 NCs. Additionally, the slower current decay over time com-
bined with the higher measured activity for PdP2 and PdP2/rGO elec-
trocatalysts when compared with Pd and Pd/rGO, indicated a higher
tolerance to the carbonaceous species formed.

Table 1
Current density and potential at the forward and reverse peak and ratio of the
peak current density between the forward and reverse oxidation peaks JF/JR.

Catalysts Forward Scan Reverse Scan JF/JR

EF (V vs. Hg/
HgO)

JF (mA
cm−2)

ER (V vs. Hg/
HgO)

JR (mA
cm−2)

Pd −0.12 10.6 −0.194 12.9 0.82
Pd/rGO −0.07 16.9 −0.185 16.9 1.00
PdP2 −0.09 22.1 −0.192 22.3 0.99
PdP2/rGO −0.04 51.4 −0.178 42.1 1.22
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Fig. 7. Specific and mass activities of the PdP2/rGO electrocatalysts tested in
the present work compared with reported best performing catalysts: PtRh/rGO
[34], Pt9RhFe3/C [35], PtRu0.5Sn0.5 [36], Pd2Sn/C [4], Pd59Ni41/C [37], Pd3Pb
[38], PdCo/NPNCs [39], PdCu2/C [40], PdFe-Fe2O3/MWNTs [41], Pt68Cu32
[42], Pd NWAs [43], PtCo/CFC [44], PdAg3, PdAg and Pd3Ag [45], PtCu [46],
PtSnRh/C [47] and PdSn-SnO2/C [48]. Abbreviations: reduced graphene oxide
(rGO), N-doped porous carbon nanocapsules (NPNCs), multiwalled carbon na-
notubes (MWNTs), nanowire arrays (NWAs) and carbon fiber cloth (CFC).
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